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FOREWORD

Probably the most exciting event in 2000 occurred on July
26th, when a 2 mA proton beam was extracted during a few
minutes from the main cyclotron with very low losses. We
had achieved what we had been dreaming of for many
years. This achievement is the result of a better under-
standing of the basic physics of the accelerator mechanisms
and of patience, hard work and great skill of those who
operate the machines. It also proofs the versatility and
careful design of our 30-year-old accelerator, which allows
the increase of beam power by a factor of 20 over its
original design value without major conceptual changes. We
also consider it as a great success to have been able to
maintain a high reliability of up to 97% with beam currents
between 1.7 and 1.8 mA for intervals as long as weeks.
However we didn't only have good times, we also had
experienced several serious failures of crucial elements of
the accelerators as well as of primary power and water
supplies. Failures of the support systems shut down the
accelerators in a fairly uncontrolled way and very likely
cause secondary defects. It clearly remains an important
task in 2001 to analyse these failures and seek for remedies.

For safety and stability reasons we did not, and next year
will not go to the limit of the machines by continuously
running a 2 mA proton beam. However we restrict ourselves
to 1.7 mA until we have installed the first new copper RF-
cavity in the main accelerator in 2003. These new cavities
will withstand the high power required for a 2mA operation
much better than the present aluminium cavities. Of these
new cavities we have made good progress in design and
manufacturing studies, so that by the end of 2001 the first
cavity will be ready to be tested.

As mentioned above, a detailed understanding of the beam
behaviour during the first stage of acceleration, while space
charge effects are important, is mandatory for high current
operation. New computer codes and large arrays of fast
processors are being developed, built and used. A detailed
modelling of space charge effects and simulations with a
three dimensional particle tracker program developed at PSI
in the frame of an international collaboration will be
possible.

High currents are produced in order to get high fluxes of
pions, muons and neutrons. It has been a longstanding and
successful tradition at PSI to also build efficient targets and
beamlines to increase the particle fluxes. In this spirit the
zircaloy spallation target of SINQ was replaced by a target
containing steel clad lead rods. Together with the shortening
of target E (higher transmission of beam to SINQ) and the
increase of beam current from 1.5 to 1.7 mA at ring
extraction the neutron flux could be doubled. The efficiency
of the target can be increased even further and so the
development of spallation targets goes on. Extensive
research on material behaviour under radiation has to be

done however. Some insight will be gained in this field
from examinations of the spallation target with test
specimens which had been irradiated in 1999 and which has
now been dismantled in order to prepare probes. The
ultimate target will be a liquid lead bismuth target. The
formidable task of developing and testing such a target will
be tackled by a large international project called MEGAPIE.
The parties involved have signed a cooperation agreement
by the end of the year. Intensive planning and discussion
has already taken place during the whole of the year 2000.

Another way to increase the efficiency of our facilities is to
improve beamlines and instruments. The calculations for a
new muon beam with an extremely high acceptance show
exciting and encouraging results. Interesting and promising
schemes to improve SANS and NEUTRA have been
developed and are being tested. We are glad to report that
the electronic system of the SANS detectors could be taken
into operation before the shutdown of the accelerators and
that it proofed to work very satisfactorily.

An increase of distortions of the shortened target E, which
led to a target failure, might be due to the reduced
mechanical stability of this target. We decided therefore to
build a novel type of target, which should deal better with
the stress imposed at the high operating temperature of
1700°K.

The support groups of the departments GFA and LOG
contribute significantly to a smooth and efficient operation
of our facilities and experimental activities. This was indeed
also the case in the year 2000. Besides the daily work of
operating facilities and supporting experimenters, the crews
had to be called in at night or on weekends quite a number
of times for repair work after breakdowns. A major effort
concerned planning and preparing for the long and complex
shutdown which will start in January 2001. The successful
completion of the intended work depends crucially on a
nearly perfect coordination.

Besides running the facilities we are also involved in
theoretical and experimental research projects. Some of
them address basic scientific questions mainly concerning
the properties of micro or nanostructured materials:
experiments as well as large scale computer simulations of
molecular dynamics were performed to investigate non-
classical materials properties. Others are related to improve-
ments or extensions of the capabilities of our facilities. We
also report on intriguing results from applications of the
neutron capture radiography, the prompt gamma activation
method and the isotope production facility at SINQ.

Erich Steiner
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OPERATION OF THE PSI-ACCELERATOR FACILITY IN 2000

A.C. Mezger, P.-A. Schmelzbach, T. Stammbach

The operation of the PSI accelerator facility saw in the year
2000 many "ups and downs" as can be taken out of figure 1.
One of the first ups was due to the fact that the limitation of
the beam current for our high intensity facility was
officially raised to 2 mA instead of the 1.5 mA we were
allowed to accelerate in the past. This allowed us to increase
our beam current on the meson production targets to a stable
1.7 mA very soon in this year. The next important milestone
in July was then a new record beam intensity of 2 mA
accelerated up to the production targets. We can also
mention here that the total charge delivered to our meson
targets exceeds 8.5 Ah.

An enjoying fact was also that, due to the continuous effort
in optimising our beam quality and due to appropriate

beam collimation, we could succeed to reduce beam losses
even further.

As mentioned before we also had to account for some
"downs" which reflect of course in our average availability
of only 85.6% and in the number of beamtrips, which are
important measures for our users. This availability, lower
than in the two previous years (comparison in figure 2), is
due to long repairs, which had to be interrupted overnight or
during weekends, as well as to an insulation problem in the
Cockcroft-Walton, which allowed only part time production
during the last week in December thus leading to an
availability of 30% in that week. The main problems during
this year can be taken out of the figure 1. One has to
mention the following main beam interruptions:

2 mA extracted out of
the ring cyclotron

U

1 1 t

Date

Fig. 1: High Energy Operation at the PSI Accelerators: Availability, main failures, delivered charge and beamtrips due to
discharges in the electrostatic elements inside the Ring cyclotron.



• 4 times repair on the meson production target (TgE).
• Ring cavity HF-coupler repair.
• Once a Ring injection-septum repair (due to sparking

of the Cavity inlet) and twice a Ring extraction-septum
repair (one due to a tiny water leak in the Ring
extraction magnet AHA).

• Cockcroft-Walton (CW) cooling system leak causing a
dangerous high dark current in the high voltage
system.

An attempt to characterize all the interruptions has been
made and figure 3 shows the result of this. One has to note
however that it is not always so easy to put a problem cor-
rectly into a category. For instance a power failure at PSI-
East causes a breakdown of the main cooling plant for half
an hour and results in a general interruption of the accel-
erator operation for two shifts and could lead to some dis-
cussions of how this downtime has to be attributed.

The beamtrips, i.e. short beam interruptions due to dis-
charges in electrostatic elements, have also been taken into
account with about 17 seconds per trip. This is the time the
accelerator needs to be turned on again and to come to a
minimum current of 150 |xA, this limit being defined to
calculate the availability of the accelerator.

The unusually high amount of beamtrips in the second half
of this year was mainly due to the fact that we had to re-
place 3 times electrostatic elements in our Ring cyclotron,
one (EEC) caused by a small water leak in the extraction
area of the cyclotron, which could only be localized in the
cooling circuit of the AHA extraction magnet after several
days, a second replacement (EIC) as a secondary effect of
the defective HF-coupler of Cavity 3, a third replacement
(EEC) caused by sparking inside the high voltage connector
of the device.

The Target E had to be repaired 4 times this year leading
each time to an interruption of up to two days in beam
delivery. The causes for the breakdown of this device are
still not clear.

The statistics of the Injector 1 shows a significant reduction
of the time dedicated to beam production. Due to the
planned shutdown of their activities at the end of 2001 some

Table 1: Utilization of the beam time.

Beam Time Statistic

Ring Cyclotron (590 MeV)

o production for experiments
• meson production

... withSINQ

... with proton therapy

... with nuclear physics (NA2)

... with PIREX/PIF
• parasitic beam programs

served with direct primary beam

o setup
o beam development
o unscheduled outage
o service
o shutdown
o standby (incl. unscheduled outage Inj.ll)

Injector II (72 MeV)

o production for experiments
• production for Ring cyclotron

... with isotope production
• parasitic beam programs (IP2)

served with direct primary beam

o setup
o beam development
o unscheduled outage
o service
o shutdown
o standby (incl. unscheduled outage Ring)

total beam integral delivered

o to meson production targets
o to SINQ

availability

Injector 1 (variable energy)

o production for experiments
• NE-experiments
• OPTIS
• isotope production

o setup
o beam development / training
o unscheduled outage
o service
o shutdown
o standby
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groups already transferred their activities elsewhere. The
machine operation was interrupted during three weeks in
July to allow for an urgent repair of the vault air
conditioning system. The available beam time in 2000 was
however sufficient to satisfy the demand of all users.

500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000

Fig. 2: Availability of the beam on the meson production
targets as it developed since 1989. Plotted is the percentage
of the scheduled beam time during which the beam current
exceeded the values given on the x-axis.
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Fig. 3: Characterization of the accelerator downtimes.



JOINING THE ADVANCED MAXWELL EIGENVALUE SOLVER TO STANDARD
POSTPROCESSING FACILITIES

P. Arbenz, R. Geus (ETHZ), S. Adam, M. Bopp, H.R. Fitze (PSI)

INTRODUCTION

For the design of accelerating cavities it is important to know
the eigenfrequencies of the fundamental mode and of a few
higher harmonic modes, as well as the electromagnetic field
shapes corresponding to these modes. These results are ob-
tained from solving large Maxwell eigenvalue problems for
a few of the lowest eigenvalues and the corresponding eigen-
vectors. The eigenvalues then define the eigenfrequencies
while the field shapes are given by the corresponding eigen-
vectors. For cavities with a complex geometry, in particular
if fine structural details of the inner surface should be mod-
elled, the resulting mathematical problems are huge sparse
matrix eigenvalue problems. In a collaboration between the
Institute of Scientific Computing at ETH Zurich and the Ac-
celerator Division at PSI, modern methods have been devel-
oped to solve these problems [1].

An important issue with the solution of Maxwell eigen-
value problems is the way how the method enforces the con-
dition that the electromagnetic fields must be divergence free.
Many years ago this requirement has been successfully im-
plemented with the FIT [2] (finite integration technique) prin-
ciple. Our approach searched for a solution based on finite
elements instead of the finite difference scheme used in FIT
because these can provide a higher flexibility in modelling
complicated geometries. The mathematical formulation pro-
posed by Kikuchi[3], which mixes two types of finite ele-
ments, can clearly separate the two subspaces of divergence
free solutions and non-physical solutions. For the discreti-
sation of the electric fields special finite elements, known as
'edge elements' [4] are used while the Lagrange multiplier
functions are modelled by standard node-based elements.

EVALUATION OF EDGE ELEMENT FUNCTIONS

The use of edge elements for the electric fields allows to
enforce the divergence free condition, but it has the disad-
vantage that these special finite element functions can not be
used as input to standard postprocessing programs. A trans-
fer of the field shape data resulting from the newly developed
eigenvalue solver to commercially available postprocessing
facilities therefore required an interface program to be con-
structed. In this interface program the elementary functions
of the edge elements have to be evaluated at the corners of the
tetrahedrons and, for second order components, at the centre
of the edges. For each tetrahedron all the contributions of its
element functions have to be added.

The 24 edge element functions form three groups: six
linear vector functions are each based on the field compo-
nent along one of the six edges of the tetrahedron, six of
the quadratic functions describe the second order variation of
field components along an edge and the 12 remaining quadratic
functions describe the quadratic variation of the field com-
ponents over the faces. The 24 functions contain 20 de-
grees of freedom because of coupling conditions among the

Figure 1: Visualisation of the vectorial fields for some of the
base functions of the edge elements proposed by Nedelec.

quadratic surface functions. In general, many tetrahedrons
share a common meshpoint. With edge elements, the field
vectors for such a common point, evaluated for the different
tetrahedrons sharing it, are not necessarily identical. This is
due to the fact that only the component tangential to a com-
mon boundary between two adjacent node elements has to
be continuous while the normal component may be a step
function. In each meshpoint an averaging of the results from
different tetrahedrons is thus required. An ideal criterion for
the assignments of weights to the contributing tetrahedrons
in such a weighted averaging is still under investigation.

CONCLUSION

With the interfacing of the Maxwell eigensolver developed at
ETH Zurich to standard postprocessing facilities the practical
use of this modern finite element program is substantially
enhanced. Prior to the construction of the interface for the
result data files the code which prepares the finite element
matrices has been adapted to work with mesh files that stem
from the triangulation facility of the pre- and postprocessor
ANSYS. For the moment the standard, the result data are
converted to, is again the program ANSYS which is regularly
used at PSI for computational engineering problems, but as
this interfacing has been achieved for one output format it
will be easily adaptable to other format conventions.
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PARALLEL COMPUTING IN BEAM DYNAMIC STUDIES

A. Adelmann, D. Feichtinger, M. Foglia

The design and upgrade of the next generation of particle accelerators will require a new level of simulation capability as
researchers push the frontiers of beam intensity, beam energy, and system complexity. For virtually all proposed major
accelerator projects, modelling on parallel supercomputers is essential for design decisions aimed at evaluating feasibility,
evaluating and reducing risk, reducing cost, and optimising performance. We describe the use of parallel super computers
together with modern methods in computational accelerator physics, software engineering and visualisation in order to develop a
simulation environment capable to do space charge simulations in our complicated beam lines and Cyclotrons.

INTRODUCTION

The design and upgrade of the next generation of particle
accelerators will require a new level of simulation
capability as researchers push the frontiers of beam
intensity, beam energy, and system complexity. For
virtually all proposed major accelerator projects, modelling
on parallel supercomputers is essential for design decisions
aimed at evaluating feasibility, evaluating and reducing risk,
reducing cost, and optimising performance. At PSI we are
developing MAD9p in an international collaboration [1]: a
parallel fully 3D particle tracker with space charge based on
CLASSIC (Class Library for Accelerator Simulation
System and Control [5]) and POOMA (Parallel Object
Oriented Methods and Applications [6]).

MAD9P A PARALLEL 3D TRACKER

Singleparticle Dynamics

In the absence of radiation, the dynamics of charged
particles my be described by a Hamiltonian H(q,p,s), where
£=(q,p) denotes canonical coordinates and momenta,
respectively, and where s denotes the independent variable.
The Hamiltonian involves the electromagnetic potentials
(A, q>). Generally one is interested in motion near some
reference trajectory. Thus, one expands the Hamiltonian in a
power series around the reference trajectory and obtains a
new Hamiltonian for the deviation variables. This new
Hamiltonian may contain thousands of terms depending on
the order of the calculation. In the case, H does not depend
explicit on the independent variable, the associated map M
is given by:

M = e x p ( - T : H :) (1)

where :H: is the Lie operator [7]. The map M in the most
general form naturally includes linear as well as non-linear
theory up to any desired order. We obtain M by using
truncated power series (TPS) algebra and note that there
exist several methods to symplectify M .

Multiparticle Dynamics

The previous section dealt with the dynamics of single
particles subject to Hamilton's equations, and we
introduced the concept of a map, M (1) , associated with
the dynamics. The corresponding equation governing the
beam distribution function, f(Qt), follows from Liouville's
theorem, df/dt=O.
Now suppose one is interested in modeling intense charged
particle beams. In this case, one needs to determine the
electromagnetic potentials associated with the beams own

self-fields. If the fine-grained nature of the fields associated
with discrete particles can be neglected, then a self-
consistent average or mean field can treat the collective
effects. Though particle motion in accelerators is usually
relativistic, it is often the case that the motion of a bunch of
particles relative to one another (i.e. the motion in the bunch
frame) is non relativistic. In such cases, the effect of the
electric and magnetic self-fields both follow from the scalar
potential, which is simply related to the beams charge
density, p, by Poisson's equation,

V2<p = -p/e0. (2)

Together, this equation and the equation governing the
evolution of the distribution function constitute the
Vlasov/Poisson equations. They describe the evolution of
an intense charged particle beam in terms of a beam
distribution function, under the assumptions that
discreteness effects, collisional effects and radiation can be
neglected.
In order to integrate this system of equations we use a split
operator technique, which is accurate up to second order:

i ^(|) + O(z3) (3)
Mext is the map for the beamline elements, T is the
independent variable, in our case the arc length along the
design trajectory.

The motivation for using parallel computers is the O(n2)
nature of the problem involving Poisson's equation. This is
the Msc in the above formula. The fact that by using macro
particles the physical nature of the system changes, gives
additional support for large-scale simulations. This is
considered to be a major problem if one has to estimate halo
effects in intense charged particle beams.
At the moment we use a parallel 3D particle mesh code for
the beam dynamic simulation and working on a "grid less"
field solver namely: a modified parallel Barnes-Hut type
tree code.

MERLIN A BEOWULF CLUSTER AT PSI

Architecture

A Beowulf cluster consists of a number of small, relatively
inexpensive Linux computers creating a parallel-processing
environment at a price well below that of a typical
supercomputer. The name Beowulf comes from the first
cluster of this type built by Donald Becker [3] in 1994 at
NASA. To satisfy the increased demand for computational
power at PSI a Beowulf Cluster was built up in early 2000.
It consists of one login node and 15 compute nodes.



Every member of the cluster is equipped with two 500 MHz
Intel processors and 512 MB of memory. The home
directories reside on the login node and are distributed
through NFS to the compute nodes. In addition to this there
is 45 GB of local scratch space on every node that can be
used for very fast storage of temporary data. The network
connection is based on a switched 100 Mbit Ethernet and is
running in full duplex mode.

Because of identical hardware and software configuration of
all cluster nodes and the flexibility of the Linux operating
system the maintenance of the cluster is very straight-
forward. Various scientific simulations have shown that the
system is very stable even under heaviest load.

H Home directory
S Scratch directory

Fig. 1: Merlin, a reliable 32 processor Linux cluster.

The use in beam dynamic visualisation

The POVaccel package developed by the scientific
computing group at PSI produces animated visualisations of
MAD9p runs. The MAD9p output is translated into
isosurface representations of the charged particle clouds.
These are placed on the beam trajectory in the global
coordinate system together with a configurable model of the
particle accelerator. Figure 2 shows an example of a DC
beam in the beam-pipe. For the high quality rendering of the
single animation frames, the POV-Ray raytracing software
[4] is used. Rendering of a sequence of 650 frames (25
seconds of film) can be carried out in about 10 minutes
using all nodes in parallel on the PSI Beowulf cluster.

The use in BD Simulations

Mad9p runs routinely on the Merlin cluster (other machines
are the 502 processor Asgard (ETH) and the 2048 processor
machine Nirvana at Los Alamos), for simulations on the
BW860 beam line and the Injector II cyclotron. The runs
usually take several hours using all 32 processors of the
cluster. Typical simulation parameters are: 1 .. 10 million
particles and mesh sizes of 642 x 128. On the physical
results we report elsewhere. On the mentioned beam line
and 10 turns of the Injector II we usually gather

Merlin -Ho— Asgard
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Fig. 2: POVaccel showing a part of the BW860 beam line
with Injector II in the back.

Fig. 3: Speedup of Mad9p.

650 data sets with the total amount of 100 Mbyte of
simulation data. The speedup curve shown above indicates
that the parallelisation on the Merlin cluster is near the
optimum. The drop off in the curve shown the Asgard [2]
data is due to the 48 processors per frame on that cluster. If
one has to use more than one frame, the communication
topology changes.

Future

In the next 3 months a systematic parameter study on the
BW860 beam line and the centre region of the Injector II in
the context of space charge effects, will be completed. We
ask for additional 64 processors and a high-speed megabit
network to upgrade the Merlin Beowulf cluster.
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ENHANCING PSI'S 2D SPACE CHARGE SIMULATION PROGRAMS FOR HIGHER
PORTABILITY

S. Adam

INTRODUCTION

Prior to the 3D space charge code MAD9p presently in con-
struction [1], two versions of 2D simulation programs for
space charge effects in cyclotrons have been developed in
the beam dynamics group at PSI [2]. Both reduce the sim-
ulation space to 2D, but use equations of motion that take
into account partial aspects of the charge cloud being 3 di-
mensional. The sphere model simulates the motion of rigid
charged spheres which can partially overlap. In this model
the centres of these spheres are assumed to stay in the cy-
clotron midplane, hence the 2D motion of such centres of
spheres under space charge forces is integrated as a func-
tion of time. In the needle model the charged cloud is bro-
ken up into charged vertical needles with the same height
of the beam bunch. The motion of such charged vertical
needles in 2D radial-azimuthal configuration space (corre-
sponding to 4 dimensions in phasespace) is governed by
the radial-azimuthal focussing forces and the space charge
forces. The focussing forces are approximated by an az-
imuthally smoothened force depending only on the radial
tune vr.

Recently, other cyclotron laboratories around the world
showed a growing interest in these simulation programs.
This has motivated us to add some additional features and
to revise them in order to enhance their portability.

PROGRAM ENHANCEMENTS

Trivial, but important modifications were the translation from
German to English of all comments in the source programs,
and of all the interactive dialogues for parameter entry. In
addition, the use of standard FORTRAN 77 coding style was
checked. Two exceptions from the standard were imposed
on purpose: first, lowercase characters were used frequently,
and second, the option "IMPLICIT NONE" was applied con-
sistently.

New features of the program functionality added to both
programs were:

- A new organisation of the dialogues for the selection
of simulation parameters,

- an easy method to choose between color and
monochrome plotting, and,

- the addition of a header page to the plot metafiles de-
scribing the parameters used in the actual simulation.

The newly arranged dialogues for parameter specification
aimed at a maximal similarity between the two programs.
As another, useful new option, a copy of the display from the
dialogue for parameter selection could directly be used as an
input file, imposing the same set of parameter values. On re-
quest, a compact output file containing all parameter settings
can now be produced. Later, this may serve as an input file
in the same manner as the screen copy.

Some of the subroutines with similar versions in both
programs have been adapted to become identical and moved
to a separate source file of shared subroutines.

A new feature which could only be realized with the nee-
dle model program 'picn', but not with 'pics', was the sim-
ulation of radial collimators. This new option allows to in-
vestigate the principal working mechanism of phase cutting
collimators and it can give hints on the effect of radial clean-
ing coilimators used to reduce tails of the radial beam profile.
Both mechanisms mentioned above are of high interest for
the beam dynamics of PSI Injector 2 and will be studied in
detail with MAD9p [1].

PORTABILITY ACHIEVED

Already at an early stage, when only a small part of the re-
ported enhancements had been realized, the program 'pics'
could, within less than three hours, be implemented on the
AIX platform at RIKEN. The program had never run before
on this computer system, but nevertheless, only tiny changes
were required to get it running. This high portability has
been determined by the graphics and system interface library
"GRAPHX" [3]. Gerhard Rudolf has created the GRAPHX
library with careful programming and extensive testing. This
effort fully reveals its merits when large applications that are
based on this library have to be ported to other computer sys-
tem platforms.

THE WORLDWIDE COLLABORATION

The author wishes to express his sincere gratitude to:
Akira Goto, RIKEN, Japan, for having invited him to a sem-
inar with two weeks of intensive work in Japan and for many
fruitful discussions,
Felix Marthi and Edward Pozdeev, NSCL, MI, USA for
many important hints and for comparisons to their 3D simu-
lation program,
Pilip Cronje, NAC, South Africa for proposing essential en-
hancements and for intensive testing of the programs.
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OPERATING A HIGHER HARMONIC RESONATOR SYSTEM AT VARIOUS BEAM
INTENSITIES

M. Humbel, W. Joho, S. Adam

ABSTRACT

In the 590 MeV ringcyclotron a higher harmonic resonator
(HHR), operating at 150 MHz was added to the four 50 MHz
cavities. This arrangement allows to combine the RF fields
in phase and amplitude in such a way, that an equal energy
gain for all particles in a wide phase range results [1].

Accelerating nowadays 1.7mA of proton current, the use
of this RF flattop system significantly changed. Rather than
just to generate a flat top, this system has to compensate dis-
tortions of the geometry and energy distribution originated
by space charge forces acting on the beam bunch. In order
to meet the needs of this new versatile functions of the RF
system, a precise simulation of the behaviour is needed com-
bined with an efficient verification of the theoretical predic-
tions. This task is performed by a set of tools presented in
this report. It consists of a data taking procedure with adap-
tive domain control and a simulation code.

OPERATING THE COMBINED RF SYSTEM

To illustrate the influence of a flattop system on a beam bunch
we first neglect space charge forces. If the HHR phase is op-
erating in decelerating mode, i.e. shifted by 180 degrees and
the amplitude is set to 11.5% with respect to that of the main
accelerating structures, the superposition of the two RF com-
ponents yields a constant electric field strength over a phase
width of 30 degrees. Due to this "flat top" of the sum RF volt-
age the energy gain of the particles in a beam bunch remains
uniform along the whole bunch length within the phase ac-
ceptance of the RF system (Fig. la). This model is valid up
to a beam intensity of 0.3 mA.

Above this current level, the energy spread is steadily
growing in a beam bunch due to the space charge forces.
The leading particles are pulled ahead by the electrostatic re-
pellment of the particle cloud, whereas the lagging particles
loose energy by the analogous effect. A phase shift of the
150 MHz RF structure can counteract this inherent widening
of the energy spread. The generated slant in the RF voltage
profile along the bunch phase acts as a bunching component.

To some extent the system is even able to compensate
non linear distortions of the particle energy distribution in
the bunch. Fig lb shows a beam bunch with typical space
charge generated 'piggy tails'. Appropriate shaping of the
RF voltage profile generates a field profile, which precisely
bunches the ends of the bunch-"rod" accelerating uniformely
the monoenergetic center region. By different setting of the
energy gain, the RF-amplitudes and the phases a wide varia-
tion of the RF period profile can be generated.

Bunch

Bunch

-100 -60 -20 0 20 40 60
Phase [Deg]

Figure 1: Adaption of a flattop system to the needs of the
PSI proton beam. Up to 0.3 mA no space charge effects have
to be considered. A flattop amplitude of 11.5% of the fun-
damental one yields an uniform energy gain along the bunch
length (a). Above this limit, space charge effects can be com-
pensated by an appropriate setting of amplitude and phase of
the 150 MHz RF oszillation (b). In PSI injector 2 the bunches
are longitudinally compressed by space charge effects, so the
150 MHz cavities act as accelerating elements (c).

FLATTOP SIMULATION, THE FLASH CODE

To line out the mathematcal description of the flattop system
we define

$ the fundamental RF phase
fa the 3rd harmonic phase
e3 the flattop amplitude relative to the main RF voltage
E, the overall energy gain is a function of $ and fa

, fa) = A[cos($) - e3 cos(3$ - fa)] (i)

the normalizing factor A in chosen as

A:= 1/(1 - e 3 ) , which yields £(0,0) = 1

The behaviour of a combinted RF system, as described
mathematically above, is coded in the FORTRAN code FLASH
(FLAttop Simulation Heal). FLASH accepts a chosen flattop
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amplitude and a chosen phase width of the particle bunch.
Based on a simple modelling of the particle distribution in-
side the bunch, FLASH calculates the energy gain distribu-
tion and extracts the average energy E and the energy spread
dE fed to the particle. Covering a phase range of about 30
degrees in $ and in <j>3, FLASH stores the average energy
gain matrix and the energy spread matrix respectively.

-20 -

-5 0 5

(p3 [Deg]
10

Figure 2: Visualization of the FLASH calculation. The con-
tour plot of E{$,<f>3) shows the topology of the so called
"Maltesian Cross". The horizontal bar represents the flat top
region, where the average energy gain is independent of the
HHR phased .

By means of the plotting subroutine library GRAPHX
[2] data are graphically presented. FLASH draws the shape
of the overall energy distribution as a function of the particle
phase $ and flattop phase <j>3. In addition a contour plot of
the accelerating energy E in the $ - </>3. frame is plotted.

MEASURING THE ENERGY GAIN

As the direct examination of the beam energy in a high inten-
sity proton beam is difficult to perform, one refers to the fact,
that in a cyclotron the extraction radius is strictly coupled to
the beam energy. The position of the beam extraction can
be determined to the needed accuracy by means of profile
monitors, or wire probes. These tools however are to slow to
get sufficient data within reasonable time. The measuring is
therefore performed by taking into account, that displacing
the beam at extraction directly affects the fraction of beam
deposited onto collimators. Scattered particles then hit the
ionization monitors placed nearby outside the vacuum cham-
ber. This allows a fast and sufficiently accurate measurement
[4].

In the ringcyclotron the bunch phase shift $ can be sub-
stituted by shifting the phase of the fundamental 50MHz os-
zillation. The flattop relative phase (j>3 is varied over the
range defined by tolerable beam losses for each main phase
shift.

10 20 30 40 50 CIPHMO.SOL; 1

•2000

•1500

1000

214.
'43

2000 2050 2100 2150

CRPHFT.SDL:1

2200 2250 MRI13. IST ; 2

Figure 3: Display of the data taking procedure for the beam
energy E. For a chosen value of the bunch phase (CIPHMO)
the flattop relative phase (CRPHFT) is varied over a phase
range of 15 degrees.

Data are accumulated and visualized. The contour plot of
data shows the shape of the typical "Maltesian Cross" well
predicted by the FLASH data simulation (Fig. 3).
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A LOW-LOSS BUNCHER FOR THE INJECTOR 2 CYCLOTRON

M. Marki, J. Cherix, A. Scherer, A. Wasser

INTRODUCTION

A first version of a fundamental mode (50.6 MHz) buncher
has been in operation in the 860 keV injection beamline
ever since the commissioning of the 72 MeV injector cy-
clotron in 1985. During the subsequent beam development
program, it became clear that higher buncher voltages
(> 8 kVp) would be required to achieve the desired increase
in beam quality and intensity. Temporarily using a driver
amplifier from the RF test stand allowed us to reach the
required buncher voltage of 13 kVp (corresponding to 800
W of RF power), but the buncher was now operating near
its thermal limit. Instead of buying two (one spare) new and
expensive 1 kW RF amplifiers - and still not solve the
thermal problems of the existing buncher - we decided to
design and build a new, high efficiency buncher resonator.

THE NEW RESONATOR DESIGN

A new design became possible because the initially existing
limitations of the vertical space above the beam line were
relaxed, so we could design a coaxial, X/4 resonator in
place of the existing (short) helical resonator (see fig. 1).

The critical vacuum feedthrough was also redesigned, such
that only the ceramic cylinder (window) as a unit could be
replaced in case of damage; it is now the same type ceramic
cylinder as used in the ring cyclotron cavity power coupler.
This design proved to be reliable and more efficient: only
180 W of RF power are needed to generate 12 kVp buncher
voltage; thermal stability is excellent.

Fine tuning,
(capacitive)

Af =700 kHz

X/4
< 50.6 MHz

BEAM

THE A/<j) - CONTROL SYSTEM

The buncher voltage is amplitude- (A) and phase (<j)) regu-
lated. The stability of these parameters is decisive for the
quality of the beam, and requires a variation of the voltage
of less than 10~4

pp in a range of a few tenths of kHz. In the
same frequency range the phase will stay within 0.01degpp.

The usual way to measure the transfer function of a regula-
tion system is to open the control loop, introduce a signal at
the input and compare it to the signal at the end of the loop.
But this is not realistic, because the stabilisation would not
be operational during the time of the measurement, such
that the system would have to be tuned manually; which
excludes an on-line measurement with beam.

We are using a method of measuring the regulation pa-
rameters without opening the loop.

X Y

Cavity

Fig. 2: Measuring Closed Loop Parameters.

'X' is a disturbing signal introduced only for measuring and
has to be small enough to allow full beam operation. The
value Y/X does not directly represent the transfer function.
Some computation is necessary to get that function. The
following plots are the result of a measurement of the amp-
litude regulation, made during the regular operation at a
beam current of 1700|xA. The phase margin is 49° at
100kHz.
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Fig. 3: Bode plots of the amplitude regulation.
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UPGRADE PROGRAM FOR RF-POWER AMPLIFIERS

M. Maerki, W. Tron

INTRODUCTION

The increase of the proton beam current extracted from the
cyclotrons, from the present 1.8mA to 2 mA - with 3 mA
as a possible goal - calls for a further increase of the neces-
sary beam energy, to be delivered through the RF system.

50 MHz/1 MW POWER AMPLIFIER

The final amplifier stages, designed and built about
10 years ago, operate quite reliably at output power levels
of 550 to 600 kW (CW). Since we are planning to equip the
ring cyclotron with new cavities [1], to operate at higher
acceleration voltages (up to 1 MV), we anticipate an in-
crease of the RF power - necessary to cover cavity losses -
from approx. 300 kW to 500 kW. Assuming a maximum
beam current of 3 mA, (corresponding to a total beam
power of 1800 kW), each cavity has to provide about
450 kW to the beam. Each final amplifier therefore has to
deliver 950 kW of RF power.

In March 2000, an open loop test run of a modified ampli-
fier stage in our test stand has produced 1020 kW (CW)
into a 50 Q. wideband load for several hours. This high out-
put power is only possible because of the high plate effi-
ciency since the anode power supply is limited to 1360 kW
(17 kV/80 A) of DC- power.

We conclude that, under closed loop operating conditions
into a variable load like a cavity (beam loading!), the avail-
able RF power is barely sufficient; future operating experi-
ence will have to help decide on this issue. Furthermore, the
power handling capacity of the transmission lines between
cavity and amplifier has to be augmented by strong addi-
tional air cooling; and the limits of the power coupling
loops are also unknown today.

50 MHz CAVITY TEST STAND

In order to be able to fully power-test the new ring cyclo-
tron cavity [1] before installation in the ring cyclotron, a
test site is presently prepared in the experimental hall.

i V

Fig. 1: The 50 MHz power amplifier test-stand site; trans-
mission line, dummy load and amplifier (far right).

A high power transmission line of about 140m length,
capable of handling the required RF power of 500 kW
between amplifier test stand and cavity test site will be
installed in 2001.

A NEW 150 MHz/220 KW POWER AMPLIFIER FOR
THE FLAT-TOPPING CAVITY

The flat-topping system is probably the most complex of all
RF systems in a cyclotron. At zero beam intensity, the final
amplifier has to deliver full power to the cavity; but, as the
beam current rises into the mA range, (since the beam de-
posits 10 to 12 % of it's total power into the flat-topping
cavity) the amplifier will have to function as a beam power
absorber to keep the cavity voltage and phase constant [2].

Under the present operating regime, at 2 mA beam current,
128 kW of RF power is coupled into the flat-topping cavity;
and, even though the maximum power rating of the ampli-
fier has been raised to 150 kW, the limit given by the power
tetrode installed has now been reached.

As mentioned before, we plan to increase the total accelera-
tion voltage in the ring cyclotron, by installing new cavities.
The flat-topping cavity voltage will then have to be
increased by the same percentage, since the ratio of
acceleration voltage to flat-topping voltage should remain
constant. This in mind, we have begun last year with the
design of a more powerful final amplifier stage, with a
specified RF- power output rating of 220 kW@ 150 MHz.
Manufacturing of parts for a prototype will begin in 2001;
assembly should be completed by the end of the year and
first tests should start at the beginning of 2002. Addition-
ally, the anode DC power supply will have to be replaced,
to match the increased RF power output; the existing PS
will suffice only until the new acceleration cavities will be
installed in the ring cyclotron.

It should be added that there still exist some uncertainties
about the availability of the new power amplifier tube, (this
is also true for the 1 MW/50 MHz amplifier tube, the RS
2074 HF) since the manufacturer (Siemens) has sold out to
Thomson, and the existing production facility for power
tubes in Berlin will be closed down by the end of 2001.
Recently held preliminary talks with Thomson have indi-
cated that they plan to manufacture at least some tube types
of the previous range from the Siemens catalogue; but
availability and reliability questions still remain unresolved
at the present time.
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PROGRESS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEW RING-CYCLOTRON CAVITY

H. Fitze, M. Bopp, L. Stingelin

The engineering phase of the new cavity could finally be started together with a French company in late fall 2000. It
is intended to start the manufacturing phase of the prototype cavity in summer 2001.

INTRODUCTION

As reported earlier [1] [2], the final specification for a new
accelerating cavity has been worked out and verified with a
1:3 scale model. We are now confronted with the task to
blow up our design to full scale. Unfortunately not all
engineering quantities do scale linearly (e.g. cooling flow,
temperature distribution), which means that besides finding
the manufacturing steps and processes a comprehensive
analysis of the static and dynamic behavior of the full scale
cavity has to be performed as well [3].

ENGINEERING PHASE

Based on the technical specification [4] seven companies
were asked to make an offer. A purchase order was finally
placed to a French company. The main tasks of the
engineering phase are:

• the final design respecting the availability of the raw
materials on the market.

• defining and approving the manufacturing processes
(welding, assembly etc.)

• the production of the manufacturing drawings.

• the evaluation of stress and displacement of the
structure due to atmospheric pressure and heat flux.

• the specification of the RF-surface treatment.

• the final test plan.
• a detailed calculation of the manufacturing costs.

Probe 1B
Vorfahrcn 1 3

Piobo 2
Vm fal iron 1 1

Prolu- 4
Vcifiilircn 2 1

Proho5
Voitahicn 2.2

0 D<J no

Fig. 1: MIG welding samples
IB: Copper/copper (cavity body)
2: Copper/copper (joining copper sheets)
4: Stainless steel/copper (vacuum flange-cavity)
5: Copper/stainless steel (cooling channels).

FIRST RESULTS

A first FE analysis indicates that, by mounting additional
stiffening yokes, the rigidity of the supporting structure can
be increased, such that the total displacement of the cavity
in the beam plane is less than 10 mm, which can be
compensated by the inflatable vacuum seals between the
cavity and the beam chamber.

As already addressed earlier [1] [2], the welding method
used to join the cavity shell (copper) with the vacuum
flange (stainless steel) is of outmost importance. First tests
at the French company give rise to optimism that the
specified requirements such as the mechanical strength, the
vacuum tightness and low permeability of the welds can be
met. A few samples are shown in Figure 1.

A visual inspection shows no imperfections in the welds.
The measured relative permeability |0.r of 1.20 is slightly too
high. It is believed that further welding tests with minor
changes in the welding parameters will prove that this value
can be reduced to an acceptable level. Further destructive
and non-destructive tests (e.g. tensile tests, bending tests,
micro-structure inspection, corrosion tests etc.) will be
carried out as soon as the welding parameters are finalized.

NEXT STEPS

• Verification of the final design with regard to the RF
properties of the cavity [3].

• Examination of the measured activation of 16x5
samples (Cu, 316L, 316LN, Al, Monel K-500)
exposed for 5 months to the radiation in the ring vault.

• If the remaining design problems can be solved in a
straightforward manner, it will be possible to start the
fabrication of the prototype cavity in summer 2001.

• High power testing of the prototype cavity in the new
testing facility during 2002 and installation in the ring
cyclotron in the shutdown 2002/2003.
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IMPROVEMENT OF TIME-STRUCTURE MEASUREMENT OF THE 72 MEV
PROTON BEAM IN THE INJECTOR-2 CYCLOTRON

R. Dolling

The time-structure monitor at the last turn of the 72 MeV Injector-2 cyclotron has been improved in order to meet the
stringent time-resolution requirement imposed by the short bunch length. Protons scattered by a thin carbon-fibre
target pass through a first scintillator-photomultiplier detector and are stopped in a second one. The longitudinal
bunch shape is given by the distribution of arrival times measured with respect to the 50 MHz reference signal from
the acceleration cavities. From a coincidence measurement, the time resolution of the detectors has been determined
to be 51 ps and 31 ps fwhm. Longitudinal and horizontal bunch shapes have been measured at beam currents from
25 fjA to 1700 /JA. Approximately circular bunches were observed with diameter increasing with current. The
shortest observed proton bunch length was 38 ps fwhm.

INTRODUCTION

Time-structure measurement has been used at PSI since
1974 and has delivered valuable information during the
commissioning of Injector 2 and at the introduction of the
buncher in the injection line to Injector 2 [1 - 6]. Due to the
buncher, the bunch length inside the cyclotron was reduced
from -15° fwhm of RF period to below 5° and it was not
clear if the resolution of the time-structure monitor was still
sufficient to resolve the bunch shape. In the 2000 shutdown
the detector, consisting of a larger NE111 scintillator
coupled to an Amperex XP1021 photomultiplier tube
(PMT), was newly mounted in order to eliminate obstacles
between the target fibre and the detector. In the middle of
2000, tests followed with a smaller piece of PilotU
scintillator and a Philips XP2020 PMT mounted axially
with respect to the scattered proton path. A slightly
improved time resolution was deduced from the shorter
observed "bunch length". Nevertheless, this was accompa-
nied by a more prominent occurrence of a non-linear
behaviour of the combination of a PMT and its divider
circuit: For large PMT output pulses the pulse height
increases significantly with increasing pulse rate. This is
very unfavourable because it obstructs the discrimination of
lower energy protons. Only a minor improvement was
reached with a different divider circuit and lower pulse
heights. This effect was completely eliminated by using a
Hamamatsu R5600 PMT with a custom divider circuit. A
double detector set-up was mounted in November 2000 in
order to allow for the determination of the time resolution.
NE111 scintillators and Hamamatsu R7400 metal package
PMTs with custom divider circuits are used. This configu-
ration is discussed below.

D 1 2m

injection _ -~

RF cavity 1 RF cavity 2

time-structure monitor: feedthrouah with fibre support

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND PROCEDURE

The location of the monitor is shown in Fig. 1. A carbon
fibre of 30 (xm diameter, tilted vertically 45° against the
beam direction, is moved transversally through the beam by
a motorised feedthrough. The detectors are located behind a
0.5 mm stainless steel window and a stainless steel aperture
of 4.5 mm diameter (Fig. 2). Scintillator A (a 8x8x16 mm3

piece of NE111) is separated from scintillator B (8x8x40
mm' from the same piece of raw material) by a 12 |j.m
aluminium foil which also covers the surface opposite to
PMT A in order to enhance light collection. Both PMTs are
coupled to the scintillators by silicon grease. The divider
circuit is depicted in Fig. 3. For test purposes, scintillator B
can be illuminated by a green light emitting diode.

light
emitting
diode

mumetal
tube

PMTB

scintillator B

scintillator A

aperture

vacuum window

beam:
second last turn

last turn carbon fibre
tilted 45° against beam axis

fibre support
5 cm

Fig. 2: Detector geometry.
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-HV 12k

anode

200nF-
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Fig. 1: Injector-2 cyclotron with time-structure monitor. Fig. 3: PMT voltage-divider circuit.
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An overview of the electronic set-up and modes of
operation is given in Fig. 4. The output signals from the
PMTs are transmitted through approximately 80 m of 50 Q.
Cellflex LCF Vi" cable to the control room. After passing
an ohmic divider, one part of the signal is fed to an Elscint
STD-N-1 snap-off timing discriminator (SOD) [7] and the
other part is used for pulse height discrimination. Besides
the elastically scattered protons, there are protons with
lower energy from inelastic scattering at the carbon fibre
and from scattering at the aperture, which arrive later.
Hence, only the highest pulses at PMT B correspond to the
correct timing information, and pulse height discrimination
is necessary. This is provided by a SIN-FDD100 leading
edge discriminator (LED). For a time-structure measure-
ment with PMT B, the fast timing signal of SOD B is
allowed to proceed as the start signal to a Canberra 2043
time-to-amplitude converter (TAC) if the pulse height of
PMT B surpasses a defined high level. Gating is provided
by a SIN-FC107B logic module. The stop signal is derived
from the 50 MHz RF-reference signal by a SIN ZCD100A
zero-crossing detector and gated in the same way. If the
probe is positioned at the centre of a 1600 |jA beam, the
rate of accepted pulses is of the order of 250 cps.

If the time structure is measured with PMT A, pulse height
discrimination is done in the same way with the signal of
PMT B. In this case it proved advantageous to introduce an
additional condition: The pulse height of PMT A must be
below a certain limit. This relates to the fact that the fast
protons, which deposit the highest amounts of energy in
scintillator B, experience the lowest energy loss in scintil-
lator A. This condition is set in such a way that the count
rate is reduced to approximately one third. For the coinci-
dence measurement of PMT A versus PMT B start and stop
signals are provided by both SODs and both pulse height
conditions apply.

from PMT A from PMT B from RF master
oscillator

zero
crossing
discr.

zero
crossing
discr.

1-3 1-4 1-5

connected according to table below

1 start [stop

1.
II.
III.
IV.

mode of operation

time-structure meas.
time-structure meas.
coincidence PMT A -
coincidence SOD A -

PMTB
PMT A
PMTB
SODB

start

1-3
1-2
1-2
1-2

stop

1-4
1-4
1-3
1-3

gating

LEDB
LED A,
LED A,
LEDB

B
B

(both connected to PMT A with SOD B put in place of LED A)
V. coincidence gating and TAC 1-1 I-2 LED B
VI. coinc. zero-crossing detector I-4 I-5 LED B

Fig. 4: Block diagram of the timing system.

The TAC-output is connected to a Northern-Econ-2 pulse
height analyser (PHA). The overall conversion gain was
determined to be 8.7 ps/channel by introducing known
delays. Usually, the fwhm and full-width-20%-maximum
values of the time spectra were recorded, and its ratios
corresponded well with a gaussian shape of the spectra. All
times given below are fwhm.

Time structure as well as coincidence measurements were
performed with the carbon fibre positioned near the centre
of the beam. Transversal beam profiles were determined by
measuring the rate of accepted pulses at several beam
positions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Non-linearity of pulse height and pulse charge

The height and shape of the highest PMT output pulses,
corresponding to elastically scattered protons, were mea-
sured with a fast oscilloscope. The dependency of pulse
height and pulse charge <2puise on the PMT supply voltage
C/PMT is given in Fig. 5. The non-linear behaviour at higher
supply voltages can probably be attributed to space-charge
forces resulting from the high pulse current density at the
last dynodes.

No dependency of pulse height on pulse rate was observed
contrary to the XP2020 PMT of the previous set-up. In both
cases, the average anode current was of the order of 2 %c
of the divider current (with the carbon fibre in the centre of
a 1600 |jAbeam).

5500 * individual gain

• measured pulse charge [e]

O measured pulse height [nV]

10"

-10"

-10°

10'

-400 -600 -800
PMT supply voltage Upm [V]

-1000

Fig. 5: Pulse height and charge of output pulses of PMT 2
at position B. The straight line represents the dependency of
the gain on the supply voltage for this type of PMT [8]
normalized to the gain of the individual tube (see Table 1)
and fitted by a factor of 5500 to the measured pulse charge
at lower supply voltages. This factor corresponds to the
number of photoelectrons A^E generated at the photo-
cathode: AfpE = <2puise / (e * gain) with e the electron charge.

Estimate of the number of photoelectrons

The gain of the individual PMT is determined from the
ratio of anode and cathode luminous sensitivities provided
by the manufacturer. (This gain is assumed to be valid for
the scintillator light although it is derived from a measure-
ment using a tungsten-filament-lamp spectrum.)
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The quantities of photoelectrons generated at the photoca-
thodes of the individual PMTs 1 and 2 at positions A and B
in response to elastically scattered protons were determined
according to Fig. 5. This was repeated after interchanging
both PMTs (Table 1). The higher numbers with PMT 2
reflect its higher quantum efficiency.

Table 1: Quantities of generated photoelectrons.

serial number
cathode lumin. sens.* [|aA/lm] [9]
anode luminous sens.* [A/lm] [9]
individual gain*
NPE at position A
NPE at position B

PMT1
AD7126
56.9
33.3
585000
1927
4900

PMT 2
AD7266
65.6
21.2
323000
2173
5500

* at t/pMT = -800 V

An estimate of the numbers of photoelectrons, taking into
account the light yield of NE111 in response to protons, its
light attenuation length, the efficiency of light collection,
the window transmittance and the quantum efficiency of the
photocathode, yields a very similar result.

Estimate of time resolution

The time resolution of detectors A and B can be deduced
from the width ?AVSB = 60 ps of the coincidence spectrum
measured according to Fig. 4, mode III. From the separa-
tion

?det A , ? d e t 3

(1)

the time jitter of the detectors (scintillator and
PMT) at positions A and B

tioc,A = 16 ps the time jitter introduced by the variety of
distances between individual proton paths
and PMT A which is allowed by the 4.5 mm
diameter aperture (calculated using the re-
fractive index n = 1.58 of NE111 and a mean
angle of incidence of the light to the PMT
which is based on the assumption of light
collection inside the angle oc,ot = arcsin (l/«))

teio = 21 ps the time jitter of the electronics measured
according to Fig. 4, modes IV, V, VI

and the known fact that the time jitter of the detectors scales
with the inverse square root of the number of photo-
electrons generated at the photocathode [10, 11]

ldet,A

'det,B

N-PE,B

'PE,A

(2)

follows with A^PEA, A P̂EB from Table 1 (PMT 1 at position
A, PMT 2 at position B)

It — t —
'AvsB floc,A = 27ps (3)

PE,A

as well as the time jitter of the detectors including the
contribution of electronic jitter and path variety

?total,B

'totaU

4 > / 2 = 31 PS

+ 4A + 4 / 2 = 51PS

The resolution of the time-structure measurement
detector A or B can be calculated according to

"•resol.B

(4)

with

(5)

V 2
^det,A ~ ̂  PS

with tK{, the jitter of the RF-reference signal, assumed to be
negligible.

Similarly, the width tTS of a time spectrum measured
according to Fig. 4, mode I or II is separable as

t — t -4- t
fTS 'bunch ~ 'resol

(6a)

The bunch length fbunch can be derived by Eq. (6a) from the
measured fTS and the known tlesol (6b). Alternatively, fresol
can be deduced from the measured ?TS and the known ?bunch
(6c).

Short bunch lengths measured according to Eq. (6b) with
detectors A and B agree well, thereby corroborating the
above derived values of time resolution.

Fig. 6 compares the derived time resolution, according to
Eq. (4), to that of other experiments. Also the performance
of the older set-ups of the time-structure monitor at Injector
2 is estimated from Eq. (6c) using ?bunch determined with the
present set-up. The inferior time resolution is probably
mainly due to the electronic components used at that time.

J.
100 :

10 -

X.

O XP2020/NE111 [10]

O XP2020/NE111 [12, 13]

A fine-mesh PMT/BC404 [14]

X XP1021/NE111 (lnj.2, 1995)

+ XP1021/NE111 (lnj.2, 2000)

• R7400/NE111 (detector A)

• R7400/NE111 (detector B)

1735 ps / SQRT(nPE) [10]
1— | 1—

C

-̂ s-

X
i . +

A

10 100 1000

number of photoelectrons WPE

10000

Fig. 6:
tors.

Time resolution of single scintillator-PMT detec-

Bunch length and transverse width

To demonstrate the capability of the monitor, the depen-
dency of the bunch length on proton beam current is
depicted in Fig. 7 together with the transverse beam width.
The bunch width is about 2/3 of the length. The bunch size
decreases at lower currents with the relative dimensions
approximately unchanged.
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Fig. 7: Bunch length, according to Eq. (6b), and width at
the last turn of the Injector-2 cyclotron. (PMT 2 at position
B was used. £/PMT was in the range of -700 V ... -850 V.)

CONCLUSION

The time resolution of the time-structure monitor has been
determined by a coincidence measurement. It has been
improved significantly by using a set-up with enhanced
light-collection efficiency, an advanced PMT (and divider
circuit) and improved electronics. The detector is compact
and the PMT offers an enhanced immunity to magnetic
fields. Hence, a moving detector covering nearly all turns of
Injector 2 seems feasible.
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A NEW HARDWARE SOLUTION FOR THE PSI KNOBBOX

A.C. Mezger, T. Blumer et ah, I. Jirousek et al.

INTRODUCTION

For the operation of the PSI accelerators the Man-Machine
Interface (MMI) to the power supplies, motors, etc consists
of a panel presenting knobs, buttons and displays, the so-
called Knobbox (Fig. 1). The functionality of this interface
has been optimised for the handling of our accelerators over
the last 20 years. It has the ability to make small increments
to a device through buttons, as well as continuous variation
with knobs. Many other useful functions have been imple-
mented for keeping the old value, setting back this old
value as well as the possibility to set a new value, and
switching the power supplies on and off. As a convenience
it also includes a calculator.

Fig. 1: Knobbox MMI.

HARDWARE EVOLUTION

The first generation of this hardware was implemented
through CAMAC modules directly driven by a PDP control
computer. The next generation saw the hardware controlled
by a CAMAC auxiliary crate controller (ACC, CES 2180)
and communicating with the control computer through the
parallel CAMAC branch [1].

In the early nineties our control system evolved to a distrib-
uted system with front-end and back-end computers, all
connected through an Ethernet network (Fig. 2). In this
architecture, the front-end computers perform the data
acquisition on the field bus (VME and CAMAC) and pass
the results to the back-end (demanding) computer [2]. To
integrate Knobbox into this architecture, a direct connection
to the ACC, via an Ethernet interface, has been imple-
mented. This made the crate at this moment standalone and
its connection to the parallel CAMAC branch was removed.

NEW DEVELOPMENT

Knobbox is a necessary tool for the operation of our accel-
erators and cannot be replaced easily in all its functionality
by modern software. Our Operators are accustomed to it
and it is also used in the SLS (Swiss Light Source) control
system. We realized that the hardware associated to the
Knobbox is getting older, is expensive and furthermore that
CAMAC is not always the preferred solution. We looked
therefore for a new hardware solution where we could keep
the same MMI.

Operation Workstations

Console Displays Interlock

Legging rpc retrieval fof W

Fig. 2: Control System Layout.

The solution we have adopted uses an industrial embedded
PC/104 system (smartCore-P5, a 266 MHz Pentium PC)
with the necessary IO-cards: Up-Down Counters for the
knobs, digital IO and Ethernet 10/100 (Fig. 3). These
PC/104 cards are much smaller than ISA/PCI-bus cards
found in PC's and stack together which eliminates the need
for a motherboard, back plane, and/or card cage. Power
requirements and signal drive are reduced to meet the needs
of an embedded system. Because PC/104 is essentially a PC
with a different form factor any popular operating system
can be used for this system. We have chosen LINUX.

The 10-year-old displays of the original Knobbox have
been replaced with quarter-VGA electro luminescent
displays, giving the possibility to drive the two displays
through the TFT connector of the PC/104. The small
character display situated in the middle of our Knobbox is
driven through the parallel port of the PC/104. To simplify
the handling of the keyboard and lights we used a field-
programmable gate array from XILINX interfaced to the
IO-cards. This layout is shown in Fig.4.

CPU Module
111PJE"

Ethernet Module
lnlhi F , 7 E T

StaiJthiDiigh
m PC 104-Plus module

T5*

1 ' - . < I

Encodet Input Module
Ell, 11

Encoder Input Module
D U 14

PC 104 module
' : t it

SHckthiough
PCJIO-4 module

1 lit

Won- Stdcktlu ough
IT PC 104 module

1, lit

Fig. 3: Typical module stack for Knobbox.
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SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

Because of the new architecture of the Knobbox, the soft-
ware has had to be completely rewritten (the old software
was written using FORTRAN and was based on CAMAC
hardware). The new software is completely written in C and
does its IO through the IO-ports of the PC/104 system. The
software uses X-WINDOWS for displaying on the "quarter-
VGA" screens. To support these screens the PC/104 BIOS
had to be modified; this was done by the Company that
supplied us the PC/104 system. The data-acquisition is
implemented in the standard way as defined by our control
system, however CDEV (CDEV is a C++ framework for
developing portable control applications developed at
Thomas Jefferson Laboratory) has also been implemented.
This extension to Knobbox allows it to be used directly
with any system using CDEV. This requirement is
important in the case of SLS or even if several control
systems have to be addressed by Knobbox.

The first prototype of the upgraded Knobbox is actually in
the test phase. As a temporary measure, the Linux system
and the necessary software are still on a small laptop disk

connected to the PC/104. However we plan to have a disk-
less system booted from a server.
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ON THE ATTEMPT TO ROTATE THE IMAGE OF TARGET E BY 90° WITH A SOLENOID

F. Foroughi

We wanted as first element in the new muE4 beam line,
a non superconducting solenoid, which could rotate the im-
age of the target E, by 90°. In this way, the image of the
target's length would be in the non bending plane (also the
non dispersive one) of the first dipole, allowing for a larger
transmitted phase space and reduced dispersive effects.
We had a lot of constraints, the solenoid must be non super-
conducting, necessitate less than 0.5 MW power consump-
tion, produce almost no field in target E region, do not dis-
turb the field of the first dipole following it, and finally its
size have to fit with the available place in the actual shield-
ing.

It is a general believe, that a solenoid rotate a median plane.
However this is only true for paraxial rays, and under spe-
cific design. In reality there is always an additional focusing
effect.

In case of 90° rotation, this focusing is rather strong, in
particular for rays not emitted in a median plane, and implies
a reduced transmitted phase space. Effectively the rotation
occurs only in the field region (mainly in its strong part), and
this is achieved at the price of larger slopes at focus. Figures
1-2, illustrate this behavior; here the target was 6 x 0 cm2,
and the incoming rays where all parallel to the Z axis. The
image is indeed rotated by 90°, but the focusing produces
down stream, a blown up image!
No satisfactory solution has been found, with or without shield-
ing,and with all the above constraints. Therefore we aban-
doned the idea of this rotation, and design a shielded solenoid,
allowing a large transmitted phase space.

solenoid : soltp
Po= 28. MeV/c ; Ap = 0. MeV/c
X f= 0. cm ; Z f = 299.9817 cm

n = 0 . ° e = o.°
10-

8-

6-

K

[cm] 2-

- •

-4-

-6-

- 8 •

-10-

I pF"
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Z [cm]

Figure 1: Image of the target's length (6 cm along X axis) in
X-Z plane.

solenoid : soltp
Po= 28. MeV/c ; Ap = 0. MeV/c
X,= 0. cm ; Z,= 299.9817 cm

n = 0 . ° e = o.°

-100 0 100
Z [cm]

Figure 2: Image of the target's length (6 cm along X axis) in
Y-Z plane.
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NEW BEAM LINE WITH 4 SOLENOIDS

F. Foroughi

For some low energy /i experiments, there is a need to
have a higher flux than the ~ 2 107 surface muons per mA,
delivered by the actual TTE3 beam line. The first reason for
this rate, is that the beam was primary design for a high res-
olution chromatic mode for LEPS (Low Energy Pion Spec-
trometer) and not for an achromatic mode. The second rea-
son is that the first quadrupole restrict tremendously the ac-
cepted phase space, and no significant improvement could
be achieved by modifying this quadrupole. Therefore the
idea was to improve the flux, by using non superconducting
solenoids instead of quadrupoles, keeping the actual beam
profile. There where many design, for the size of the solenoids
and the shape of the shielding. Finally, a solution was found
using 2 pair of shielded solenoids, with 35 cm bore radius.
The first and last solenoid (see figure 1) have a length of 120
cm, and the pair of solenoids between the two ASK dipoles
(with 36 cm gap) have a length of 60 cm.

In this way we could transport through the whole beam
line a much higher phase space ~ 115 msr, against 16 msr for
the existing design. This corresponds to a factor of ~8 im-
provement, but the spot size at the end is 5 x 4 cm2, against
3 x 1.5 cm2 for the existing optic. An example of transfer is
given in figure 2.
Attempts to eliminate the unwanted electrons, using a beryl-
lium foil between the two middle solenoids, (at FS71 posi-
tion) with or without additional electrostatic deflectors in the
dipoles, has not succeed, the remaining contamination was
still to high. The use of a separator could solve the problem,
but implies a drastic reduction of the transmission, bringing
the counting rates below the one justifying the rebuilding of
the TTE3 beam line. It was therefore decided not to change
the TTE3 beam line but instead to modify the /iE4 channel.

-'60°

P-beam <T\•D-

New 7rE3beam line with 4 solenoid

7rE3 beam line with 4 solenoids

P o = 28. MeV/c ; Ap = 0.28 MeV/c

X f = 503.7489 cm ; Z f = 1227.844 cm

en= o.° , e = -0.027°

[cm]

Figure 2: Example of trajectories in the new TTE3 beam line.

Figure 1: New TTE3 beam line elements.
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COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR DESIGNING, INVESTIGATING AND
COMMISSIONING CHARGED PARTICLE BEAM LINES

U. Rohrer

INTRODUCTION

PSI has a long tradition in designing and building out-
standing quality beam lines for protons, (X- and n-mesons.
Since the transition to high intensities (proton beam cur-
rents up to 2 mA) the required optical performance of these
beam transport systems has been pushed to new extraordi-
nary limits. This was only possible due to the fact that good
computer programs for simulation are available. Three of
them shall be presented here in this article. They were all
initially developed at other laboratories (CERN, SLAC,
FNAL, LAMPF & TRIUMF) and were all running on CDC
mainframe computers. Then they were transferred here at
PSI to VAX-VMS computers, where they are still running
(e.g. control-room of the PSI proton accelerator). Some
enhancements, the customisation to PSI needs and the ad-
aptation to modern operating systems (Windows and Linux
for Intel architecture) as well as to graphic user interfaces
(GUI) were also done here at PSI [1], [2].

TRANSPORT CODE

This modernized version consists mainly of the old CERN-
SLAC-FERMILAB version of Transport coded in portable
FORTRAN-77 [4]. Some enhancements have been added
[1], mainly the possibility to compute space charge effects,
an alternative stochastic fit algorithm, which allows it to do
envelope fits [3] with second order or space charge. To vary
parameters by imposing constraints (fitting to desired
values) is the most powerful option in Transport. This
improved version of Transport has been embedded in a new
shell written in C++ (or Tcl/Tk + csh for Linux) and is pro-
viding some pretty and handy GUI type tools (much more
elaborated under Windows than under Linux), which makes
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Fig 1: A sample picture showing the context-sensitive
GUI input editor for Transport and Turtle. Inside the list-
box to the left each type code (representing a transport
element) has its mnemonic icon in front of the parameter
line. All edit functions and all type-codes have a push
button on the right side, which open-up dialog-boxes when
clicked at.

it a lot easier and swifter to either design new beam lines or
debug and investigate existing ones online. A screen shot of
a modern GUI Transport Input Editor for Windows is
shown in Fig. 1. This fruitful and valuable symbiosis of
legacy and modern coding shows that you don't have to
break with tradition in order to stay up-to-date. The
computational part of this version of Transport contains
plenty of new and old - but still needed - features and has
been well tested over the last 30 years by many expert
physicists form PSI and elsewhere around the world.

TURTLE CODE

Also this modernized edition of the Monte Carlo computer
program TURTLE (Trace Unlimited Rays Through
Lumped Elements, deducted from Transport) consists in
principle of the former CERN-SLAC-FERMILAB version
of Decay Turtle coded in portable FORTRAN-77 [5]. But
many new features have been added [2]. The most impor-
tant one is the inclusion of multiple scattering and absorp-
tion of charged particles in matter, which makes it possible
to forecast losses of protons (or mesons) in beam lines
furnished with collimators, slits and splitter strips and wires
to a relative accuracy in the parts per million range (impor-
tant for designing high intensity/low loss proton beam lines
or low electron-background (X-meson beam lines). For this
purpose some code fragments have been extracted from the
computer code REVMOC [6], which has been developed at
TRIUMF. This enriched and improved Turtle FORTRAN
Code has also been embedded in a new shell written in C++

Lego Plot No 10 (Tin)

14-Nov-00

09:07:51

t •
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Fig 2: A sample histogram output of Turtle, showing the
energy distribution of lost protons along a copper
collimator. The 2-dim histogram may be rotated on-line in
both directions in order to inspect the Bragg peak.
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(or Tcl/Tk + csh for Linux) and is providing some pretty
and handy GUI type tools (e.g. 1 [for Linux] or 2 [for
Windows] graphic histogram option[s], see Fig 2.), which
make it easier to run TURTLE and to interpret the results. It
should be mentioned here, that the usage of this program
was responsible for the successful design of the proton
beam line to the SINQ (low losses in the beam cellar) and
the reduction and containment of the losses after the elec-
trostatic high-energy beam splitter (EHT).

MENT CODE

The Maximum Entropy Tomography (MENT) program has
been developed at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory in
New Mexico (USA) [7] and some time later successfully
applied to Beam Tomography by scientists at the same
laboratory. This program is also coded in FORTRAN-77
with the exception of the Xlib-interface for the graphics,
which is done in C. Versions for OpenVMS, Windows NT
and Linux are available. MENT offers a very useful method
to do non-destructive emittance measurements on a beam
transport line. Usually one can only get a few (between 3
and 6) different views (profiles), which is by far not suffi-
cient for conventional tomography programs to reconstruct
the originating source. With MENT the lack of data is com-
pensated by selecting from the infinite amount of possible
solutions the one with the lowest information content con-
sistent with the available data (maximum entropy). At PSI
this method has been applied successfully to several proton
beam lines (780 keV DC beam line, 72 MeV injection beam
lines 1 and 2, 590 MeV beam line (see Fig. 3) and the
peeled off beam to the Pirex target). For some more details
see also reference [8]. A disturbing problem of the beam
tomography at the PSI proton beam lines is often the exces-
sive, uncorrelated noise added to the measured profiles.
This noise is mostly due to intensity fluctuations and
position jitter of the beam (f = 50 Hz). By using an auto-
matic Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) filter applied to the
measured beam profiles, the quality of the reconstruction
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may be substantially improved. It should be mentioned here
that the application of the MENT code is not restricted to
proton beams. For example it may also be applied to alpha
particle beams for testing large aperture multi-pole magnets
or to pulsed electron beams from a linac (e.g. SLS). The
beam profiles may be measured with different devices such
as wire scanners, harps, strip detectors or photographic
(CCD) cameras. Instead of gathering profile information at
different locations along the beam line it may also be pref-
erable to measure only at one location and getting the
multitude of information through the variation of the optics
(by controlled modification of the settings of some quadra-
poles) between the source and the location of the beam
profile observation device.

CONCLUSIONS

Though the presented programs are old-timers, their mod-
ernized versions are still very useful for today's beam
optics problems. Current new beam line projects at PSI
(PROSCAN, UCN and LEM) are making usage of them
and because of their electronic availability via anonymous
FTP [9], they have also found happy users at laboratories in
some countries around the world (e. g. England, Germany,
France, Italy, Sweden, Poland, USA, Japan, South Korea,
Indonesia and Israel). Recent developments at the PSI-SLS
have also shown, that these programs are well suited for
investigating electron transfer beam lines.
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Fig. 3: Typical sample picture for the reconstructed
projected vertical phase space y/y' (done with 4 measured
profiles) of the 590 MeV proton beam line. The 86 %-
emittance is about 2.5n mnimrad as confirmed by transport
envelope fits with the same beam data.
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OPERATION OF THE MESON TARGET FACILITIES

G. Heidenreich

INTRODUCTION

The circa 1 MW proton beam from the 590 MeV ring
accelerator is guided to two meson production targets, "M"
and "E" mounted in series, to generate intense pion and
muon beams for research in particle physics and for muon-
spin-resonance applications. Both targets consist of rotating
wheels of polycrystalline graphite cooled by thermal radia-
tion. Since the accelerator upgrade program of 1991, the
target facilities have had to handle increasing beam
currents. During the year 2000, the meson targets have
operated routinely with a beam current of 1.8 mA and for a
short time at a record level of 2 mA, which corresponds to
the design goal. Since the end of October 1999, a shorter
target-E (with a length of 4 cm instead of 6 cm in the beam
direction) has been used. As a result, the beam current for
SINQ has increased by 20% due to the lower beam losses in
the target and in the following shaping collimator. Some
parameters for the targets are given in table 1.

Table 1: Some parameters for the meson production targets

Meson production target

Mean diameter (mm)

Target length (mm)

Target width (mm)

Graphite density (g/cm3)

Proton beam losses (%)

Power deposition (kW/mA)

Irradiation damage rate (dpa/Ah)

Operating temperature (K) )

M

320

5.2

20

1.73

1.6

2.4

0.11

1100

E

450

60

6

1.78

18

30

0.08

1700

40

6

1.78

12

20

0.08

1700

*) for a proton beam current of 2 mA.

TARGET STATION M

Target-M feeds two meson beam-lines, 7t-Ml a high reso-
lution pion beam and JI-M3 which is dedicated to (xSR
applications. Both beams are extracted in the forward
direction at a production angle of 22.5°. The meson pro-
duction target is aligned to the direction of 7tMl to give a
small pion production spot size. The rotation of the target is
made using a long drive shaft equipped with a pair of
commercially available ball bearings, the balls and rings of
which are silver coated to achieve lubrication and to pre-
vent adhesive wear in vacuum. The drive-motor is mounted
outside the vacuum with the torque to the drive shaft
transmitted by a permanent-magnet clutch. The present
target-M unit has operated for more than 50'000 hours
since installation in 1991 and without failure. The graphite
of the target has been irradiated with total integrated beam
current of 35 Ah which corresponds to a radiation damage
level of about 3 dpa. During the accelerator shutdown in
2001 the target-M unit will be moved into the hot cell for
inspection.

Fig. 1: Picture of the target-M unit. The arrow indicates
the direction of the proton beam.

TARGET STATION E

The target-E complex provides five high intensity meson
beam-lines; 7t-El, rc-E3 and 7t-E5 for pions; (0.-E1 and (0.-E4
for muons.

Fig. 2: Picture of the target-E unit. The arrow indicates
the direction of the proton beam.

The target is driven by a vertically mounted drive shaft,
equipped with an angular-contact ball bearing at the lower
end and a deep-groove ball bearing at the upper end. The
angular-contact ball bearing contains silicon nitride balls;
the rings and the cage are silver coated to achieve lubrica-
tion. Figure 3 shows the operational lifetime of these bear-
ings, since their introduction in 1996; when used with the
original version of target-E (unit No.l), a higher lifetime
was obtained than with the target-E unit No.2. At the pre-
sent time, the reason for this is not understood.
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Fig. 3: Lifetime of the angular contact ball bearings oper-
ated since 1996 in the target-E units No.l and 2.

The condition of the bearings is monitored through the
torque applied to the drive shaft by measuring the current to
the DC-drive-motor. The target rotation and proton beam
are stopped when the motor current exceeds 5 Ampere
which corresponds to a torque of about 40 Ncm (an
increase of about one order of magnitude). The measured
variation of the torque of one of the angular contact ball
bearing drive shafts operated in the target-E unit No. 2 over
its operational lifetime is shown in figure 4. Over the first
900 hours the torque was nearly constant, but then a flurry
of short torque-spikes occurs that indicates the ball bearings
are starting to jam. After an operating period of 1500 hours
the ball bearing blocked, which required exchange of the
drive shaft.

300 550 800 1050 1300 1550
Operating period [h]

Fig. 4: Record of the torque for the rotation of an angular
contact ball bearing operated in the target-E unit No. 2. The
ball bearing blocked after an operating period of 1500 h.

The target's graphite cone is attached to the wheel hub by
six spokes (see Figure 2). This design allows isotropic
dimensional changes, such as thermal expansion during
heating, to be taken up, but constrains the radiation induced
anisotropic shrinkage of the polycrystalline graphite, which
causes deformation of the shape and hence leads to a radial
wobble. Figure 5 shows the measured radial displacement
rate for the targets operated since 1991.

• 6cm EK90
• 6cm EK94
• 4cm EK94

D . Di T I T r
^" LO CO Is- O) O
O) O) O) O) O) O

o>
Operational Year

Fig. 5: Measured irradiation induced radial displacement
rate [mm/Ah] for 6 cm and 4 cm targets made from the
graphite grades EK90 and EK94 [1].

Since 1997 the targets have been made from EK94 graph-
ite, resulting in a significant reduction of the displacement
rate for the 6 cm target. A higher displacement rate has
been measured for the 4 cm target, which may be a conse-
quence of the lower stiffness. In order to increase the
operational lifetime, a new design of graphite wheel, as
shown in Figure 6, has been developed. The target cone is
to be subdivided into 12 segments separated by gaps of 1
mm at an angle of 45° to the beam direction: This allows
unconstrained dimensional changes of the irradiated part of
the graphite. At the normal operating temperature the width
of the gaps in the beam direction will close to about
0.5 mm, which will lead to an intensity modulation of the
proton beam of 0.17 %.

Fig. 6: A new target design to avoid the deformation of
the shape due to irradiation induced dimensional changes of
graphite. The arrow indicates the direction of the proton
beam.

REFERENCES

[1] SGL Carbon, D-53170 Bonn, Germany
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SPALLATION NEUTRON SOURCE DIVISION (ASQ)

The spallation neutron source division (ASQ) has as its
prime tasks the safe and reliable operation of the SINQ
facility and its development towards improved perform-
ance. In both aspects we are looking back at a highly
successful year, with a systems reliability of 98% (SINQ
target and moderator system) and an increase in neutron
flux by a factor of 1.45 brought about by the use of a new
target concept. In order to be able to accomplish such
achievements, research is being carried out towards the
improvement of target systems both on a materials science
and on an engineering level. ASQ also engages in the
utilisation of SINQ by operating its own non diffractive and
diffractive instruments. Some of these instruments are of
direct use in the target development efforts. In the past year
ASQ has been very successful in obtaining 3rd party
funding for much of its research from the 5th Framework
Program of the European Union as well as from the Swiss
National Science Foundation and other sources. This
enabled us to carry out research and development tasks in
several fields and helped to establish and intensify
collaborations on the national and international scale. Our

researchers were instrumental in the organisation of several
successful international conferences. Since much of this
work is covered in the individual contributions to this
volume, we put some emphasis on the operation and deve-
lopment of SINQ in this cover paper.

SINQ AS A NEUTRON SOURCE FOR USERS

Currently eight neutron scattering instruments are fully
operational on SINQ (2 triple axis spectrometers - one of
them with polarization analysis -, 1 high resolution time of
flight spectrometer, 4 diffractometers and one small angle
scattering machine). Two more, a reflectometer and a strain
diffractometer are in the process of commissioning. Non-
diffractive uses of SINQ include two radiography facilities,
a prompt gamma analysis machine, a nuclear physics
installation with cold neutrons, two isotope production rigs,
two installations for neutron activation analysis and a
fission product extraction facility.

Fig. 1: Floor plan of the SINQ halls showing instrument layout, instrument floor space and shielding.

For neutron scattering applications SINQ is operated as a
user facility with proposals being evaluated and beam time
allocated twice a year by the SINQ Science Committee. On
an average, some 60 % of the total beam time is assigned to
experiments proposed by Swiss scientists (including PSFs
strong in-house group), the remainder being split in roughly
equal shares between proposals coming from the rest of
Europe and from outside Europe. Beam time requests run at
roughly twice the available instrument time, with the degree
of overbooking varying among the different types of
instruments. Although SINQ serves the traditional reactor
clientele, the users are coping well with the particularities
of an accelerator based spallation source.

SINQ FACILITY OPERATIONS

In general the performance of the PSI accelerator system
was highly satisfactory during most of the past two years
with a steady increase in charge delivered per week.

However, even on good days (an example is shown in
Fig. 2) the number of short beam trips runs at roughly 50
per day. In Fig. 2 the current has been averaged over
3 minutes, which results in trips seemingly not going all the
way to zero. This is, however an artefact because the
shortest trips are only 20 sec long. This duration has been
set for the rise time of the beam after a trip for a variety of
operational reasons.

During the past years the proton current delivered to the
SINQ target has been continuously raised from its value of
800 (lA in 1997. This was due to ongoing improvements of
the accelerator current on the one hand and to a reduction of
the length of Target "E" from 6 cm to 4 cm on the other.
The current on SINQ now is routinely 1,1 mA, with the
peak current density reaching about 30 (|iA/cm2)/mA.
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Fig. 2: Beam current recording for the SINQ target on a good day. Each dip indicates a total loss of beam for 20 sec or more
(the plot shows an average over 3 min).

The current integral scored the record value of 181.6 mAh
in week 29/30 and the total charge delivered to the target in
2000 was the highest ever (5.6 Ah). The average availabil-
ity was 86%, somewhat lower than in 1999, where it had
reached 91%. Much of this is attributed to the high "stress"
some of the components are subject to when the accelerator
is run at a current level above 1.8 mA, which is what is
needed to reach 1.2 mA on SINQ. As in previous years, the

availability of the SINQ systems alone was above 95% (cf.
Fig. 5).

It is worth noting that, while the accelerator control room is
manned in permanence, the SINQ facility including its cold
source is running fully automated, with a member of the
operations crew being on call outside normal working
hours.

220
SINQ: Beam on Target 2000
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Fig. 3: Charge history of the SINQ target in 2000. The total charge delivered was 5.6 Ah. The target will remain in operation
through 2001, unless some problem is detected. The numbers above the bars give the overall reliability of the facility including
the accelerator.

SINQ FACILITY DEVELOPMENT

While an important improvement in the neutron flux and
fluence offered to the users resulted from the increase in
proton current on target, an equally important contribution

came from the ongoing target development efforts. After a
Zircaloy rod target had been used up to the end of 1999, the
target inserted in the beginning of 2000 is of a different
design.
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Fig. 4: The second (Mark 2, left, after use) and third (Mark 3, right) targets used in SINQ. The footprint of the beam is
clearly visible on the second target.

The Zircaloy rods had been welded into a hexagonal
Zircaloy case - with the exception of those that contained
test samples, which were held in place by wires. With the
more concentrated beam profile resulting from the reduced
length of Target E, it was not deemed necessary anymore to
have a hexagonal target cross section. Advantage could be
taken of the easier and cheaper fabrication of a square cross
section target. At the same time the Zircaloy rods were
replaced by lead filled steel tubes, which had been
successfully tested in the second target. Furthermore, the
material of the case was changed to an aluminium alloy
(AlMg3), the same material from which the target container
shells are made. All rods of Target Mark 3 are held in place
by wire locks, and hence are much easier to remove for post
use examinations. As before, a large number of test
specimens were incorporated in some of the target rods and
thermocouples were introduced to monitor the temperature
in the rods.

92,31%

SINQ Performance Data

74,27% 95,52% 96,30% SINQ

- r 1600%

M Charge delivered by accelerator [Ah]

m Charge accepted by SINQ [Ah]

B Neutrons generated relative to 1997 (100%)

1400%
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Fig. 5: Performance indicators of SINQ since its first year
of operation. The increase in neutron production relative to
the proton current in 2000 results from the new target
concept. The figures at the top give the reliability of the
SINQ target and moderator system

The gain in neutron flux at the instruments from the new
target was a factor of 1.45. Accounting for the fact that, for
reasons of availability austenitic stainless steel was used for

the tubes rather than the originally foreseen martensitic 9%
Cr steel, this agrees well with theoretical expectations.

Apart from the specimens included to build a materials
database for future spallation target design, there are also
test rods in the target, again, which directly aim at the
development of the next generation spallation target, using
liquid heavy metals. One test rod contains specimens
immersed in mercury for the SNS and ESS projects, and
two more contain molten PbBi in preparation for a liquid
metal target experiment to be carried out at SINQ in 2004
(MEGAPIE). A liquid metal target is expected to yield
another flux increase in the order of a factor of 1.5 over the
present lead rods in steel tubes. In parallel, we are busy
examining the question whether Zircaloy tubes can be used
instead of the steel tubes. This would yield some 25 to 30 %
flux gain, according to calculations. The problem might be
that, while the hydrogen generated in the lead most likely
diffuses through the steel tubes, it might lead to the
formation of hydride lenses in the Zircaloy. Indications for
this to happen were found when examining steel rods that
had been irradiated in Zircaloy tubes in Target Mark 2 by
neutron radiography (cf. separate contribution in this
report).

In addition to improvements on the target side, we are
presently also working on a cold moderator container with a
re-entrant hole, which should improve the cold neutron flux
in our guide system by a factor between 1.3 and 2.5,
depending on wavelength. This new cold moderator is
expected to replace the old one starting in 2003.

Giinter S. Bauer
Head of Division
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PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION OF THE SAFETY HULL OF
SINQ TARGET MARK-II

Y. Dai, H. Kaiser, K. Geissmann, G.S. Bauer, R. Zumsteg, H.P. hinder, F. Groschel

The SINQ target MARK-II was in operation during 1998 and 1999. It received a total of 6.8 Ah of proton charge.
The maximum proton fluence at the beam window of the safety hull is about 3.2xlO25 m2. The safety hull was
removed from the target in ATEC and some discs were cut from different positions for examination, y-mapping was
performed in the Hotlabor to obtain the proton beam foot-print at the window area. Then tensile test samples were
cut from the discs in a hot-cell and were tested at room temperature. The results of tensile tests show that the
material at the centre of the window is still ductile although radiation hardening and embrittlement has occurred.

INTRODUCTION

The safety-hull of the SINQ target is a double walled
container with cooling water running through the gap
between the walls. Since aluminium is known to have good
thermal conductivity and, more important, excellent
radiation damage resistance, a type of aluminium alloy,
AlMg3, has been used for the safety-hull.

Up to date five safety-hulls have been fabricated with the
same heat of material. Three of them have been used in
targets MARK-I to -III. One with a small welding leak
serves as an exhibit. The other is a spare one to be used for
emergency.

SINQ target MARK-II was in operation during the years of
1998 and 1999. It received a total of 6.8 Ah of proton
charge. The maximum proton fluence at the beam window
of the safety-hull was about 3.2xlO25 m~2. The present
SINQ target, MARK-III, received about 5.6 Ah of proton
charge in year 2000. Due to a different beam intensity
distribution the maximum accumulated proton fluence at
the safety-hull is about 3.1xlO25 m"2 which is as much as
that received by the target MARK-II. In order to know
whether the present safety-hull is suitable for further
operation, it is necessary to estimate the present status of
the degradation of the material due to radiation damage.
Since the safety-hull of MARK-II received similar
maximum proton fluence, it can serve as a good reference.

EXPERIMENTS

After a half year of cooling down, the target MARK-II was
loaded into the hot-cell ATEC. There the safety-hull was
removed. In order to examine the property of the material at
different places, discs of 40 mm diameter were cut from
both the outer and inner walls in the centre and edge area of
the proton beam at the window (Fig. 1).

To determine the distribution of the proton beam, y-
mapping has been performed for the discs with steps of 2 or
3 mm. Fig. 2 shows an example of the results of the disc cut
from the centre of the proton beam at the window shown in
Fig. 1.

After y-mapping, the discs were cut into mechanical test
samples in the hot-cell with a diamond wire saw machine.
Four small size tensile test samples were cut from each disc
(Fig. 3). From each of the two discs in the centre area of the
beam, two samples were cut symmetrically to the long axis
of the beam. The proton fluence, calculated from the known
proton beam geometry rather than y-mapping count, at the

gauge of these samples is about 3.1x10" m" . The damage
cross-section of aluminium for 570 MeV protons is about
800 barn [1]. Therefore the corresponding radiation damage
is 2.5 dpa. The contribution of spallation neutrons is
estimated to be much smaller. The dose of other samples is
calculated in a similar way.

The samples from the window have a radius of curvature of
about 100 mm. For tensile tests it is necessary to polish the
samples into flat shape. The polishing was also done in the
hot-cell. After polishing the thickness of the samples is
reduced from 2 mm to about 1.4 mm.

Tensile tests were performed outside the hot-cell with a
2kN MTS tensile machine, which was shielded by a 5 cm
thick lead-wall. Because the samples are very radioactive,
only the important samples were tested to obtain the
necessary information. The tests were done at room
temperature. The tests at higher temperatures are to be
performed in the future.

Fig. 1: The window of the aluminium safety-hull after
cutting several samples from it in ATEC.

Inactive samples were also tested at the same condition for
comparison. The inactive samples were cut from the exhibit
mentioned above.
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Fig. 2: y-mapping of the disc cut from the centre of the window (see Fig. 1). The numbers are the counts of Na measured in
20 minutes.

[3], the present target should be still suitable for further
operation.

10 mm

Fig. 3: A disc after cutting four tensile samples.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The tensile test results are shown in Fig. 4. The four
unirradiated samples give a yield stress (GO,2) of 82±5
MPa, an ultimate tensile strength of 203±6 MPa, a uniform
elongation of 17+1.5% and total elongation of 19±3.5%.
After irradiation both the yield stress and tensile strength
increase significantly. The ductility of the sample (0.8 dpa)
from the edge area of the proton beam remains at the same
level as of the unirradiated samples although its yield
stress increases to about 230 MPa. For the samples from
the centre area (2.5 dpa), the uniform elongation drops to
about 6.5% and the total elongation decreases to less than
9%.

The above results show that the material at the centre of
the window is still ductile although radiation hardening
and embrittlement has occurred. Based on the neutron
irradiation data [2] of A16061-T6 it is expected that the
ductility may be further reduced to a little lower level
when the irradiation dose increases from 2.5 dpa to 5 dpa.
However considering the low stress level at the safety hull

C8
0 -

-2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

Strain (%)

Fig. 4: Tensile test results of samples cut from the centre
and edge area of the proton beam and unirradiated
material.

CONCLUSION

The preliminary investigation on the safety hull of the
previous target MARK-II demonstrates that the present
target should be still suitable for further operation.
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STUDY OF MATERIAL CHANGES OF SINQ TARGET RODS AFTER LONG-TERM
EXPOSURE BY NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY METHODS

E. Lehmann, M. Estermann, Y. Dai, G. Bauer

Several test rods were inserted into the second target of SINQ for material research purposes. A first limited non-
destructive test of some of these rods was provided by neutron radiography, especially for the detection and
quantification of accumulated hydrogen in the metallic matrix. Samples of zircaloy, steel and lead were investigated
at the NEUTRA radiography station using the methods developed for highly activated samples (NEURAP
procedures). In conclusion, no dramatic material failure was found but some interesting features, which can be
compared to radiation damage models.

INTRODUCTION

The spallation source SINQ was in operation with its
second solid state target since March 1997 for about 2 years
and obtained more than 6 Ah of beam charge. Compared to
the day-one target, which was a pure Zircaloy rod target,
some special test rods were installed for the study of the
material behaviour under heavy proton and neutron
exposure. Some of the rods were foreseen for future targets
with improved performance regarding neutron yield. Other
materials (Zircaloy, steel) were tested in respect of their
potential as structural material for the planned liquid metal
target (project MEGAPIE [1]). After removal of the
MARK-II target and a cooling time of about one year the
samples were made available for some non-destructive tests
using the facilities and methods provided at the radiography
station at SINQ (NEURAP procedures [2]). The rods were
drilled out from the outer target structure in the ATEC area
and transported to SINQ in a specially shielded cask. A first
batch of measurements was performed in September 2000
with 16 samples, but improved investigations were done at
the end of 2000 for the 3 important materials.

EXERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The samples from the target have a high radioactivity due
to the numerous spallation and activation products created
during the SINQ operation. The dose rates in lm distance
from the rods are in the order of 0.1 Gy/h. Therefore, an
investigation by neutron radiography needs a heavy
shielding around the samples and a suited detection method
where the emitted gamma radiation will not affect the
neutronic image.

Two different techniques where applied and optimised for
the NEUTRA conditions:

• the activation of Dy and In foils with sequential
exposure of a gamma/beta sensitive imaging plate

• the use of track-etch foils (CN85B), which are using
lithium borate as the neutron converter.

More details are described in [2,3].

In the first experiment NEURAP-10 (9/2000), 12 test rods
were inspected simultaneously by placing 3 rods on one
level in the test capsule whereas 4 levels were possible. In
this way, only one projection of the samples could be seen
without interaction between neighbouring rods.

The positions in the target MARK-II, where the sample
rods were irradiated are shown in Fig. 1. From these 12

samples, the 3 most interesting (lead in steel cladding, steel
in Zircaloy cladding and a Zircaloy rod) were selected for a
more careful inspection. The samples were placed in a
capsule with smaller diameter where they could be
inspected in all angular positions. This NEURAP-12 ex-
periment was performed in December 2000.

23 O0OOO
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od#©bo
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Fig. 1: Pattern of the target MARK-II with several test
rods in the Zircaloy matrix: the rods with dark labels were
inspected during the NEURAP-10 experiment (see
Table 1).

RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATIONS

The results of neutron radiography imaging are available as
digital information. Due to the high linearity in the imaging
plate data [4], these transmission values can also be used
for quantitative evaluation of material changes. Images
from the track-etch method obtained by a special optical
scanning procedure have higher resolution but were found
not to be sufficiently linear for quantitative assessments.

The test rods from the first series can be divided into 3
categories: Zircaloy (rods and tubes), steel and lead samples
(with different cladding materials). The first visual findings
were:

• no significant changes in the Zircaloy samples;
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a reduced transmission for thermal neutrons in the
radiography experiment in the middle of the lead
sample;

characteristic changes in some steel samples as
clustered accumulation of an attenuating material
(probably hydrogen) near the middle.

Table 1: Samples investigated in the experiments NEURAP-10 and -12.

sample

ZR1
ZR3
ZR5
ZT2

1
A
B
C
D
E
L
H

material

zircaloy rod
zircaloy rod
zircaloy rod
zircaloy tube

metal samples
steel SA 316L
steel CW 316L

steel F82H, martensitic
steel 9Cr-1Mo, martensitic

lead
lead

steel 9Cr-1Mo, martensitic

cladding

zircaloy
zircaloy
zircaloy
zircaloy
zircaloy

steel
steel

zircaloy

special
features

thermocouple
thermocouple

tensile probes

thermocouple

position during
exposure (line)

2
4
8
1
3
3
3
5
5
6

22
10

visible material
changes

hydrogen accumulation
hydrogen accumulation
hydrogen accumulation

no measurable
clusters of H
no indication
no indication
clusters of H
clusters of H

Hg accumulation
no clear indication

no indication

Fig. 2: Middle part of the steel sample "C" with typical
clusters probably of hydrogen, accumulated probably in the
Zr cladding.

In the second series of measurements, the lead, zircaloy and
steel samples were studied in more detail by transmission in
6 different angular settings. The quantification was done
with the imaging plate data assuming an exponential
attenuation by the modifying nuclides, which is very well
justified for small amounts.

ZR5, zircaloy rod

30 50 70 90 110 130 150
position [mm]

Fig. 3: Profile of the macroscopic cross-section in the
ZR-6 sample.

Calibration curve for H in Zirconium

200 300 400 500
H-concentration [atom-ppm]

Fig. 4: Calibration curve for hydrogen in Zircaloy as base
material obtained by inactive test samples.

lead sample E, target MARK-II

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 SO 90 100 110 120 130 140

position [mm]

Fig. 5: Radiography image (above) and the corresponding
horizontal profile, showing a depression in the centre due to
an attenuating material produced during proton bombard-
ment.
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DISCUSSION

The quantitative investigation was done either for the
homogenous material changes or some very local
modifications (in the case of steel samples). The results are
in detail:

1 Zircaloy: by the analysis of profiles along the samples,
a small flux depression was found slightly above the
detection limit of the method. A comparison with a
test series of non-activated samples with different
hydrogen content was helpful to identify a maximal
load of hydrogen of at least 200 mass-ppm in Zr. This
calibration curve and the profile of the macroscopic
cross-section in the Zircaloy sample are shown in Fig.
4 and 3, respectively.

2 Lead: In a first step, it was necessary to distinguish
between the lead rod and the steel cladding in order to
decide which material is responsible for the neutron
flux depression in the middle of the rod. Because of
the different geometrical shape it becomes clear that
only lead has been modified by the proton exposure.
There were two hypotheses for the observed effect:
either spallation product generation (mainly Hg) or
hydrogen accumulation (protons or products from
spallation). The amounts deduced in the centre of
the sample for these two materials are: Mercury:
0.13 g/cm3 or Hydrogen: 4.6 mg/cm3, corresponding
to an additional macroscopic cross-section for attenua-
tion of 0.115 cm"1.

A first raw estimate of the spallation product accu-
mulation in Pb during the MARK-II run was done
with the FLUKA [5] code. It was clearly found that
the amount of produced hydrogen is much too low to
be responsible for the attenuation while the Hg rate is
in a reasonably order of magnitude.

3 Steel: Some of the investigated samples showed some
"black points" which are mostly in the region where
the proton beam has its peak. The highest amount and
number of such clusters has been observed for sample
"C" (see table 1). The different projections obtained in
NEURAP-12 indicated that this agglomerates
(interpreted as hydrogen) are located at the outer layer
of the steel rod with tendency to access the zircaloy
cladding. In this way, a internal zirconium hydride
generation was assumed. The highest concentration
of hydrogen in a cluster was found to be about
0.03 g/cm3.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The successful experiments NEURAP-10 and 12 gave a lot
of new information about the test rods from the MARK-II
target of SINQ. These heavily exposed material samples
show a very specific material modification. The neutron
radiography method could help to give first information
before the following (mostly destructive) tests will be
made.

In a next step, the quantitative information obtained will be
compared with detailed calculations considering the
generation process. The comparison will help to understand
how much hydrogen will be stored permanently in metals in
relation to the total amount generated.

Such kind of non-destructive investigations will be
performed if samples from the next targets become
available.

The results are not surprising for Zr with H and Pb with Hg,
but quite unexpected for martensite in Zr cladding. The
findings seem to indicate that H diffuse out of the
martensitic steel but is trapped in the Zr cladding. If
confirmed, this result may be of great significance for the
project of Zr clad lead rod, which would otherwise give a
good neutronic performance as a SINQ target.
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MICROSTRUCTURE IN 800 MEV PROTON IRRADIATED 304L SS
AND ITS DEFORMED MATERIAL

Y. Dai, XJ. Jia, (PSI), J. Chen (FZJ)

A 304L stainless steel water degrader was irradiated with 800 MeV protons at LANSCE up to 8.5 dpa at
temperatures below 250°C. TEM investigations show that in the as-irradiated material there are very dense small
defect clusters, part of which can be resolved as stacking fault tetrahedra (SFT), and large faulted Frank loops, but
no observable helium bubbles or cavities. The main feature in the deformed specimens of both irradiated and
unirradiated material is the formation of twin lamellae which have {111} twin planes. The original exiting
micro structure is completely removed in the twin lamellae.

INTRODUCTION

Significant hardening and embrittlement can occur in
structural materials as a result of irradiation with high-
energy particles. This becomes a particular concern in
high-power spallation targets, because the degradation of
mechanical properties of the structural materials by radia-
tion damage will be the most problematic factor in deter-
mining the efficiency and lifetime of target components.

In the materials R&D program for the European Spallation
Sources (ESS), martensitic stainless steel and/or austenitic
stainless steels have been chosen as candidate materials for
the liquid metal target container and the safety hull. As
part of the effort to establish a database for the ESS
engineering design, a spent 304L stainless steel water
degrader from Los Alamos Neutron Science Centre
(LANSCE), which was irradiated with 800MeV protons up
to a displacement damage level of about 8.5 dpa, has been
investigated jointly by Forschungszentrum Julich (FZJ) in
Germany and the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI) in
Switzerland [1]. The results of tensile tests performed at
room temperature showed that irradiation hardening and
embrittlement happened at a dose as low as 0.3 dpa and
increased with increasing dose. To understand the
irradiation hardening and embrittlement effects it is
necessary to investigate the microstructure in both as-
irradiated and deformed materials.

EXPERIMENTS

The LANSCE water degrader was made of a commercial
type of AISI 304L stainless steel with nominal
compositions: 17-20Cr wt% , 10-12.5 wt% Ni, <2.0 wt%
Mn, <1.0 wt% Si, and P, S, Cu, N and C below 0.5 wt% in
sum total, and Fe for the balance.

The irradiation temperature was below 250°C. The
maximum fluence was about 2.9xlO25 p/m2, which
corresponded to a radiation damage level of about 8.5 dpa.

The Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) samples
were punched from both the as-irradiated and deformed
materials in a dose range of 0.7 to 7.0 dpa.

The TEM observation was performed on a JEOL 2010
type transmission electron microscope. The most often
used image conditions were bright field (BF) and weak
beam dark field (WBDF) at (g, 4g) or (g, 5g), g=200.
Different magnifications were used depending on the
objects observed. For observing small defect clusters a
magnification of 200000 or higher was applied. To obtain

quantitative information, defect clusters and loops were
counted and their sizes were measured from several
pictures which were taken under weak beam dark field
condition (g, 5g), g=200 and BsllO from different areas of
each sample.

RESULTS

Microstructure in as-irradiated materials

The microstructure in the reference annealed 304L
material is shown in Fig. 1A. Dislocations are faulted and
have an extension of a few nm to hundreds of nm between
two partial dislocations. Large stacking fault tetrahedra
(SFT) were seldom observed. After irradiation the original
microstructure changed completely. Fig. IB to ID show the
situation after irradiation at doses of 0.7, 3.2 and 6.8 dpa. It
can be seen that instead of the original extended faulted
dislocations small defect clusters and few faulted frank
interstitial loops (stick like) have been introduced by the
irradiation. Some of the small clusters can be identified as
SFTs by the clearly triangular shape. The quantitative
information on the size and number density of small
clusters, SFTs and faulted loops is presented in Fig. 2. It
can be seen that both the density and size of small defect
clusters, maybe SFTs as well, show no obvious changes
with the irradiation dose in the dose range. The density of
faulted loops is also insensitive to the dose while the size
of frank loops increases rapidly with the dose.

Microstructure in deformed materials

The main features of the microstructure of deformed 304L
SS samples are the formation of dense twin lamellae and
bundles of twin lamellae no matter whether the material
was irradiated or not.

Figures 3A to 3C show the situations for samples un-
irradiated and irradiated at 3.2 and 6.8 dpa, respectively.
The diffraction pattern in Fig. 3C was taken from the area
shown in the figure. It demonstrates clearly that the twin
planes are {111} planes.

Similar to channelling phenomena observed in deformed
irradiated fee pure metals [2], there are no irradiation
induced small clusters and large faulted loops in twin
lamellae and their bundles. The structure outside the twin
lamellae is little changed, see Fig. 3C. Moreover,
similarity has been observed in the deformed unirradiated
samples, in which the original microstructure was also
removed in the twin lamellae and little changes occurred
outside. The width of the twin lamellae can be as small as
few nanometers but that of the bundles can be as large as
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hundreds of nanometers. There is no evident irradiation
dose dependence of the width.

•„ I',

Fig. 1: WBDF graphs showing the microstructure in
samples: (A) unirradiated; and (B)-(D) irradiated at 0.7,
3.2, and 6.8 dpa, respectively. The scale at right-lower
corner of (D) represents 40 nm for graph (A) and 20 run
for the others.
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Fig. 2: Irradiation dose dependence of the size and
density of irradiation induced defect clusters (including
SFTs), SFTs and faulted loops.

Fig. 3: Micrographs showing the microstructure in
deformed samples: (A) unirradiated; (B) and (C) irradiated
at 3.2, and 6.8 dpa, respectively. The scale at right-lower
corner of (C) represents 400 nm for graphs (A) and (B)
and 80 nm for (C).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Since stainless steels such as 316 and 304 have low
stacking fault energy, SFTs should be the preferred form
of the small defect clusters produced by irradiation in the
low temperature regime (Tin. < Tm, Tm is melting
temperature) [3]. However, SFTs in stainless steels are not
as readily observed as in pure fee metals such as Cu and
Au. Yet, by proceeding very carefully, quite a large
amount of SFTs have been observed in the present work.

The degradation of the mechanical properties of heavily
irradiated materials may be associated with localised
deformation [4]. In this work, localised deformation,
namely twinning, is observed not only in the irradiated
samples but also in the unirradiated samples after tensile
test. Since little is known about twinning in unirradiated
stainless steels, further investigations will be carried out.
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STEADY STATE OPERATIONS OF THE MEGAPIE TARGET WINDOWS

LNi

Numerical simulations of cooling flow and heat transfer between the flowing heavy water and solid walls in the
target outer enclosure were carried out by using CFD simulation with the finite element method. Two different
materials for the safety windows were examined by a steady state fluid flow-structure analysis. Results of
temperatures and thermal stresses showed that both the aluminium alloy and Zircaloy-2 are suitable materials for
the safety windows.

In order to demonstrate a safe operation of a liquid metal
spallation target at a beam power of 1MW, a world wide
collaboration(MEGAPIE) has been started [1]. One of the
major R&D issues is the cooling effect and structure
mechanics in the outer enclosure for a reliable operation of
the pilot target. This paper will report predictions of flow
field, temperature and thermal stress on the windows at
steady state operations. The analysis has been carried out
by the submodule FLOTRAN of the ANSYS-code[2].

WINDOW GEOMETRY

AIMg3/Zy

r(X,Y)

Fig. 1: Schematic draft of the safety window structures.

Figure 1 shows a schematic layout of the cross-section of
the double windows with a 2.1m long cylinder in the target.
The heavy water cooling enters from one side (between the
two windows), flows through the minimum cross-section
on the window bottom, and flows out through the other
cylinder half-side. The inlet temperature of the water is
40°C, and the flow rate was designed to be 2.4kg/s. Both
the inside and outside windows taper their thickness from
4mm to 2mm at the bottom. The candidate materials for the
windows are aluminum alloy(AlMg3) and zircaloy-2 (Zy).

POWER DENSITY DISTRIBUTION

The proton beam injected into the target has a Gaussian
profile with the elliptical beam cross section of ax=33.1mm
and Gy=19.mm. The power density distributions in the
windows were calculated by another program FLUKA [3].
They are plotted in Fig.2, and could be formulated as:

P(X,Y) = Pmcu exp{-

where

(Y/ayf]/2j

AlMg3: Pmax=0.24[W/mm3]; ax=33.8mm; oy=19.mm

Zy: Pmax=0.51[W/mm3]; ax=33.3mm;ay=19.1mm

P(x,y)
[W/mm3]
0.6-r

0.5+ '

Deposited power density on the windows along the x and y
axes (Calculation from FLUKA at 1.74mA)

40 60

Radius x,y [mm]

80 100

Fig. 2: Deposited power density in the windows.

SIMULATION MODEL

For a local examination of the flow pattern and heat transfer
on the hemispherical windows, a steady state conjugate heat
transfer analysis with CFD (Computational Fluid
Dynamics) is necessary. A 3D calculation model with both
solid windows and flowing water was established, so that
the 3D continuity equation, Navier-Stokes equations and
energy equation could be solved simultaneously. The
standard k-e turbulent model was employed to solve the
equations for the flow field.

Because of the symmetry, the computation domain consists
of half of the hemispherical windows with 60mm
cylindrical extension. Uniform inlet flow velocity and
temperature Tiniet (=40°C) are assumed at the upstream
boundary. At the downstream end, the pressure is set to
zero. At all solid surfaces, no-slip conditions for the
velocity are specified.

THERMAL FLOW AND STRESSES

Table 1 lists the main results for 3 different cases. The
different maximal power deposition (qmax) comes from the
material choice. In this table, maximal surface temperatures
on both windows and temperature gradient as well as water
temperature are shown. It must be noticed that all the
maxima are not located exactly at the central point(the
window bottom) but somewhere behind this point, because
of the flow. The consequent deformations and stresses can
be calculated by the coupled fluid-structure element, so that
the maximal von Mises stress aMiS)max and the displacement
Utotai,max on both inside and outside walls are also listed.
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Table 1: Thennal mechanic results on the target windows in steady state operations.

Cases

Inlet water temperature TiniM [°C]

Power density qmax[W/mm3]

Inside wall temperature(face to Vacuum) Tmax.insi,je[°C]

Outside wall temperature(face to outside) Tmax-0utsi*[oC]

Water temperature (face to outside or inside wall) Tmax[°C]

Inside wall temperature gradient ATx=o[°C]

Inside wall stress (JMis,oiai[MP]

Inside wall displacement Utotai,max [mm]

Outside wall stress OMis,max[MP]

Outside wall displacement Utotaiilnax [mm]

Water velocity through minimal cross-section Vmax[mm/s]

Pressure difference between inlet and exit Ap [bar]

AlMg3 windows

40.

0.240

52.09

53.06

51.8 (to outside wall)

2.6

9.16

0.025

6.99

0.031

7393.

0.92

Zy windows

40.

0.513

138.22

139.62

71. (to outside wall)

75.7

70.7

0.039

63.1

0.05

7396.

0.92

Zy-inside & AlMg3-
outside windows

40.

(0.513+0.24)

138.27

53.02

60.75 (to inside wall)

75.7

70.7

0.039

9.82

0.035

7395.

0.92
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Fig. 3: Temperature [°C] in the inside AlMg3-wall.
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Fig. 4: Water velocity [mm/s] between the AlMg3-windows.
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Fig. 5: Von Mises stress [Pa] in the inside AlMg3-window.

Figures 3-5 display detailed distribution contours of
temperature (it shows a temperature spreading at the
downstream region), velocity and von Mises stress for the
case of AlMg3 windows. In this case, the temperature level
and gradient on the walls are small because of the larger
thennal conductivity for AlMg3, therefore it leads also to a
very mild stress (OMis.max =9.16MP). In the case of Zy-
windows, although the temperature level and temperature
gradient are higher, the resulting stress is only up to
70.7 MP, which is far below the yield stress. It can be
concluded that there is no concern for a steady state
operation from the thermal mechanic and heat transfer points
of view. The selected window materials (AlMg3 and Zy) are
both applicable and reliable for the MEGAPIE design.
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EXPERIMENTAL ESTIMATION OF OPTIMUM BYPASS-JET-FLOW CONDITIONS
FOR THE COOLING OF THE WINDOW OF THE SINQ LIQUID METAL TARGET

J.A. Patorski, G.S. Bauer, I. Platnieks, Y. Takeda

Experiments on the cooling of the proton beam entry window are part of the development program of neutron
spoliation sources with liquid metal (LM) targets. During the Phase 2 of the Test Experiment at the Riga Mercury
Loop (TERM), it was shown that directing a small jet flow, in addition to the circulating main LM flow, across the
window's inner surface, is a most effective method of window cooling. The goal of the present investigation was to
determine the bypass jet flow required for best cooling efficiency. The method used was predominantly infrared
thermography (IRT) of the outer window surface, supported by ultrasonic Doppler velocity measurements through
the wall. The results of the experimental optimization presented below were used in the ongoing planning for the
MEGAPIE (MEGAwatt Pilot Experiment) concept.

INTRODUCTION

In a quest to study some of the unresolved problems related
to the design of liquid metal targets in the context of the
European Spallation Source (ESS) project and in
preparation of a data base for thermal hydraulic studies for
a possible later SINQ liquid metal target a Test Experiment
at the Riga Mercury Loop (TERM) was set up [1]. The
main goal was to study experimentally questions of heat
transfer between the proton beam entry window and the
fluid i.e. liquid metal (LM) for different flow distributions
in various geometrical configurations. Methods developed
and used include Ultrasonic Velocity Probes (UVP) [2],
Heat Emitting Temperature Sensitive Surfaces (HETSS)
[3] and surface Infrared Thermography (IRT) [4]. During
the Phase 2 of TERM an important improvement of the
cooling conditions has been achieved by implementation of
an additional pump driving a bypass jet flow. Fig.l shows
the schematic of the bypass loop connected to the mockup
of the SINQ target.

'"C bypass jet flow

Fig. 1: Schematic of the bypass loop; where: 1-nozzle,
2-penetration flange, 3-heat exchanger, 4-electromagnetic
pump, and 5-flow meter.

The results of the Phase 1, in which we used the geometry
of the SINQ target without bypass flow, have been
published [2-5]. The first results of the Phase 2
investigations [6], [7] showing that a flow of liquid metal
across of the inner surface of the target window, makes the
cooling very efficient. Much of the UVP and IR
thermography data measured during Phase 2 is still under
evaluation. In the present paper we present results for the
cases encircled in Fig. 3.

EXPERIMENTS

At the first stage of Phase 2, a series of UVP experiments
were performed [6]. We prepared five different geometrical
bypass jet flow configurations (Fig.2), which have been
tested for three different combinations of bypass and main
flow.

Nozzle A Nozzle B Nozzle C

Nozzle A2 Nozzle C2

Nozzle A Nozzle B Nozzle C

Nozzle A2 Nozzle C2

Fig. 2: Five different geometrical bypass jet flow confi-
gurations as used in the UVP experiment series of Phase 2.

At the second stage, a series HETSS experiment were
performed [7]. Based on the observations from the UVP
experiments, a reduced set of bypass jet flow configurations
(Nozzle A, B and C) were used.

Finally for the IRT investigations in the third stage the only
Nozzle B, (the best one according to the results from the
HETSS experiments) was chosen. A wide matrix of bypass
and main flow combinations (52 cases, cf. Fig. 3) was
defined, with the goal of looking for the optimum values of
q respectively the optimum ratio q/Q between bypass flow
and main flow.
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Fig. 3: Matrix of Test Experiments in Phase 2 at the at the Riga Mercury Loop.
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Fig. 4: Geometrical configuration and ATobulk thermograph of the Nozzle B case for flow rates of Q=0.8 l/s and q=0.4 l/s.

THE q/Q OPTIMIZATION

Experimental set-up of the IRT series

The basic set-up of IRT experiment is the same as in the
IRT experiments of the Phase 1 [4], [5]. The IR scanner (IR
thermography camera FLIR-AGEMA THV900SWTE) was
placed in a central axial position below the mock-up of the
hemispherical steel target window. During the IRT
experiments the mock-up was heated by precisely stabilized
electrical skin effect heating (SEH, 400Hz, 3000A, 0.75V,
supplied to a pair of copper electrodes, which were soldered
to the steel shell). This produced an approximate average
power density of 7.7 W/cm2. The circular IR thermographs
shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5 represent an axial projection of
the temperature field on the outer surface of the
hemispherical mockup. In order to obtain the necessary
measurements of the bulk temperature of the mercury
coolant and the absolute surface temperatures at some
points of the steel shell thermocouples (TC) were used,
whose readings were recorded by a Hewlett-Packard HP
E1313A device.

Method of the q/Q optimization

The main tools used for the present q/Q optimization are:
• The two dimensional and dynamic (2DD) IRT method

of visualization of the flow characteristics [8], and
• IR evaluation software ERIKA [9].

The 2DD IRT allows visualization of differences between
surface temperatures and a coolant bulk temperature in the
form of so-called ATabuik thermographs.

Fig. 4 shows an example of the target geometry (positions
of the bypass and a skew end of the riser) and the
corresponding IR thermograph with elements (circles and
isotherms) used for the optimization.

The following criteria ally for an optimization of the
window cooling:

• The value of AToMk in the central region of the window
should be minimized.

• The size of the bypass-jet cooled central area of the
window should be maximized.

Since the proton beam will have roughly Gaussian intensity
distribution with an effective a of 25 mm [10], the heating
rate will be highest in the center of the window, decreasing
to about 50 % of the peak outside an area of radius 3 cm.
Due to the pixelation of our experimental results we chose
an area of diameter 1.75 cm for the peak heating rate and of
diameter 6.15 cm for the heating rate of more than 50% of
the peak.

RESULTS

The results for q/Q so far evaluated are shown in Fig.5 and
in Table 1. These are the 5 cases where we have data from
all applied methods, (UVP, HETSS and IRT series),
allowing verification of the IRT results by other data. The
comparison with our HETSS results [7] shows good
quantitative agreement, taking into account the much
poorer spatial resolution of the HETSS data (the
dimensions of the HETSS elements used are 4xlcm).

Table 1 shows for each q/Q combination:
• The average values of AToMk for two concentric areas,

namely in the central circle with diameter 0 = 1.75 cm
and area A = 2.4 cm2 and inside the region with diameter
0 = 6.15 cm and area A = 29.7 cm2 approximately
corresponding to the full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) of the beam. For this area the cooling should be
at least two times better than in the surroundings.

• The sizes of central circular areas with AToMk < 4 K, i.e.
very good cooling, and with ATobu]k < 8 K, i.e. the area
within which cooling is at least 50% as efficient. From
ref. [7] it is known that ATobulk = 4 K corresponds to a
value of 2.0 W/(Kcm ) for the heat transfer coefficient a.
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Fig. 5: Results of the flow optimization for selected cases
from the matrix of TERM experiments (encircled cases in
Fig .3).

The quantitative results given in Table 1 allow the
conclusion that, at a bypass flow rate of 0.4 1/sec the
window cooling will be adequate throughout, at least at the
total flow of 1.2 1/sec examined. It remains to be studied by
evaluating the other IRT data taken, whether the controlling
quantity is the absolute value of q or the ratio q/Q. Clearly,
in the absence of a bypass flow, window cooling conditions
are much poorer and the slanted cut of the flow guide
introduces a strong asymmetry.

Table 1: Quantitative results for cases shown in Fig.5.

c
a
s
e
#

-

1

2

3

4

5

Flow
parameters

q/Q

[l/s] / [l/s]

0.4/0.8

0.2/1.0

0.1/1.2

0.1/1.0

0.0/1.2

ATo.bidk

around
central
point

[K]

3.11

3.45

4.90

5.25

8.41

£Fo.bufk

inside
FWHM
region of
the beam

[K]

3.37

3.74

5.66

5.71

10.39

Central Circle
ATOMik < 4K

Area

[cm2]

35.90

26.80

0.53

0.13

0

0

[cm]

6.76

5.84

0.82

0.39

0

Central Circle
AToMt • 8K

Area

[cm2]

63.70

55.00

21.10

23.90

0.53

0

[cm]

9.01

8.37

5.18

5.52

0.82

CONCLUSIONS

The high geometrical (and temporal) resolution of IRT
allows the precise demonstration of the effectiveness of the
bypass jet cooling. The present combination with the
slanted end of the central flow guide yields the better
cooling on the side of the small gap. It is obvious that there
is still room for optimization which we expect to
accomplish among others, by fluid dynamics calculations,
for which the present results can serve as a validation
benchmark.
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LEAD BISMUTH LOOP CORRWETT

H. Glasbrenner (FZK Germany), S. Dementjevs (IPUL Latvia), F. Heinrich (PSI), D. Viol (PSI)

The lead bismuth loop CORRWETT has been constructed
and commissioned for testing CORRosion and WETTing
behaviour of steels by Pb-Bi under various conditions and
different surface properties in the framework of LiSoR and
MEGAPIE target studies. Additionally, a flow meter device
will be tested based on magnetic methods.

Until now the wettability of steels by the eutectic melt Pb-
Bi at lower temperature in not well investigated. For
running a Pb-Bi circuit like LiSoR it is important to know
the wetting behaviour of the structural material of the loop.
Dependent on the wetting are for example corrosion attack,
liquid metal embrittlement, heat transfer and flow meter
measurement. Wettability is dependent on several
parameters like:
• temperatures (lowest and highest in the loop)
• exposure time
• flow velocity
• surface treatment of the structural material (e.g.

oxidised or coated)
• impurities in the liquid melt
• oxygen content in the liquid melt.

The loop was constructed of stainless steel 1.4306, an
austenitic 304L steel which consists of 18 - 20 wt% Cr and
10 - 12.5 wt% Ni. A schematic of the loop is given in fig. 1.
It consists mainly of an electromagnetic pump, a heat
exchanger (Pb-Bi - oil), a reservoir tank with a capacity of
about 7 1 Pb-Bi, two test tubes and a test section in which 6
specimens can be inserted. For exposure, these cylindrical
specimens with threads on both ends could be mounted to a
stack. The total length of the connected specimens will be
around 300 mm. The temperature in the loop is controlled
continuously by several thermocouples, which are fixed by
welding on the outside of the tubes.

CORRWETT LOOP

The diameter of the tubes in the circuit is 32 x 30 mm and
in the testing tubes 28 x 25 mm. All tubes were welded
together except the two test section tubes which are
connected by valves to the circuit to allow a quick
exchange.
Before filling the loop with the molten eutectic melt, the
loop will be evacuated by means of a roughing-down pump.
After the eutectic alloy is molten in the tank, it is pressed up
into the loop system by pressure produced by Ar.

In the first test series the wetting behaviour is foreseen to be
tested on steel 316L with variety of surface conditions and
heat treatments (see bullet list below):
• degreased
• polished (1 (xm alumina paste)
• etched (40% reagent grade sulfuric acid at 70°C for six

minutes)
• sensitized (20 h at 650°C in vacuum)
• oxidized (heated in air 2 h at 900°C).

Additionally, the wettability properties of some coatings
will be tested which were formed on the inside of one of the
tube test sections ( 0 28 x 25 mm, 210 mm in length).
• TiN coating
• SiO2 (sol-gel process)
• Omocern (organic-anorganic nano composite)

For the future it is planed to add non-radioactive isotopes to
the melt, which are generated during spallation and fission
in order to investigate the influence of these impurities to
the wetting behaviour.

Additionally, a technique of potential electromagnetic
measurements of LBE velocity will be tested. It is a well
developed technique for liquid metals and alloys with a low
melting point, as Hg and InGaSn eutectic, based on the
phenomena of interaction of a moving electrically
conductive liquid and external magnetic field. However its
application to LBE is connected with known problems. The
wetting stage of the inner surface of the channel influences
the results of the measurements enormously hence it is
important to know it.

This technique if successfully developed might be applied
to MEGAPIE testing and can be usable for LBE velocity
distribution measurements in a scattering magnetic field of
the inductors.

Fig. 1: The structure of the lead bismuth loop.
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RESIDUAL STRESS MEASUREMENTS IN THERMALLY SPRAYED DEPOSITS

T. Keller, W. Wagner (PSI), T. Pirling (ILL, Grenoble, France), N. Margadant, S. Siegmann (EMPA, Thun,
Switzerland), J. Matejicek (IPP Prague, Czech Republic)

Adhesion, cohesion, integrity, lifetime in service and overall performance of thermally sprayed coatings are
significantly influenced by residual stresses. In the present work residual strains in metallic NiCrAlY deposits
manufactured by different spraying techniques were determined by neutron diffraction and by laser profilometry.

INTRODUCTION

For microstructural investigations Ni based NiCrAlY
coatings of technological interest were sprayed by several
widely used spraying techniques. A crucial aspect is the
nature and distribution of internal residual stresses. For
example, compressive stresses tend to close microcracks
directing perpendicular to the surface of the coating. Strong
tensile residual stresses on the other hand may lead to a
complete detachment of the coating. Knowledge of residual
stress profiles allows optimising the spraying techniques.

EXPERIMENT

A newly designed strain setup at the instrument D1A at the
Institute Laue-Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble / France,
employing radially focusing coilimators in the primary and
secondary beam, has shown to be well suited for strain
measurements near surfaces, employing the neutron
scattering as the most promising non-destructive method to
spatially resolve strain gradients from inside the coating.
The strains were measured by diffraction from crystal
planes according to the Bragg equation:
2<4kisin#=/l, where 2 is the wavelength, d^ the lattice
spacing and 26 the diffraction angle. The strain is then
defined as (<4kr<4ki,o)/<4ki,o> where <4ki,o is the lattice spacing
of a stress free reference. Through-thickness strain
measurements were performed at the D1A diffractometer.
The collimators defined a gauge volume of size 0.6x1x10
mm3. Bragg - peak positions as a function of coating depth
were recorded, and from the peak shifts with respect to the
reference position residual strain values were deduced. The
sample was mounted on a translation table and scanned
through the gauge volume in steps of minimal 0.1 mm. The
in-plane component parallel to the surface and the normal
component perpendicular to the surface were measured in
the transmission and the reflection setup respectively, as
schematically shown in Fig. 1. The wavelength of 0.2994
nm was chosen using a Germanium monochromator crystal
to yield an optimum 20 value near 90° for the {111}
reflection of the Ni based NiCrAlY coating and the Fe
{110} reflection of the substrate. To obtain the reference
values an annealed free standing coating and an annealed
substrate were used. The position of the translation table
holding the sample with respect to the neutron beam was
determined from the integral area under the Bragg peak.
Then, the effective gauge volume position, i.e. the position
of the centre of mass of the scattering material with respect
to the scan direction, was calculated from the motor
positions of the translation table as described in [1]. Near-
interface corrections due to artificial peak shifts from a
partially filled gauge (sampling) volume have to be applied.
To determine average macroscopic strain values introduced
during the thermal spraying process, bending measurements

were performed by applying the technique of laser
profilometry. Using an UBM laser profilometer, a
resolution of 30 data points per millimetre was chosen. For
each sample analysed three subsequent scans along the
extended direction of the sample of size 100x25x5 mm3

were made: One scan after the substrate was cut and
annealed to relax residual stresses, one scan after grit
blasting and a final scan after spraying. An average strain
value is obtained by Stoney's equation [2] for thin coatings:

" Deposit
^

(1)
Deposit

Ŝubst is the elastic modulus of the substrate and vSubst its
Poisson ratio. x*is the curvature parameter as defined in [3].
It is obtained by fitting a circle to the bending data. HSuhii

and /zoeposit are the thicknesses of the substrate and the
coating, respectively. The resulting Obeposit is the calculated
constant in-plane stress value in the coating. It has to be
noted that the "ex-situ" curvature technique after spraying
cannot account for stress gradients.

first measurement in
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to surface
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Fig. 1: Setup employed for the strain scanning at the
powder diffractometer D1A at ILL in Grenoble. The
detector collects neutrons that are Bragg - reflected inside
the gauge volume in the coating or the substrate,
respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2 displays a through-thickness strain profile obtained
by the neutron strain scanning. The coating material is
NiCrAlY deposited by atmospheric plasma spray. For
comparison, two measurements, one from the coating and
the other from the substrate, are collected in a single graph.
The maximum surface error to be corrected is Adld [10~6] =
600 [4]. The data for the substrate are not affected by the
surface error, since a vertical scan was performed. The
lateral resolution in this scan was 1 mm.
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The results of the curvature measurement for the same
atmospheric plasma sprayed NiCrAlY sample are given in
table 1. Different signs of the curvature imply a bending of
the sample in different directions. The compressive strain
introduced by the grit blasting is overcompensated by
tensile "quenching" stresses induced during the deposition.
/fSubst= 4.6 mm and /iDeposit= 0-95 mm are the thicknesses of
the substrate and the coating, respectively. The bulk
modulus of the steel substrate was taken to be £Subst=209
Gpa [1]. According to equation (1) a macroscopic average
stress in the coating of 0beposit= 221 MPa is calculated.

tK
' ' I M interface

i
coating »-! -• substrate

NiCrAlY APS coating and substrate

in-plane strain component

I statistical error

effective gauge volume position [mm]

Fig. 2: Through thickness strain profile in a thermally
sprayed APS NiCrAlY coating and its substrate.

Fig. 2 displays the in-plane strain, oriented parallel to the
surface, as a function of depth into the coating as well as
into the substrate for the APS NiCrAlY sample. In the
coating the strains are tensile and highest at the surface.
This can be explained by the fact that the spray process
generates tensile quenching stresses in the coating, and that
on top no more layers under tensile strain are deposited
which could introduce compressive strains in the deeper
layers and partly compensate the tensile strains. The data
point nearest to the interface is already in the compressive
region. In the substrate compressive strain is found near the
interface, whereas deeper inside, near the uncoated surface,
the stresses tend to be tensile.

Table 1; Curvature data of the NiCrAlY APS coating.

curvature
r[l /m]

after grinding
and annealing

~ 0

after grit
blasting

-0.1

after
spraying

0.091

The compressive strain near the interface can be explained
by the fact that the tensile stresses in the coating must be
balanced by compressive strains inside the substrate. The
combination of tensile quenching stresses introduced in the
coating by the thermal spray process and compensating
compressive stresses in the substrate leads to the measured
bending of the whole sample. A conventional bending test
clearly cannot resolve strain gradients in a material. As can
be seen from Fig. 2 the technique of neutron scattering is
able to resolve existing gradients - limited by the spatial
resolution of the technique. Bending tests and neutron

scattering results can be compared by the resulting average
(macroscopic) stress in the coating, however, it has to be
noted that different elastic constants appropriate for each
technique have to be applied. The average macroscopic
stress value obtained by the bending is deposit = 221 MPa.
For the diffraction methods, it can be assumed that the
crystal planes in the sample behave like in single crystal
bulk material. Then, the elastic constant obtained from
single crystal data for the specific {hkl} reflection is the
appropriate choice. The model of Kroener [5] further
accounts for the polycrystalline nature of the coating. Using
the Ni {111} values £DePoSit = 233 GPa and v^sit = 0.29 [3]
and an average strain value of Adld [10~6] = 650, estimated
from the coating strain data displayed in Fig. 2, one obtains
an average stress value in the coating of (Tbeposit = 213 MPa
from the diffraction technique. This value is in excellent
agreement with the average stress Obeposit = 221 MPa
calculated from the bending measurements. However, in
view of the approximations made for the average strain in
the coating as well as the application of the simplifying
Stoney's formula one should refrain from overweighting
this agreement but rather regard it as indication of principal
consistency of the methods.

SUMMARY

Strain measurements by conventional bending tests reflect
the overall stress state in a deposit, whereas neutron strain
scanning allows to resolve strain gradients. For an
atmospheric plasma sprayed deposit a residual strain profile
in the coating as well as in the substrate obtained by the
neutron strain scanning is presented and compared with the
bending results. Further refinement of the data analysis (i.e.
elastic constants and surface corrections) is in progress.
Measurements on samples manufactured by the other
spraying techniques will be performed to analyse spray
technique specific stress profiles and average stress values
with the aim to relate the residual stresses to the
microstructure and properties of the deposits.
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MICROSTRUCTURE - PROPERTY RELATIONSHIPS OF THERMALLY SPRAYED
METALLIC DEPOSITS

T. Keller, W. Wagner (PSI), J. Ilavsky, J. Pisacka (IPP, Prague, Czech Republic) N. Margadant,
S. Siegmann (EMPA, Thun, CH)

Technological properties of thermally sprayed deposits are to a great extent related to the underlying
microstructure. One of the key microstructural features is the void system. Important characteristic parameters are
the porosity volume and the total specific surface area of the voids. In the present work NiCr and NiCrAlY feedstock
powders were used as coating material. Different microstructures produced by several spraying techniques were
characterised by their total specific surface area obtained by anisotropic small angle neutron scattering (SANS) and
their porosity. The anisotropy of the apparent surface area is related to macroscopic properties like wear rate and
electrical resistivity.

INTRODUCTION

Improved spray control allows reproducible manufacturing
of deposits for different applications. Therefore generally
the specific design of thermally sprayed coatings is
possible, but complicated by the demand to fulfil several
requirements at a time, for example wear and corrosion
resistance for several applications of Ni-based alloys.
Designing deposits with suitable properties requires a
general understanding of the coating processes, i.e.
spraying techniques and their parameters, of the
microstructure and also of the relationships between
microstructure and deposits performance and properties. To
obtain a wide range of microstructures, various spraying
techniques were used in this work: atmospheric (APS) and
vacuum plasma (VPS) spraying, flame spraying (FS), high
velocity oxygen fuel (HVOF) and water-stabilised plasma
spraying (WSP). The feedstock material was NiCr (Ni 80
wt%, Cr 20 wt%) and NiCrAlY (Ni 67 wt%, Cr 22 wt%,
Al 10 wt%, Y 1 wt%). The deposits were characterised by
their total inner surface area (between voids and metallic
matrix) and their porosity, the latter being defined as the
voids volume fraction. Wear tests were performed
according to ASTM standard G75-95. The measurements of
the electrical resistivity are described in [1].

RESULTS

The specific surface area information was obtained by
SANS measurements in the "Porod regime". These
measurements were performed at the SINQ-SANS facility
at PSI (wavelength 0.5 nm, resolution AA/A=0.1). The
SANS samples were prepared by cutting 1.9 mm thick
cross sections of the coatings, which were illuminated by
the neutron beam parallel to the surface plane, i.e.
perpendicular to the cross sectional area. To obtain the total
specific surface area generally measurements in all (three)
directions are necessary. In the case of the investigated
thermally sprayed coatings, where in-plane isotropic
scattering was experimentally verified [2], the total surface
area information can be obtained by a single measurement
employing a two dimensional position sensitive detector.
The Porod constant obtained by fitting a Q'4 law to the
absolute intensity I(Q) in sectors (width 15°) around the
central beam represents an apparent surface area in each
particular direction. Utilising the in-plane isotropy the total
specific surface area SToal can be obtained from the 2-
dimensional data by averaging the contributions for all 3
dimensions [2]. Typical anisotropies of the apparent surface

areas for the NiCrAlY deposits sprayed by the different
techniques are displayed in Fig. 1. Special attention should
be drawn to the shape of the anisotropy present in these
coatings. The VPS and APS NiCrAlY coatings show
similarly pronounced apparent surface area anisotropy,
whereas the FS and WSP coatings are more isotropic. The
APS and VPS apparent surface area anisotropy can well be
described by a single ellipsoid, which indicates that one
void system in the microstructure is dominant. The apparent
surface area anisotropy of the FS coating seems to consist
of two ellipsoids perpendicular to each other, suggesting
that two significantly scattering void systems with the main
orientations perpendicular to each other are present in the
microstructure. Similarly, the WSP apparent surface area
anisotropy seems to be better described by two ellipsoids,
even though due to lower overall anisotropy it is more
difficult to reliably separate them.

Fig. 1: Anisotropic apparent surface areas as a function of
the azimuthal angle around the incident beam for NiCrAlY
coatings. The shape is typical for each spraying technique.

The orientation of the ellipses indicates that one dominating
void system in all the deposits is that of interlamellar pores
oriented mostly parallel to the substrate. The weight of the
other system, most likely cracks, which are dominantly
found in ceramic deposits [3] and mostly oriented
perpendicular to the substrate, is less relevant in the
metallic NiCrAlY deposits. It should further be noted that
by the nature of the characterisation of the voids by means
of their surface area, large globular pores with small surface
area, possibly present in the microstructure, have almost no
weight. These can possibly be characterised by the so called
multiple small-angle neutron scattering method (MSANS)
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which is also intended to be applied in the frame of the
present study.

Fig. 2 shows that the total specific surface areas of the
NiCrAlY deposits differ within a factor of two for the
different spraying techniques. The scatter of total surface
area within each of the spraying techniques is due to the
variation of microstructures created by varying the spray
parameters. This scatter is less than the difference between
different spraying techniques, indicating that the specific
surface area is a characteristic of the spraying technique
rather than of the spray parameters applied for one
technique. Fig. 2 also displays the wear rate as a function of
the total specific surface area obtained by the SANS
measurements. With regard to the wear rate, Fig. 2
indicates that for the investigated NiCrAlY coatings low
wear rates are obtained by spraying techniques like WSP
and FS, which produce coatings of high specific surface
areas. The low oxide content in all investigated NiCrAlY
deposits (determined to be less than 1%) could be a reason
for the pronounced dependence on the specific surface area
found here. When more (hard) oxide phases were present,
they might have dominated the wear behaviour and then
covered the influence of the specific surface area.
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NiCrAlY

T APS

ss VPS
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-

•
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Specific Surface Area STOTAL [10s m2/m3]

Fig. 2: Relationship between the total specific surface
area of NiCrAlY coatings and their wear rates according to
ASTM G75-95. The estimated errors are about 10% for the
wear rates and about 5% for the total specific surface areas.

An interesting aspect is a possible relationship between the
anisotropy of the SANS results and macroscopic properties.
The NiCr deposits [4] showed similar anisotropies as the
SANS data presented in this work for NiCrAlY feedstock
material. Aspect ratios were obtained for the NiCr deposits
by fitting an ellipse to the two dimensional plot of the
apparent surface areas. These are compared with ratios of
the electrical resistivity parallel and perpendicular to the
substrate surface as presented in [1]. The results, given in
table 1, indicate a direct relationship between the
anisotropies of the apparent surface area and of the
electrical conductivity. In a recent work analytical
expressions for the (anisotropic) thermal and electrical
conductivity are derived assuming several anisotropic pore
structures in a uniform matrix [5]. By comparison of
electrical conductivity measurements parallel and
perpendicular to the surface plane and the predictions from
the theory assuming a certain pore model for the
investigated thermally sprayed coatings, the pore model can

be refined. In combination with the above mentioned
MSANS technique the microstructural characterisation
could be improved. In the future this may also allow
modelling the properties of these deposits and therefore
bring about a new level of microstructure-properties
understanding.

Table 1: Ratios of the electrical resistivity of NiCr deposits
for different spraying methods and the SANS surface area
anisotropy expressed as aspect ratio of ellipses fitted to the
apparent surface area.

P±
SANS aspect ratio

VPS

0,9

1.1

APS

3,1

1.4

FS

3,8

-

HVOF

8,6

2.6

SUMMARY

Among other techniques Small Angle Neutron Scattering
was applied to characterise the microstructure of thermally
sprayed coatings. For NiCrAlY coatings the total specific
surface area as well as the anisotropy of the apparent
surface area are found to be different for the different
spraying techniques. These results allow a more detailed
characterisation of the voids microstructure in these
materials. The importance of this type of characterisation is
reflected in the case of the NiCr coatings by a qualitative
comparison between the anisotropy of the apparent surface
area and the electrical resistivity. The wear rates of the
NiCrAlY deposits show that the total specific surface area
for these coatings obtained by small angle neutron
scattering is a valuable parameter to characterise the
underlying microstructure.
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POROSITY AND GRAIN STRUCTURE OF NANOPHASE YSZ FILMS GROWN ON
POLYCRYSTALLINE AL2O3 SUBSTRATES

W. Wagner (PSI), J. Eastman (Argonne Natl. Lab, USA)

Thin films of yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) grown on alumina (AL2O3) substrates were characterised with regard to
structure, grain morphology and porosity. The present study shows that the deposition of YSZ films onto poly crystalline
Al2Oj substrates by MOCVD under the given deposition conditions leads to nanostructured film morphologies with grain
sizes in the range 10 to 14 nm when the substrate temperature is kept between 450 and 550°C. Small Angle Neutron
scattering (SANS) was applied to analyse the void structure in the nanometer range, revealing that the films have a
pronounced, very fine dispersed porosity. For substrate temperatures ranging from 425 to 500°C the average void
diameters are found between 0.7 and 1 nm. For higher substrate temperatures, the size increases, reaching up to 9 nm in
average for 650°C substrate temperature.

INTRODUCTION

Porosity in ceramic coatings is an important feature for the
properties and specific applications. For example, thermal
barrier coatings, routinely applied not only in power
technology, rely on a well-defined pore structure, as do
coatings for resorbing surface moisture, like for advanced
ink-jet printing, catalytic reacting surfaces etc. If large
specific surface areas are required, the pore structure must
be very fine-disperse, with pore sizes being in the
nanometer range. The study reported here aims to
characterise such nanostructured pore systems. The
materials of the present investigation are nanophase yttria-
stabilized zirconia (YSZ) thin films grown on
polycrystalline alumina (AL2O3) substrates. The technique
applied to characterize the pore structure is predominantly
Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS).

EXPERIMENTS

Preparation and characterization of the specimens

The YSZ films were grown on polycrystalline AI2O3
substrates by metal-organic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCVD). During the film growth the substrates were held
at an elevated temperature chosen between 400°C and
650°C. After deposition the film thickness' were controlled
by Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS). The
analysis yielded results on film thickness ranging from 200
nm to 4 |J,m for different samples.

Conventional 0-29 X-ray diffraction scans using CuKa

radiation were recorded in order to identify the
crystallographic phase of the films and to determine the
grain size. The average grain size Dg and the lattice strain
were determined from the most intensive peaks by
evaluating the integral breadth of the Bragg-peaks
following the method of Warren-Averback. Up to a
temperature of about 540°C the grains are always found
equally small with average diameters between 10 and 14
nm. Above that temperature the grain size is found
increased with increasing substrate temperature, up to about
100 nm for 600°C.

The morphology of the YSZ films was characterized in
more detail by XRD texture measurements and TEM cross
section imaging. Viewing the entire sequence of scans
which were made, an abrupt change in texture is observed,
from random texture for temperatures below 55O°C to a
strong 200-texture right at 550°C.

SANS-results

The SANS measurements were carried out at the SANS
facility of SINQ at PSI [1], covering a total Q-range of
0.025 nm"1 < Q < 4.5 nm"1 (the momentum transfer Q is
defined in the usual way as Q = AnlX sin9 , where X is the
neutron wavelength and 9 half the scattering angle). The
measurements were performed with the incoming neutron
beam hitting the samples perpendicular to the flat surfaces
of the film.

The intensity data were corrected for background and
transmission, and for non-uniform detector efficiency. After
averaging the (isotropic) scattering data with regard to the
azimuthal angle around the incoming beam, they were
calibrated to absolute values of scattering cross section by
referring to the incoherent scattering cross section of water.

The SANS cross section versus Q from one selected film
sample is shown in Fig. 1, along with an uncoated substrate
sample. Although the film had only a few microns in
thickness, its scattering is clearly distinguished from the
substrate scattering. The latter followed a Q"4-(Porod-)
behavior over almost the entire Q-range covered in all
cases.
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Fig. 1: SANS structure function from a YSZ-coated
sample for a substrate temperature 600°C, together with that
from an uncoated substrate. The solid line is a modeled
scattering curve, fitted to the data.
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For a quantitative evaluation of the SANS data the
procedure described in [2] was followed, calculating the
scattering cross section on the basis of a modeled
microstructure, and fitting the analytical expressions to the
data. Thereby the film scattering is modeled by an ansatz
for a polydisperse array of scattering particles (the voids in
the present case). The fit (the solid curve in Fig. 1) yields
the incremental volume fraction N(R)dR from which the
average size (volume weighted or number weighted), the
width of the size distribution and the void volume fraction
were determined.

Fig. 2 presents the data on average size (volume weighted),
and void volume fraction.
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Fig. 2: Results of the SANS fits for the void size and void
volume fraction.

DISCUSSION

The present study shows that the deposition of YSZ films
onto polycrystalhne AI2O3 substrates by MOCVD under the
given deposition conditions leads to nanostructured film
morphologies with grain sizes in the range 10 to 14 nm
when the substrate temperature is kept between 450 and
550°C. For higher temperatures, the grain size is found
increased, but remains still below 100 nm for 600°C
substrate temperature.

Besides the nanostructured grain morphology, the films
have a pronounced, very fine dispersed porosity. Despite
the merely micron-thickness of the films, SANS
successfully characterizes this porosity, determining the
void size, distribution width and void volume fraction (c.f.
Fig. 2). For substrate temperatures ranging from 425 to
500°C the average void diameters are found between 0.7
and 1 nm. For higher substrate temperatures, the size
increases, reaching up to 4.5 nm in average radius for
650°C substrate temperature.

The morphology of the deposited films undergoes a change
at a substrate temperature of 550°C: The XRD texture scans
show an abrupt change from random texture to a strong
(200)-texture right at this temperature. This change in
texture appears to correlate with a change in grain shape:
TEM cross section images (not shown here) show equiaxed
grains for a substrate temperature of 500°C and columnar
grains for a substrate temperature of 600°C. It is interesting
that 550°C is exactly the substrate temperature where
SANS finds some remarkable peculiarities: The results on
void size (Fig. 2a) show an unusual scatter for the three
samples measured for this temperature, and the void
volume fraction (Fig. 2b) shows a pronounced minimum. It
seems reasonable that the void structure is affected when
the grain structure changes abruptly, but one can not readily
understand that this would produce a large scatter in void
size and a minimum in apparent volume fraction as opposed
to just a step-change. Remarkable also that the width of the
void size distribution does not show an obvious response to
the change in morphology. The clarification of these
questions is still under way.
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ATOMISTIC STUDIES OF NANOPHASE MATERIALS: STRUCTURE AND
PLASTICITY

H. Van Swygenhoven, P. M. Derlet (PSI), A. Caro (Centro Atomico Bariloche), D. Farkas (Virginia Technology)
M.J. Caturla, T. Diaz de la Rubia (Lawrence Livermore Nat. Lab)

Molecular dynamics computer simulations of nanocrystalline Ni and Cu with mean grain size ranging from 3 to
20nm show that the grain boundaries of these model materials have structures not that different to those found in
conventional polycrystals. The deformation processes of such samples are investigated under constant uniaxial
tension conditions, to investigate the breakdown of the classical dislocation pile up model for plasticity, with
decreasing grain size. The present work now includes the use of computer samples containing grain sizes up to
20nm, thus allowing for the first time the study of realistic nc structures with grain sizes comparable to those
experimentally obtainable.

Nano-crystalline phases have become a focus of attention to
material scientists because the Hall - Petch relation, when
extrapolated to grain sizes in the nanometer range, predicts
extremely hard materials. However, some experimental
evidence suggests that in this range the Hall-Petch relation
apparently fails to describe the observations; a new regime
would appear, whose quantitative description is still
controversial. In nanophase solids a large fraction of atoms
(up to 40%) are boundary atoms, thus inter-crystalline
deformation mechanisms are expected to become relevant,
as opposed to intra-crystailine mechanisms based on
dislocation activity.

%' 3

Fig 1: 3-D view of a nanocrystalline Ni sample with a
mean grain size of 10 nm.

For some simple materials (late transition metals and their
compounds), Molecular Dynamics (MD) computer
simulations can provide an atomistic view of the grain
boundary structure and the deformation process through the
mean field approximation for the atomic interactions. We
performed MD simulations designed to address the
questions of grain boundary structure, excess energy stored
in the grain boundaries and triple junctions and of the
mechanism of plastic deformation as a function of grain
size in two model fee metals, Ni and Cu, having different
stacking fault energies. Using large parallel platforms in
Switzerland and the blue ASCII machine of Lawrence
Livermore National Lab we were able to extent our

simulations to nanocrystalline samples with mean grain size
of 20 nm, thus allowing for the first time the study of
realistic structures with mean grain sizes which can also be
experimentally obtained. Fig.l gives a view of a computer
generated 3-D sample of nanocrystalline Ni with a mean
grain size of 10 nm.

Using direct visualization at the atomic scale, we looked at
the structure of grain boundaries, focusing particularly on
the possibility of finding regions in the boundary exhibiting
order and structural units normally expected for high angle
boundaries, as well as dislocations accommodating the
misfit between the grains. A significant degree of
crystalline order was found for all boundaries studied. For
some of the boundaries studied, the atomic structure reveals
clear evidence of dislocation networks, with some degree of
decomposition of the dislocations into Shockley partials as
is shown in Figure 2. In this plot a section of a grain
boundary in Ni 8.0 nm with misorientation of about 17 deg
around an axis close to <110> is shown. The boundary
plane is close to a {112} type plane. To accommodate the
misfit between the grains, a periodic array of l/2<110>
dislocations is formed, with dislocation lines along <110>.
These dislocation networks are the usual expected
mechanism of misfit accommodation in low angle
boundaries in large grain polycrystals. The observation of
structural units, similar to those observed in coarse grained
samples provides evidence against a former proposed
model claiming that boundaries in nanocrystalline metals
are highly disordered, amorphous or cement-like interfaces.

To investigate further the nature of the nanocrystalline
grain boundary we computed the excess enthalpy per unit
volume, defined as the difference between the enthalpy of
the nanocrystalline state minus the enthalpy of the perfect
crystalline state at the same temperature and pressure. This
energy difference is proportional to the energy stored in
structural defects such as grain boundaries (GB) and triple
junctions (TJ).
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For the case of the same grain boundary in the 20nm
sample (figure 3b) two partials (seen via the two stacking
faults) are emitted from the same grain boundary, both on
parallel glide (1,1,-1) planes. For the equivalent boundary
in the 5nm sample, no partial dislocations were observed.
Thus the presence and extent of dislocation activity is
intimately connected to the average grain size of
nanocrystalline material.

A)

Fig. 2: Section of a grain boundary in the Ni 8.0 run grain
size sample with misorientation of about 17 deg around an
axis close to <110>.

By employing simple, yet realistic geometrical assumptions
about the GB and TJ volume contribution, we found that
the excess enthalpy of nanocrystalline computer samples as
a function of average grain size, implies that the atomic
environment in the GB and TJ are identical [2]. This
approach was also applied to recent analysis of
experimental data in which an incorrect geometrical
assumption was made, giving a negative triple junction
excess enthalpy. When the present correct analysis was
performed on the same data, a similar conclusion was
arrived at; that the GB and TJ regions consist of similar
atomic environments. Thus both simulation and experiment
are in agreement with the notion that for nanocrystalline
materials the grain boundary structure is similar to that of
polycrystals.

In former simulations we have studied the mechanical
properties of the nanocrystalline samples with mean grain
sizes between 5 and 12 nm under constant uniaxial stress,
and we have evaluated their strain rate as a function of
grain size. We reported the presence of a critical grain size
below which all deformation is accommodated in the grain
boundary. We provided a quantitative explanation of the
results in terms of a non-linear viscosity originated by
sliding at the interfaces. Above a critical grain size a
departure form this regime is observed and dislocation
activity appears. Partial dislocations are emitted from grain
boundaries, travel across the grain, and are absorbed in
opposite grain boundaries. Our recent computer simulations
[3] on samples with mean grain sizes of 20 nm demonstrate
that at these grain sizes the dislocation activity increases,
but that grain boundary sliding and grain boundary
migration still plays an important role in the deformation
mechanism.

Figure 3a shows a particular grain boundary in the 12 nm
sample where a partial is emitted, travels through the grain
and is absorbed in the opposite grain boundary, leaving
behind two hep planes; a stacking fault. The glide plane is
(1,1,-1). In this plot only atoms other then fee are plotted.
After further deformation, no second partial is observed.

B)

Fig. 3: Partial dislocations emitted in a grain boundary in
A) the 12nm sample and B) the 20nm sample.
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF NANOCRYSTALLINE NI IN RELATION TO ITS
MICROSTRUCTURE

F. Dalla Torre (PSI), H. Van Swygenhoven (PSI), M. Victoria (EPFL), R. Schaeublin (EPFL) and W. Wagner (PSI)

Mechanical properties of nanocrystalline Ni made by Inert Gas Condensation and Electrodeposition are presented
in relation to their microstructure. Significant plasticity is observed only at elevated temperatures for both types of
nanocrystalline Ni. However, a higher temperature is needed in the Inert gas condensated material. Careful analysis
of the microstructure by means of X-ray diffraction and conventional electron microscopy reveal initial differences
in as-prepared samples. The change in microstructure during deformation at elevated temperatures and during heat
treatment without external load is investigated and information about the deformation mechanisms is reported.

INTRODUCTION

Because nanocrystalline samples are usually very small,
research on mechanical properties has concentrated mainly
on measurements of hardness as function of grain size.
Results at the smallest grain sizes remain controversial:
some results even indicate a yield stress independent of the
grain size, or a reverse Hall-Petch relation and others
confirm an increasing yield stress with decreasing grain
size [1]. It has however been shown that sample
imperfections and microstructure play a key factor in these
controversial results [2]. Mechanical properties for large
amounts of submicrocrystailine (produced by Severe Plastic
Deformation (SPD)) and nanocrystalline (produced by
Electrodeposition (ED)) materials have been studied by
means of stress-strain curves at room temperature and
higher temperatures, where diffusion controlled
mechanisms become dominant [3]. Superplasticity has been
observed in ED Ni, having an initial mean grain size of
35nm, at temperatures above 280°C. The plasticity is
accompanied by rapid grain growth [4].

A recently developed tensile machine [5, 6], allows us to
make tensile tests of samples synthesised with techniques
producing only very small amount of material, such as Inert
Gas Condensation (IGC). The initial microstructure and
influence of deformation and/or temperature on the
microstructure are reported and compared for both
materials.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Nanocrystalline Ni samples prepared by ED (supplied by
Goodfellow Ltd.) and by IGC are investigated. For
preparing the IGC samples, a high vacuum chamber of 2 x
10~7 mbar was filled with 3 mbar of high-purity (99.999%)
helium. High-purity nickel (99.99+%) wire was evaporated
from resistively heated tungsten boats, with the resulting
metal clusters collected on a liquid nitrogen-cooled finger.
The clusters were removed from the cold finger with a
copper scraper and then compacted under uniaxial pressure
at 2 GPa and 500°C for 6 hours to produce disk-shaped
samples of 8 mm diameter and 0.2 -0.3 mm thickness.
Tensile tests were performed with a new miniaturised
tensile machine described in detail elsewhere in this report.

RESULTS

Density measurements of the samples showed almost full
density (99.3%) for the ED samples. For the IGC samples
we measured densities of 96% - 98%. X-ray measurements
of IGC samples showed mean grain sizes of 23 nm over

four samples with a standard deviation of 4 nm and with
strains of 0.12 ± 0.02 % for the <lll>/<222> family of
planes. ED Nickel exhibited a mean grain size of about 18
nm and a high internal strain of the order of 0.4% for
<lll>/<222> planes. TEM results of ED samples showed a
slightly higher grain size. Some bigger grains, up to 40-60
nm were observed, some of them showing twinning (~ 5%).
Because of high strain fields in some grain aggregates
(Fig.l) visualised by the bowed Moire fringes observed in
TEM, single grains were difficult to distinguish. Selected
area diffraction (SAD) patterns (Fig.l) confirm the high
strain in the sample by the presence of ellipsoidal spots.
The SAD pattern reveals also the presence of texture along
the <111> planes. The preferential orientation can also be
observed in the bright field image by the little contrast
between grains (Fig.l). Texture was only observed at
higher magnification in SAD patterns of areas of 0.05 to 0.5
mm diameter. In summary, the initial microstructure of the
ED samples shows local regions of mainly small angle
grain boundaries, that are confined by high angle grain
boundaries. The textured regions are small in size so that no
texture can be detected by X-ray diffraction.

Fig. 1: Bright field images with its SAD pattern of the as
received samples for ED Nickel. In ED high strain is visible
by the bowed Moire fringes.

TEM analysis of IGC samples showed grain sizes between
20 to 100 nm with a typical size of 30 nm. The grains are
randomly oriented and no texture can be observed even at
high magnification (Fig.2). Clear distinct spots in the SAD
pattern indicate less strained grains. About 10 % of the
grains could be counted as twinned by tilting the specimen.
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Fig. 2: Bright field images with its SAD patterns of the as
prepared IGC Nickel. The sample shows much less strain
than the ED one with mostly distinct high angle grain
boundaries.

TENSILE TESTS

Figure 3 (a) and (b) show the stress-strain curves for
respectively the ED and the IGC samples at different
temperatures and a strain rate of 10"4 s"1. At room
temperature little plasticity is observed in the ED samples,
whereas the IGC broke in the elastic region. In both types
of material, a transition temperature from little plasticity
and high flow stress to significant plasticity at low flow
stress can be observed. In the ED samples the transition
temperature is between 250 and 280°C. The transition
temperature for the mechanical behaviour agrees with the
onset temperature for instantaneous grain growth, as we
observed in annealing tests at different temperatures.
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Maximal strain of about 50% is reached at 320 and 400°C.
The tensile curves for the IGC samples in figure 3(b) show
a similar change in plastic behaviour, although at a much
higher onset temperature. The onset temperature for
significant plasticity starts at about 500°C. Compared to the
ED samples, maximal strain to failure is lower with 14%
strain at 600°C.

Compared to the ED samples, maximal strain to failure is
lower with 14% strain at 600°C. This can be explained by
the incorporation of impurities and the creation of pore
volume during compaction of IGC samples leading to
embrittlement and therefore less plasticity.

Further tensile experiments showed that the yield stress of
both types of material is dependent on the strain rate and is
increasing as strain rate increases.

SUMMARY

The tensile tests show that elevated temperature is
necessary for obtaining significant plasticity in
nanocrystalline Ni and that in this regime plasticity goes
along with low flow stress. Annealing without applying
load, shows instantaneous grain growth at the temperatures
where significant plasticity is observed.

We therefore expect a strong relation between the dynamic
change in microstructure and the deformation mechanism.
The above mentioned results suggest that plasticity is
driven by grain growth. However, additional tensile testing
revealed that grain growth alone is not a necessary
condition for plasticity. In summary, the difference in the
initial microstructure at room temperature and the
difference in grain growth results in higher strain values at
lower temperatures for the ED Ni as compared to IGC one.
To understand the relation between initial microstructure,
grain growth and the mechanical behaviour of nc Nickel
further research is planned.
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THE ROLE PLAYED BY TWO PARALLEL FREE SURFACES IN THE
DEFORMATION MECHANISM OF NANOCRYSTALLINE METALS: A MOLECULAR

DYNAMICS SIMULATION

P. M. Derlet and H. Van Swygenhoven

Former molecular dynamics computer simulations of polycrystalline Ni and Cu metals with mean grain sizes
ranging between 3 and 12 nm demonstrated a change in deformation mechanism as function of grain size: at the
smallest grain sizes all deformation is accommodated in the grain boundaries. In the present work we investigate the
influence of the presence of two free surfaces on the deformation behaviour; the so-called thin film geometry.

The purpose of these molecular dynamics simulations is to
study, which phenomena observed in in-situ tensile
experiments performed in the electron microscope can be
expected to be intrinsic properties of the deformation
process and which phenomena are due to the presence of
two free surfaces on a very small distance [1,2].

TEM and HREM constitute important experimental
techniques in the analysis of static and dynamic
nanocrystalline boundary structure. More recently, in situ
tensile deformation experiments have been performed on
nanocrystalline Cu and M3AI. The requirement of thin
samples for optimal contrast and resolution calls into
question the assumption of a bulk structure [3]. Thus it is
important to investigate if the presence of a surface leads to
additional grain boundary dynamics, thus affecting plastic
deformation.

Two samples with similar microstructure but differing
mean grain sizes of 5nm and 12nm were used in the present
work. These samples have been employed in previous work
on bulk studies in which the 5nm sample undergoes
predominately intergranular deformation mechanisms
(grain boundary sliding), whilst the 12nm sample, in
addition undergoes intragranular deformation (via the
emission of partial dislocations). The surface is introduced
into these samples by removing the periodic boundary
conditions in one direction of the bulk-equilibrated sample.

The 5nm sample was deformed with a constant applied
stress of 1.5GPa for ~17Ops, and the 12nm sample was
deformed with an applied stress of 2.6GPa for 52ps. The
different stresses used for the two samples where chosen to
achieve approximately similar strain rates. Inspection of the
strain versus deformation time for the 5nm sample and
12nm revealed that with the inclusion of the thin film
geometry, there is an increase in strain, when compared to
the bulk simulations.

Figure 1 shows an orthogonal projection of atomic posi-
tions of the entire 12nm surface sample. The dark grey
regions represent the grain boundary structure whereas the
black regions represent stacking faults within grains. Such
stacking faults indicate the propagation of partial
dislocations. We see that many dislocations are observed
both in grains at the surface and within the sample. For the
equivalent bulk (non-surface) 12nm sample, only one
partial dislocation is observed. In the 5nm sample (not
shown here), no such dislocations where observed in both
the non-surface and surface samples. Careful examination
of the deformed microstructure revealed that for the 5nm
sample, the increased strain arises from an increase in the

inter grain deformation process corresponding to increased
grain boundary sliding, and for the 12nm sample, the
increase in strain arises from both an increase in sliding and
dislocation activity.

Surface

Surface

^ Tensile Direction .

Fig. 1: Orthogonal projection of 12nm surface sample
(1.2M atoms). Dark grey filamentary structure represents
the grain boundary structure and the black stacking fault
planes (indicated by the arrows) are evidence for partial
dislocation activity.

We thus conclude that the presence of two free parallel
surfaces separated by a distance comparable to the thin film
geometry, does affect the plastic deformation processes in
nanocrystalline material. For in situ deformation
experiments, one therefore must be cautious that what is
observed may indeed be a result induced by the thin-film
geometry necessary to obtain maximum resolution/contrast
in HRTEM, and not an intrinsic property of the
nanocrystalline material studied.
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MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF NANOSCALE PRECIPITATES IN A CuNiFe ALLOY

W. Wagner, J. Kohlbrecher

Magnetic correlations on the nanometer scale in a two-phase alloy of the CuNiFe system are investigated by Small
Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS). The chosen alloy Cu-24at.%Ni-8at.%Fe decomposes upon annealing, forming
ferromagnetic Fe/Ni-rich precipitates embedded in a paramagnetic Cu-rich matrix phase. The microstructure was
well characterised by SANS, complemented by an earlier study using analytical Field Ion Microscopy (APFIM).
Magnetic SANS reveals spontaneous magnetic correlations, which exceed the precipitate size and spacing and thus
combine groups of precipitates to a common magnetic alignment, and in addition polarise the (paramagnetic) matrix
around the (ferromagnetic) precipitates. The spontaneous magnetic correlation extends to distances of typically
300 nm.

INTRODUCTION

Motivated by the investigation of magnetic structures on
the nanometer scale in cluster-consolidated nanostructured
materials [1], the present investigation aims to address the
role of the interfaces or the interfacial phases for
mesoscopic magnetic correlations from a different
perspective: For that we have chosen the alloy Cu-
24at.%Ni-8at%Fe of the ternary system CuNiFe which
upon annealing decomposes to form ferromagnetic Fe/Ni-
rich precipitates embedded in a Cu-rich matrix which is
paramagnetic at room temperature. The two-phase
morphology of this alloy is known in detail from an
extensive study by analytical field-ion microscopy
(APFIM) [2]. For the magnetic characterisation on the
nanometer scale, Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS)
was applied.

EXPERIMENTS

SANS measurements

SANS allows to separate the magnetic scattering from the
nuclear scattering of the precipitates by applying an
external magnetic field (up to saturation) to the sample,
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and/or by measuring at elevated temperatures approaching
the Curie point. The measurements were carried out at the
SANS facility at PSI [3], with the samples mounted on a
furnace and placed between the pole pieces of an
electromagnet which allowed to apply a horizontal field of
up to 14 kOe, perpendicular to the neutron beam and
parallel to the flat surface of the lmm thick samples.

SANS-results

Examples of the two-dimensional intensity contours on the
area-sensitive detector are shown in Fig. 1, taken from a
sample of average precipitate diameter of 9.6 nm, for a
continuously increased external magnetic field. It is clear
that significant changes are observed in the intensity
contours when the field is applied, indicating that the
magnetic structures undergo a distinct reconfiguration on
the length scale resolved by the experiment, which is the
nanometer scale. Apart from interesting details like the
fourfold symmetric peak structure which results from a
combination of interparticle interferences and pronounced
texture of the (rolled) samples, the essential changes in the
scattering which occure when the field is applied can
distinctly be followed by the radial scattering curves,
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Fig. 1: Sequence of SANS pattern, represented by lines of equal intensity on the two-dimensional detector, from Cu-
24at.%Ni-8at.%Fe after annealing 823K/16h. For the measurements an incrementally increased external magnetic field (as
indicated) was applied in horizontal direction to the sample. Q-range: 0.1 nm"1 < Q < 0.8 nm"1. (note that the two crossing lines
in the figures are artefacts originating from imperfections of the detector readout system).
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i.e. the intensity vs. Q curves (the momentum transfer Q is
defined in the usual way as Q = 4n/X sinG , where X is the
neutron wavelength and 0 half the scattering angle). One
such sequence is shown in Fig. 2.

823K/16h

H=0
0.1 kOe
0.2 kOe
0.5 kOe
0.8 kOe
1.2 kOe
1.5 kOe
2.0 kOe
4.5 kOe (a)

MOMENTUM TRANSFER Q (nm"')

Fig 2: SANS structure functions showing the variation of
the scattering as a function of the external field, for
annealing 823K/16h (av. precipitate diameter 9.6 nm), for
the sections in the direction of 45° relative to the external
field.

Besides the field dependence, the temperature dependence
of the magnetic scattering is expected to give valuable
information, in particular for higher temperatures,
approaching the Curie point. Fig. 3 shows a sequence of
scattering curves measured at temperatures up to 550°C in
zero field, and for one curve measured at 500 °C in a
saturating field of 1.4 Tesla. The latter represents the mere
nuclear scattering from the precipitates.

DISCUSSION

From Figs. 2 and 3 it is obvious that the most intense
magnetic scattering is concentrated in the range of
intermediate and lower Q, below the intensity peak at
Q=0.4 nm"1. This peak originates from inter-precipitate
interference. Its position is (reciprocally) related to the
average inter-precipitate spacing; all scattering extending to
lower Q results from correlations in real space which
exceed this distance. Hence, the there observed magnetic
scattering represents magnetic correlations which combine
groups of precipitates to a common magnetisation direction,
and in addition polarise the (paramagnetic) matrix around
the (ferromagnetic) precipitates. The latter results from a
quantitative evaluation of the magnetic scattering contrast
[4].

From the location in Q (Qmin = 0.02nm\ c.f. Fig. 2), this
correlations extend to distances of typically 300 nm, and
thus, in the present example, several hundreds of individual
precipitates are located in the correlation volume.
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Fig. 3: Radial scattering curves (same sample as for Fig.
2, in zero field at different temperatures as indicated, and in
a field of 1.4 Tesla, the latter measured in field direction,
representing mere nuclear scattering from the precipitates.

This magnetic scattering is strongest in zero field, and is
successively lowered when applying an external field of
increasing strength (Fig. 2) or when measuring at increased
temperature (Fig. 3). This indicates that in both cases the
intermediate magnetic correlations are disturbed or
suppressed, either by forcing to a long-ranging magnetic
alignment in an external field, or by disturbing the
spontaneous correlations by thermal activation at increased
temperatures. Obviously, at room temperature and in zero-
field, the ferromagnetic precipitates in the present system
are not isolated or uncorrelated, magnetically independent
individual units.
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MAGNETIZATION PROCESSESS IN NANOSTRUCTURED FERROMAGNETS

/. F. Loffler (Caltech), H. B. Braun, W. Wagner (PSI), G. Kostorz (ETHZ), A. Wiedenmann (HMI Berlin)

Small-angle neutron scattering experiments on nanostructured Fe, Co, and Ni reveal grain-size dependent
magnetic correlations across grain boundaries. In Fe, a minimum of the correlation length is observed for grain
sizes of the order of the bulk domain-wall width where the coercive field has a maximum. We have investigated
the response of such intergranular magnetic correlations to external fields, for Fe samples with grain sizes
smaller than the domain-wall width. In these samples, the magnetization processes in external fields of variable
strength can well be described by a modified Stoner-Wohlfarth model.

In nanostructured materials, fundamental properties are
frequently altered for crystallite sizes in the nanometer
range, resulting from the fact that the ratio of grain
boundaries to the volume of the sample becomes large in
these materials. In addition, in some cases, a characteristic
size scale exists beyond which the properties undergo a
fundamental change. Concerning magnetic properties, it is
well known that isolated magnetic particles above the onset
of superparamagnetism are magnetically hard, whereas the
coercivity decreases when superparamagnetic effects start
to play a dominant role.

If such particles are consolidated to form a nanostructured
material, the resulting magnetic properties are not only
determined by the grain size, but also by the exchange
interactions between adjacent grains, leading in some cases
to intergranular magnetic correlations extending over
several grains. The grain size dependence of such (zero-
field) correlations was recently investigated in
nanostructured Fe, Co, and Ni [1]. It was found that these
correlations extend over several grains when the grain size
is smaller than the corresponding bulk domain-wall width.
Furthermore, a clear minimum of the correlation length has
been observed in Fe for grain sizes in the range of 20 - 35
nm [1], similar to the range where the coercivity has a
maximum [2].

The aim of the present study was to investigate the response
of such intergranular magnetic correlations to external
fields of variable strengths. The magnetic scattering varies
with the angle between the scattering vector and the
magnetization vector. Thus, anisotropic distortions of the
scattering pattern on a two-dimensional SANS detector are
a measure for the magnetization direction of correlated
regions relative to the external field. The experiments were
performed on samples with different grain sizes, varied
between 8 and 85 nm, at temperatures between 1.7 and 800
K. Fig. 1 gives an example for a Fe sample with a grain size
of 20 nm, measured at room temperature. The experimental
SANS data are compared with calculated lines of equal
intensity based on a model of spherical magnetic domains
embedded in a (magnetic or nonmagnetic) matrix. Fig. 2
gives an example for such (tilted) domains in a magnetic
matrix, with the domains having the same modulus of
magnetization as the matrix. Based on a detailed data
evaluation [3], we have developed a modified Stoner-
Wohlfarth model which enables us to describe
quantitatively the relaxation of such domains in the
presence of increasing external magnetic fields. The
comparison of Figs. 1 and 2 shows that the magnetization
configuration at 1.5 kOe can well be described by domains

embedded in a ferromagnetic matrix, which are tilted up to
70° with respect to the external field direction.

H = 0 1.5 kOe lOkOe
Fig. 1: Lines of equal SANS intensity on a two-dimen-
sional detector for nanostructured Fe (D = 20 nm),
measured in zero-field and in different external field
strengths applied in horizontal direction (the Q range
covered extends to about 0.16 nm"1).

- 4 - 2 0 2 4

r = 45°
- 4 - 2 0 2 4

a = 60°

Fig. 2: Calculated lines of equal SANS intensity on a
two-dimensional detector, for spherical domains of
magnetization Mp in a ferromagnetic matrix with uniform
magnetization Mo in field direction, with modulus Mo = Mp.
The magnetization vectors of the spheres are equally
distributed inside a cone of half-angle 0C around the
external field direction. The modeled SANS intensity data
at 0e = 60 to 70° are comparable with the experimental data
at / /=1.5kOe.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF A NOVEL MINIATURISED TENSILE TESTING
MACHINE

M. Schild, A. Bollhalder, F. Dalla Torre, W. Wagner, H. Van Swygenhoven (PSI), M. Victoria, R. Schaeublin (EPFL)

A detailed technical description of a novel miniaturised tensile machine for tensile testing of small 3 mm long
nanocrystalline specimens is presented.

INTRODUCTION

A new tensile machine designed for testing small 3 mm
long dog-bone shaped samples was designed. The
specimens, having a gauge length of 1.72 mm and a
thickness of 0.2 to 0.25 mm are machined by a wire-driven
Electro-Discharging-Machine.

The tensile machine is a result of a collaboration between
the group "Nanostructured Materials" of GFA/ASQ and the
group CRPP_EPFL and is financially supported by a grant
of the Swiss National Science Foundation (21-52451-97).
The goal of the research is to study the influence of the
structure on the mechanical properties of samples with
similar chemical composition but synthesised following
different techniques. The design of the machine was
motivated by the existing difficulties to produce large
amounts of nanocrystalline materials by some of the
synthesis techniques.

COMPONENTS AND TECHNICAL SET-UP

In order to reach maximal stiffness of the machine, the
supporting block on which the components are mounted
was machined from a single block of steel 37-2, and the
dimensions of the grip system were chosen such that any
elongation of the grips themselves is avoided. The dog-
bone shaped samples are clamped in notches on each side
in a sheet of tungsten carbide, WC + 10% Co (Fig. 1),
which is screwed onto solid ceramic (Macor) grips (see Fig.
2). Two air bearings on each side of the grips provide
movement with minimized friction. The outer parts consist
of a voice coil actuator on one side and a load cell on the
other side.

Sample 3.07 mm

Fig. 1: Schematic drawing of tensile sample clamped
between two tungsten carbide sheets.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

Figure 3 shows the schematic set-up of the electronic
operation and control devices. For real time conditions of
loop control and data acquisition with 16 bit analog-to-
digital and digital-to-analog converters an ADwin system
based on the SHARC 21062 DSP is used. This ADwin-
system, programmable in ADbasic, is connected via a fast
serial port to the host PC running Lab View application.

Fig. 2: Grip system with an air bearing on each side. On
top of the left air bearing the laser tube of the interferometer
is mounted, and the reflector on the opposite side. In the
back the pyrometer measuring the temperature on the
samples can be seen.

The force control loop, driving the linear motion, contains
amplifier, linear coil actuator and a load cell. A ramp-
generator and a superimposed PID-controller programmed
in ADbasic drives the analog amplifier input. For minimum
ripple the amplifier runs in current-source mode. This
configuration provides a maximum force of 1100 N at a
resolution of 8 mN per step by the voice coil actuator
(Kimco Magnetics).

The load cell, a force sensing device (Transducer
Techniques), has a resolution of the same order as the
actuator. It is a bonded foil strain gage wired in full
Wheatstone bridge configuration.

The displacement is measured by a micro laser
interferometer (Euchner). The laser tube of 12mm in
diameter is mounted to the top of one air bearing (see Fig.
2). It contains all optical parts for the generation and
processing of the interference signal. A reflector is mounted
on the opposite air bearing. The interference detector has a
resolution better than lOOnm. With an optional
interpolation unit, this resolution can even be improved to
16nm.

All data received from the AD converter and the serial ports
are gathered in the host PC. A virtual front panel allows the
setting of all parameters for each tensile test, such as start
and stop signal, constant force control, strain rate and
sample temperature control. The received raw data like
force [N] and displacement [mm] are transformed into
stress and strain; with the measured duration the strain rate
is calculated. Finally the resulting data are automatically
stored in a text file.
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Fig. 3: Schematic set-up and loop system of the tensile
testing machine.

With the aim to avoid changes in micro structure of the
nanocrystalline materials due to heating before
deformation, we had chosen at the beginning a resistive
heating system. This system allowed very fast heating rates,
however, the resistive heating resulted in a high
temperature gradient of up to 50°C along the gauge length,
which possibly lead to local and nonuniform deformation.
Therefore the initial heating system meanwhile was
replaced by a system using hot air flow. In order to reach
similarly high heating rates and temperatures of up to
600°C with the air-flow device, the tensile samples had to
be thermally isolated using grips made of ceramic (Macor),
as shown in Fig. 2. The temperature is measured and
controlled via a pyrometer (Infratherm IP120) with a range
of 200°C up to 1200°C and a minimal spot size of 0.2 mm.

CALIBRATION AND BENCHMARKING

In order to benchmark the new system, several standard
measurements and calibrations were made: The load cell
was cahbrated over its full range using standard weights
attached to it over a deflection coil. Tensile tests at a
conventional tensile machine on stainless steel 304 and
copper single crystal samples were compared with results
obtained from the miniaturised tensile machine, both
showing good agreement as illustrated in Fig. 4.

700.

600.

50C

200.

100.

- Miniaturised tensile machine
-Conventional tensile machine

30

Strain %

Fig. 4: Stress-strain curves for stainless steel 304,
measured at a conventional tensile test machine and at our
miniaturised device.

First tensile test results on nanocrystalline Ni made with
this machine were recently submitted for publication [4]
and are also presented in the present report [5].
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PHONON DISPERSION IN THE MARTENSITE PHASE OF Ni2MnGa

U. Stuhr (PSI), P. Vorderwisch (HMI, Berlin) and V.V. Kokorin (Inst. of Magnetism, Kiev)

The phonons of Ni2MnGa, a Heusler alloy with martensitic transformations within its ferromagnetic state, were
investigated by inelastic neutron scattering. This study was focussed on the transversal and longitudinal phonon
branches along the [1 1 0]- and [1 0 1]- directions of the martensitic phase. Comparison with previous
measurements in the austenitic phase show, that the TA2-phonon anomaly of the cubic austenitic phase remains
present in the four-fold plane of the martensite, whereas it is absent in the (1 0 l)-branch.

INTRODUCTION

Ni2MnGa is the only Heusler alloy that shows a martensitic
phase transition within its ferromagnetic phase. The
transformation is preceded by a strong softening of the TA2

(^ -\ 0)-phonons near ^=1/3 [1,2]. Therefore, this alloy
belongs to the very few systems, which show the phonon
softening neither at the F-point nor at the zone boundary. It
has been shown that, due to magneto-elastic interaction, the
magnetism enhances the softening of these phonons [2].

For an understanding of the martensitic transformation it is
important to know the phonon dispersion relations in both,
the austenitic and martensitic phases since the most
important driving force for the transformation is the
difference in vibrational entropy AS between both phases.
However, in general, it is nearly impossible to measure
phonons in the low temperature phase since an austenitic
single crystal forms many variants in the martensitic phase.
Therefore, only for very few systems the phonon dispersion
of the martensite is known. For Ni2MnGa the situation
became more promising when recently it was shown that,
as a consequence of the magneto-elastic coupling, a
magnetic field causes a preference of martensite variants
orientation [3]. In a large enough field this effect drastically
reduces the number of variants, which makes phonon
measurements with inelastic neutron scattering feasible.

EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

In this study we investigated only the phonons in the
martensitic phase since in the austenitic phase they have
been investigated extensively in previous studies [1, 2]. To
orient the c-axis in the martensite, a field of 1.5 T was
applied along a cubic axis of the austenite. The orientation
of the field was perpendicular to the scattering plane for the
measurements of the phonons in the four-fold plane and in-
plane for the other ones. The experiment was performed at
the triple axis spectrometer FLEX at HMI in Berlin.

In Fig. 1 the transverse phonon branches measured in
2-^ 0) and in (2+^ 0 2-£) direction of the martensite phase
at 277 K are shown in comparison with the (2+^ 2-^ 0)-
TA2-phonon branch of the austenite phase at 309 K (dashed
line). The (2+^ 2-^ 0) phonon branch in the four-fold plane
shows a similar dip than the TA2-phonons of the austenite
phase. The corresponding branch out of the plane has much
higher energies and does not show any anomaly.
Therefore, this mode is mainly responsible for the change
of the vibrational entropy AS at the phase transition.

Fig. 2 shows the temperature dependence of the energy of
three transverse phonons in the temperature range between
the inter-martensitic transformation at =120K and the

martensitic transformation at «284K. The phonons become
softer when the martensitic transition temperature is
approached, however, this softening is much less
pronounced than in the cubic austenite phase [2].
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Fig. 1: Phonon dispersion curves of martensite Ni2MnGa.
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Fig. 2: Temperature dependence of (2+2, 2-% 0)-phonons.
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PROMPT GAMMA ANALYSIS OF A SAMPLE FROM A NATURAL REACTOR
USING A NEUTRON FOCUSING CAPILLARY LENS

S. Baechler (University of Fribourg), J. Jolie (University of Cologne)

A sample coming from the reactor site of Okelobondo near Oklo (Gabon) was investigated at the Prompt Gamma
Activation (PGA) facility of SINQ (Paul Scherrer Institute). A neutron focusing capillary lens permits to upgrade
PGA to a position sensitive technique. In the Ohio sample, the concentration of uranium but also of 7 other elements
were spatially analysed.

INTRODUCTION

At Oklo, a natural nuclear reactor operated two billion
years ago, when the 235U abundance was high enough (~
3%) to generate spontaneous fission [2]. The present ratio
of 0.72% does not permit natural fission to occur any more.
The control of the reactors was provided by groundwater,
acting as the moderator and limiting the reactivity of the
core. During their active period, these reactors produced
radioactive waste products. They form the unique
opportunity to study the diffusion of radioactive elements
over a time scale of billions of years.

A sample coming from the reactor of Okelobondo was first
investigated by dichromatic tomography at the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (France). The sample was
imaged in order to retrieve the spatial distribution of
uranium and lead. The concept of dichromatic tomography
is described in more details elsewhere [3]. An important
property of this technique is that it yields directly the 3D
concentration of the element under study. The results are
shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: On the left, radiograph of the Oklo sample with
synchrotron radiation at 87 keV. Iso-surfaces of uranium in
the middle and of lead on the right (U>1 g/cm3; Pb>0.4
g/cm3).

The same ore was studied by Prompt Gamma Activation
(PGA). The PGA was turned into a position-sensitive
method using a neutron capillary lens. The uranium
distribution retrieved by dual energy tomography permitted
to normalize the PGA data. Thus, elemental concentration
maps of the sample were obtained.

EXPERIMENTS

Experimental set-up

The experiment was performed at the new PGA facility of
SINQ [1]. The standard procedure consists in irradiating the
whole sample by the cold neutron beam while prompt
gamma-rays following neutron capture are observed by the
Compton-suppressed spectrometer. Then, the elemental
concentrations are retrieved, without any information about
the spatial distribution. The new PGA facility at SINQ is
described in more detail elsewhere [4]. A neutron focusing
lens permitted the PGA to be upgraded to a position
sensitive method.

Fig. 2: Horizontal cut of the PGA facility at SINQ.

Experimental procedure

By scanning the sample with the 1 mm focal spot, a two-
dimensional elemental mapping was achieved. This method
reveals the presence of many elements at once. The neutron
lens was placed between the end of the guide and the
sample. The neutron lens [5] is composed of a large number
of polycapillary fibers, parallel at the lens entrance and bent
converging on a focal spot. Each fiber is composed of an
array of microscopic channels which are perfectly parallel
within each fiber. After completing multiple total
reflections along the interior surfaces of the channels,
neutrons are focused. In front of the sample, a 6LiF
collimator of 1 mm in diameter was placed to absorb
unfocalised neutrons. The part of the sample outlined by the
rectangle (Fig. 1) was scanned vertically and horizontally.
A spectrum was obtained for each position. Elemental
identification was performed by y-spectroscopy, based on
the Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File, ENSDF.
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Fig. 3: Spatial distribution (in g/cm ) of different elements resulting from the PGA.

The peak area Ax (number of counts in a spectral peak) of
energy Ey from element x in the spectrum is given by:

A _Nomx
x,Er Mx

where No is Avogadro's number, mx is the mass of the
element x, Mx is the atomic weight, e(Eyx) is the counting
efficiency, 0X is the isotopic abundance, Fx is the y-yield in
photons per neutron capture, t; is the irradiation time, On is
the neutron flux and Gx is the cold neutron capture cross
section. To reduce the effects of neutron scattering and
absorption to a large extent and as the neutron flux coming
out of the lens was not so well known, element ratios were
analyzed instead of absolute masses mx [6]. Normalizing
the peak area of element x to the peak area of a monitor
element s, the following ratio was obtained:

MSAS

The monitor element used was uranium, because the spatial
distribution of this element was already determined by
dichromatic tomography. After the evaluation of
concentrations of the studied element at different positions,
a distribution map was produced (Fig. 3).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Both methods yield a high uranium density in the lower
part of the sample (Fig. 1 & 3). This part comes indeed
from the core of the reactor. The spatial distributions of
silicon and aluminum confirm the presence of clay in the
center of the reactor (Fig. 3). The lower concentration of
boron in the core is probably due to the high uranium
density. Potassium and sulfur are present in the part of the

piece containing high uranium concentration. Comparison
between the Pb-distribution and the S-distribution clearly
confirm the presence of galena. The distribution of
potassium in the sample is more surprising, because at first
glance one would expect to find it correlated to the clay.
Supposing that its distribution is related to a late hydration
with respect to the operation of the reactor, the distribution
should be related to K-phyllites which are correlated to the
galena distribution.

The PGA using a lens yields concentration maps of several
elements at once. The uranium distribution retrieved by
dichromatic tomography was used as a monitor element to
determine the absolute concentration of other elements.
Using element ratios, analytical bias due to neutron
scattering and absorption in cold prompt gamma activation
analysis was minimized. This work opens the way for
instance to investigate man-made radioactive waste without
a risk of contamination.
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INVESTIGATION OF HYDROGEN DISTRIBUTIONS IN VARIOUS BASE
MATERIALS BY NEUTRON TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENTS

E. Lehmann, P. Vontobel

The interaction probability of hydrogen with slow neutrons is very high due to the scattering ability of this material.
This is much less the case for most of metals, ceramics and other structural materials. In this way, it becomes
possible to investigate the propagation of hydrogenous materials inside macroscopic samples, which itself have
lower neutron attenuation power for thermal neutrons. This article describes methods for the visualisation and
quantification of different kinds of hydrogen transport on the macroscopic scale (mostly in the form of water or other
organic liquids), based on the measurement of neutron transmission by digital imaging detector systems. Problems
regarding image enhancements, sensitivity and detection limits are discussed. Some practical applications of the
method are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen is one of the most important materials in our
natural environment and necessary for the survival of
organisms, plants and metabolism processes generally.
Mostly in the form of water, hydrogen distributions have
been studied non-invasively by several diagnostic methods
(nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), electric conductivity
measurement, radio and microwaves diagnostics etc.).
However, the spatial and time resolution as well as the
reliability and sensitivity of these techniques are limited in
respect of hydrogen detection. Other non-destructive
methods like X-ray inspection and ultra-sound measure-
ments must fail because of the very low interaction
probability with hydrogen.

It is the great advantage of thermal neutrons (and a little
more of cold ones) to have a high ability to interact with the
nuclei of hydrogenous materials. Therefore, neutron
transmission radiography can favourably be used as tool for
qualitative and quantitative investigations of macroscopic
arrangements regarding the internal moisture transport,
two-phase flow (water - air, liquid metals - gas, light/heavy
water mixtures) or chemical reactions.

EXPERIMENTS

Methodical background

A typical arrangement for transmission measurements of
neutrons is given by the main components: neutron source,
collimator, sample, detector (and a beam dump, if the
detector is not absorbing all transmitted neutrons). When
the incident beam is described by the intensity Io and the
transmitted one by I, the relation (1) is applicable in first
order:

I = I0-e ' (1)

Formula (1) is valid if the material layer is relatively thin,
its cross-section is relatively small and the contribution of
scattering is not very dominating. Generally, each neutron
is considered as lost if it will not be detected in beam
direction behind the object. That means, absorption and
scattering are equivalent and the total cross-section & tot has
to be applied in (1).

However, the scattering cross-section is considerably high
for hydrogen: more than 50 barn, depending on the
composition and environment. In the case of hydrogenous
materials, the conditions for deviations from of the

simplified model will be reached very soon. Due to the high
scattering power of hydrogen compared to capture
reactions, relatively small amounts or thin layers
respectively are sufficient to achieve strong attenuation.
However, the scattered neutrons have a good chance to
return into the field behind the sample by multiple
scattering and provide an additional contribution to I, which
will not explicitly be described by (1). In Fig. 2, this
behaviour is demonstrated by data from a transmission
experiment with a step-wedge of water. A deviation from
the exponential attenuation law (line) is becoming visible
for layers thicker than 2 mm.
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Fig. 1: Neutron attenuation by water layers of different
thickness: a deviation from the simple exponential law is
visible if the thickness reaches 2 mm.

Even if the transmission through hydrogenous samples is
more difficult to describe than by (1), it is relatively easy to
follow qualitatively the distribution inside materials with
much lower total cross-sections. For quantitative analysis of
neutron transmission, methods like Monte-Carlo transport
methods are commonly in use.

Fields of applications

The following research fields and industry related base
materials are presently under investigation at the NEUTRA
facility:
• carbon matrix of electrical fuel cells, batteries [1]
• concrete and natural stone [2]
• wood and wood products (fibre boards, particle boards,

plywood) [3]
• soil and sand
• metallic structures (fuel cladding, SINQ target material)
• adhesive connections between different components
• resin and polymers in fibre composite structures
• moisture in advanced textile structures
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Within the frame of this article, it is only possible to
describe some characteristic examples. More details can be
found in [4].

Detectors for neutron imaging

After some decades of film in use as the dominant detector
in neutron radiography, it has been replaced more and more
by digital systems. Presently, CCD-camera based and
imaging plates are applied with good success. Future
systems based on amorphous silicon for the use in the direct
neutron beam are under development. Due to the wide
dynamic range (16 bit) and a high linearity the
quantification of sample contents and methods like
tomography becomes possible. High precision in respect of
hydrogen detection will be possible by digital systems
which was never achieved by traditional methods.

Fig. 2: Investigation of the water transport through the
porous matrix of a stone sample inside a pressure cell; left:
the neutronic image of the assembly, right: the net water
distribution obtained by image processing algorithm.

Improvements by the use of digital imaging techniques

It is a great advantage to have the image information in
digital form now. Therefore, it is possible to compare and
extract information from different images in order to in-
crease the knowledge about changes and deviations. An
example is given in Fig. 2, where a thick metallic structure
takes most of the dynamic range of the image and the injec-
ted water is not visible. However, by removing the empty
assembly from the filled one it becomes possible to enhance
the important process. This is not simply a "background
correction" because the resulting information can be scaled
to the full dynamic range and weak effects will be enlarged
importantly. Even commonly invisible time depending
processes of can be studied as shown in Fig. 3.

Such methods can be applied in all cases where the primary
image has too much background from the initial state. For
practical reasons, it is demanded that to have fixed detector
and sample/process conditions. A CCD-camera detector is
therefore preferred for this type of investigations even if he
has not highest spatial resolution.

RESULTS

For all topics described above, a solution was found to
extract the information of interest. Sometimes, it was
sufficient to visualise processes only, but in most cases the
quantitative information was interesting too (mainly the
hydrogen content or the moisture concentration). An
example is given in Fig. 5 showing a part of nuclear fuel
cladding containing a hydrogen lens. The quantification is
based on the calibration curve in Fig. 4, which was
measured with inactive samples.

The limitation in the time resolution of the camera detector
is given presently as about 15 s per frame (mainly by the
read-out process). In near future, it should be possible to
have less than 1 s per frame and also much faster processes
can be investigated.

Fig. 3: Study of the water uptake in a soil sample with
complicated structure; each step is about 2 minutes. The
sample itself was removed by image comparison of the dry
state.
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Fig. 4: Calibration curve for hydrogen in Zircaloy ob-
tained by a test series of inactive samples with very
different hydrogen amounts.
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Fig. 5: Hydrogen agglomeration (lens) in the cladding of
nuclear fuel elements: with neutron radiography a visuali-
sation and also quantification is possible. The obtained
amount is in the order of 1800 mass-ppm.
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ANALYSIS OF ROCK SAMPLES BY MEANS OF NEUTRON TOMOGRAPHY

P. Vontobel, G. Frei, E. Lehmann

Neutron tomography was used to analyse various samples of different rock types. The aim was to measure non-
destructively the mineral composition, grain size and grain distribution especially in granite type rock, or the pore
structure of sandstone type rocks, which is of interest in hydrogeological studies or for the petroleum industry. Here
we show some typical results for both rock types and describe the main aim of the investigations.

INTRODUCTION

The traditional methods of petrography used to analyse the
mineral structure, the grain or pore size and their
distributions are light or electron microscopy of thin
sections. They provide high resolution images of planar
sections, cut out from bulk rock samples. Cutting out planar
or thin sections can, however destroy the pore structure.
There is a need for non-destructive analysis of samples by
the use of x-ray, synchrotron light or neutron radiography.
Thermal neutron radiography has some advantages over
the other methods [1] because it is quite sensitive to the
hydrogen content of minerals or the hydrogen in pores of
different size.

EXPERIMENTS

Various granite type rock samples were provided by B.
Winkler, "Institut fur Geowissenschaften", Kiel University
in Germany. They were mainly core samples of about
25mm diameter. Different types of granite type rock e.g.
basanit, pegmatite, gneiss, etc were analysed for
mineralogical composition and grain size distribution. The
samples were fixed on the rotating table in a sample holder,
which put the sample axis in line with the axis of the
rotating table and the vertical symmetry axis of the image
matrix. Pictures with 16bit dynamic range were taken with
a 135mm focal length lens mounted onto the nitrogen
cooled CCD camera (512x512 pixels). The field of view
was 97x97mm leading to a pixel size of 0.19 mm. After
rotating the sample in 0.9° steps around 180° images were
normalized for varying exposure and the transaxial slices
were reconstructed by filtered backprojection.

In Figure 1 a 3D tomographic image of a pegmatite granite
containing 2 quite large mica grains is shown. The high
contrast is due to the much higher hydrogen content of the
muscovite.

Various porous sandstone type rock samples were provided
by M. Solymar, Department of Geology, Chalmers
University, Goteborg, Sweden, Prof. Brian Berkowitz
Department of Environmental Sciences, Weizmann
Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel, and Prof. M. F.
Middleton, Curtin University of Technology, Western
Australia. Here the pore structure is required for petroleum,
hydrogeological and environmental investigations. The
diameter of these sandstone samples varies between 20mm
- 52mm. Tomographic images were taken in a dry baseline
condition and at different levels of humidity or after a
chemical reagent was pressed through the sample. The main
aim of the research is to understand the permeability
structure of porous rock.

Fig. 1: Tomography of a pegmatite granite, 0 23mm.

Fig. 2: Natural carbonate rock sample, 0 52 mm, after
HC1/H2SO4 injection and drying in air.

REFERENCE
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RESULTS OF TOMOGRAPHY INVESTIGATIONS OF SMALL SAMPLES AT
NEUTRA: OPTIONS FOR FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS

P. Vontobel, E. Lehmann

The small divergence of the thermal neutron beamline NEUTRA provides almost parallel projections with a
resolution of a few jum. The actual resolution however is limited by the characteristics of the neutron detector. For
neutron tomography we use a 512x512 pixel CCD camera system looking onto a 0.4 mm thick ZnS;Ag6LiF
scintillator screen. Its resolution is given mainly by the type of optical lens in use. For objects smaller than 20mm a
macro lens with 100mm focal length can be mounted leading to a pixel size of 50jum. Results of neutron tomography
measurements of small objects are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The design of the thermal neutron radiography beamline
NEUTRA was optimised for high resolution [1]. The high
collimator ratio L/D=550 (L=length of collimator,
D=aperture inlet diameter), leads to a geometric
unsharpness of the radiography image of a few |̂ m. The
effective resolution of a radiography image is given by the
characteristics of the area neutron detector. For neutron
tomography the actual resolution reached by the 512x512
pixel CCD camera system is in the range of 500(0.m - 50|am.
Using a 100 mm focal length macro lens (F 3.5) we are able
to look onto a 23x23mm square section of the scintillator,
leading to a pixel size of 50|am. With this lens tomographic
image sequences were acquired and the 3D volumes were
reconstructed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first sample shown in Figure 1 is a cultured pearl with
a maximal extension of 15mm. The rotating table was set
up at position 3 (L/D=550, n-flux -3.2 106 n/cm2/sec). The
long exposure time of 45 sec was due to the low light
sensitivity of the macro lens. Correspondingly a quite large
number of bright spots were induced in the images, due to y
radiation hitting the CCD chip. Filtering the images before
reconstruction eliminates most of these white spots.
Neutron tomography reveals a central void of this quite
large cultured pearl.

Fig. 1: Cut through 3D neutron tomography volume of
cultured pearl with maximum extension 12 mm.

The second sample shown in Figure 2 is a standard 3 volt
lithium battery with a diameter of 16mm and thickness of
2 mm. Tomographic images were taken at position 2 of the
NEUTRA beamline (L/D=350, n-flux ~ 5.5 106 n/cm2/sec).

The exposure time was 30 sec per picture. The main
contrast is due to the lithium electrolyte. The cutaway view
shows some details of the construction, but the thin
cladding on the backside of the battery could not be
resolved.

Fig. 2: Lithium coin cell thickness 2mm, 0 16mm.

The third sample shown in Figure 3 is a small cube (side
length 13mm) cut out from a Pavatex particle-board. Here
the orientation of the particles should be investigated. The
processed 3D volume data makes the orientation of individ-
ual larger particles in the matrix visible.

Fig. 3: Wood chips in Pavatex particle-board.

A more sensitive CCD camera system (1024x1024 pixels)
looking onto a thinner scintillator screen will improve the
resolution in the future. A high precision linear positioning
table will lead to a more exact centering of the rotation axis.

REFERENCES
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FIRST EXPERIENCES WITH AN AMORPHOUS SILICON NEUTRON SENSITIVE
FLAT PANEL DETECTOR

E. Lehmann, P. Vontobel, G. Frei (PSI), A. Koch, B. Munier, J.M. Casagrande (Thales Electron Devices, France")

Neutron detection with a high spatial and time resolution is a very demanding task in general. To overcome the
present limitations of available detection systems (camera based ones, imaging plates) one possible option might be
the application of semiconductor devices based on amorphous silicon flat panel arrays. This article presents some
first results from experiments with such a device obtained at the radiography station NEUTRA at SINQ. Some
parameters were found very promising and future improvements would make such detectors suitable as systems for
tomography and easy non-destructive testing.

INTRODUCTION

Neutrons are only detectable indirectly by secondary
nuclear reactions, which produce ionisation or visible light.
In neutron radiography, there is a demand for 2D flat area
detectors of areas up to 2000 cm2 with a resolution down to
50 |am and a reasonable low acquisition time (seconds or
less). The presently available digital detectors (CCD-
camera based systems with neutron sensitive scintillators
[1] or imaging plates doped with Gd as converter [2]) have
some drawbacks either in the resolution or in the read-out
time.

In the recent time, some new approaches in x-ray detection
(mainly for medical diagnostics) have been done
successfully by the use of flat panels based on amorphous
silicon technology [3]. Because such arrays detect the light
from a scintillator, which is created by the radiation, it
should be possible to use this technique for neutrons too, if
an adequate scintillator for neutrons will be installed.

It was agreed with the French company Thales Electron
Devices* to use one of their systems for a dedicated test at
the thermal neutron radiography channel at SINQ. Some of
the results are summarised in this paper.

Table 1: System properties as specified by the suppliers of
the flat panel FLASHSCAN 30.

Technical Specification

Conversion Screen

screen density
layer thickness

Pixel Area
total

active

Pixel Matrix
total

active

Pixel Pitch

Dynamic Range

Signal Capacity

Frame Rate

Exposure Window

Limiting resolution

Gd2O2S:Tb

34
0.045

29,3 X 40,6
28,2 X 40,6

2304 x 3200
2232 x 3200

0.127

> 2000:1

> 5.000.000

about 5 s

6.3 - 200

3.94

Kodak Lanex

mg/cm
mm

cm
cm

mm

>11 Bit

electrons/pixel

s

Ip/mm

EXPERIMENTS

Set-up of the a-Si flat panel and main parameters

The panel has parameters as presented in Table 1, given by
the manufacturer of the Si-diode array and the read-out
electronics. All the hard- and software was applied as
delivered by the supplying company. The limitations in the
"effective" image frame and its possible rating of frames
have been due to the presently applied read-out electronics.
The maximal exposure time was limited to 200 s by the
software. The Gadox scintillator is not optimal for neutron
detection but it was found reasonably sensitive for a first
methodical test.

The panel was made of two individual areas with different
behaviour in respect of sensitivity and dark current. Some
lines and points were "dead" from the beginning, but
correction tools were provided in the software to eliminate
most of the internal mistakes.

Experimental conditions

The experiments were carried out at the NEUTRA facility
in the direct beam but with a neutron shielding in front of
the electronics part of the array. Therefore, only a field of
view of about 12cm by 15 cm was left free for exposure.
Because some radiation damage of the panel was feared,
the shutters were opened as little as reasonable for imaging.

The neutron beam intensity was 3*1O6 cm"2 s"1 during the
measurements with a gamma background of 1.5 mSv/h.

Investigated parameters

In order to be able to compare the a-Si device to other
systems in use for neutron radiography, the following
performance characteristics were measured and derived,
respectively:

• Sensitivity
• Linearity
• Useful dynamic range
• Gamma sensitivity
• Dark current
• Spatial resolution
• Signal-to-noise ratio
• After-glow characteristic
• Damage indications
• Read-out behaviour
• Quantitative accuracy

*Address: Moirans, ZJ. Centr'Alp, F-38430
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For this purpose, about two days of beam time were
devoted to experiments and most of the interesting
information was obtained after the evaluation. One frame is
14 Mbytes big (16 bit TIFF and 8 bit formats provided).
The valid dynamic range of the present system is 12 bit or
less.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

General performance and use for neutron radiography
purposes

The device is able to produce images of radiographic object
similar to other methods. An example is given in Fig. 1
showing good spatial resolution due to the inherent pixel
size of 0.127 mm. The human eye is only able to
distinguish 256 grey levels (8 bits) at best and therefore the
image looks bright with good contrasts. However, the
inherent limitation to only 12 bits will bring some problems
with thicker samples and methods like tomography where
more dynamic range is required (16 bits and more) [4].

Fig. 1: Image of a turbine blade obtained by the a-Si
panel (after some post-processing procedures).

Fig. 2: Slices from the tomography reconstruction of the
sample in Fig.l: above - measured by the a-Si flat panel
(pixel size:0.127 mm), below: experiment with the CCD-
camera detector (pixel size: 0.2 mm).

This is demonstrated by the comparison of tomographic
results obtained by the flat panel and a CCD detector. Fig. 2
shows a slice in the middle of the turbine blade from Fig. 1
with the consequence that some information is lost at the
edge of thicker material layers even if the detectors higher
resolution can show some more details in the inner region.

As shown in Fig. 3, the usable dynamic range was limited
by the read-out properties of the panel and its sensitivity
from about 5 s to less than 20s exposure time. Some
saturation effects were found close to the upper limit.

|)2000

inverted gray scale
-^-dark-current corrected |

0 5 10 15 20 25

exposure time [s]

Fig. 3: Averaged intensities of the "open beam" for
considerations of the linearity and dynamic range behaviour
oftheFLASHSCAN30.

Because the system is operating under room temperature
conditions, the increase of the dark current with the
exposure time is very probable. The measured values in
Fig. 4 were taken for the two parts of the panel showing a
different performance. Saturation due to the dark current is
assumed (by extrapolation) only after about 500 s and
therefore this effect will not really limit the measurements
under conditions as applied at the NEUTRA facility.
However, the dark current can become a problem for less
powerful radiography stations where extended exposure
time is required.

i 2000

0 100 200 300 400 500 600

integration time [s]

Fig. 4: Increase of the dark current noticed within the
limited detection time of the device.

The signal-to-noise ratio was obtained from "open beam"
data as about 65, which compares to a CCD-camera (64)
and imaging plates (88).

Afterglow was measured by closing the shutter immediately
after reading out one frame. The next image (obtained
without exposure) has about 20 times less intensity. A
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following third image drops down to zero in intensity. This
behaviour is mainly attributed to the scintillator properties.

The spatial resolution is mainly given by the pixel size but
might be influenced by the spread of the scintillator light.
This property was measured twice: by a sharp edge (0.1
mm Gd) and a 0.2 mm hole in a Gd plate. The line spread
function (LSF) has a FWHM of about 0.35 mm which is
about twice the pixel size. The corresponding modulation
transfer function (MTF) derived from the edge response is
presented in Fig. 5, indicating that the inherent resolution is
only weakly reduced by blurring of scintillator light.

where a profile is taken from the image in Fig. 6, but no
explanation has been found until now.

1 2 3 4 5 6
spatial frequency (cycles/mm)

Fig. 5: MTF (modulation transfer function) of the flat
panel with inherently 0.127 mm pixel size.

The device was studied regarding gamma sensitivity under
the conditions at the NEUTRA station by closing a neutron
shutter, which is transparent for gamma radiation. The
spectrum has many different contributions, mainly in the
high-energy range. No indications for direct gamma
contributions were found in the signals but surprisingly a
lower background level for longer exposure. This feature is
not yet understood.

Fig. 6: Image of the central neutron field at NEUTRA, cut
out by absorber material to protect the outer part of the
panel.

The horizontal profile is shown in Fig. 7. The quantitative
accuracy is limited for the flat panel by two effects: its
behaviour at edges when the applied intensity is strongly
changing and the non-homogeneity of the panel area if no
flat-fielding is applied. Fig. 7 describes the first effect

2 2000

)

0 500 1000 1500

position in vertical direction [rel. units]

Fig. 7: Flat field distribution extracted from the image in
Fig. 6, indicating some "smearing" effects at the edges of
the open beam.

During and after all the experiments, no indication of
radiation damage was found for the panel used. This holds
especially for the two tomography series performed with
200 individual frames each. The exposed area had no
different behaviour compared to the shielded one as
measured in a test run after the long-term exposure.

SUMMARY

The a-Si technology is applicable very well to several neu-
tron imaging problems. With the present available systems,
an easy tool is provided for standard questions in non-
destructive testing. For more demanding tasks like tomo-
graphy and quantitative investigations, some improvements
should be made regarding dynamic range and read-out
characteristics. A faster read-out behaviour and some
improved options like "binning" or "area-of-interest" would
importantly increase the flexibility of the device. Some
special features like the effects of gamma exposure and
"smearing" at sharp edges are not well understood and
should be investigated in more detail. These problems will
be discussed in dialogue with the manufacturers of flat
panel devices in the next future.
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THE USE OF THE NCR STATION AS A FLEXIBLE USER FACILITY FOR VARIOUS
MATERIAL INVESTIGATIONS

G. Kuhne, R. Erne, G. Frei, E. Lehmann

In the past year the NCR (Neutron Capture Radiography) facility has been used for different investigations. Most of
them have been performed together with external and PSI internal users. International collaborations could be
established and will be continued in the future.

NEUTRON CAPTURE AUTORADIOGRAPHY
(NCAR) FOR A STUDY ON BORON NEUTRON
CAPTURE THERAPY

Responsible Scientists: K. Ogura1 and H. Yanagie2.

For the study on boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT),
CR-39 plastic track detectors attached with the whole-body
sections of tumor bearing mouse infused with different 10B
compounds were exposed to thermal and cold neutron
beams. The cytotoxic effect of BNCT is caused by high
LET (Linear Energy Transfer) particles produced by
neutron interactions in the tissue. These nuclear interactions
are mainly the following: 10B(n,a)7Li, 14N(n,p)14C and
'H^n') 1 ! ! . Neutron capture autoradiographic images
obtained by the cold neutron irradiation were extremely
superior in quality compared with that of the thermal
neutron beams which are possibly contaminated by the fast
neutron component. The LET distribution of the neutron
induced particles suggested that the fast neutron component
was considerably high in the thermal neutron beam used in
this study (thermal column of the TRIGA-II reactor of the
Rikkyo University (RUR), Japan). Therefore, the oc-
autoradiographic image was contaminated by the recoil
protons due to the knock on hydrogen in the tissue, the thin
adhesive tape and the detector plate itself. These
background proton tracks make the oc-autoradiographic
images unclear as shown in Fig. 1.

tions in the tumor and/or in other organs are clearly visible
and measurable [1].

*

Fig. 1: a-autoradiographic image of a tumor bearing
mouse slice irradiated with thermal neutrons.

The cold neutron beam did not include fast neutrons and
made excellent quality images as seen in Fig. 2. It is readily
apparent that the tumor and the liver contain a high level of
10B concentration.

The accurate measurement of 10B distributions in biological
samples with sensitivity in the ppm range is essential for
evaluating the potential usefulness of various 10B-delivery
compounds. For this purpose, the NCAR taken by the cold
neutron irradiation is most suitable, because 10B accumula-

Fig. 2: The same mouse slice, irradiated with cold neu-
trons at the NCR facility.

IRRADIATIONS OF CELL CULTURES USING
BORON COMPOUNDS

Responsible Scientists: N. Crompton3 and N. Stritt4.

Cellular studies examining the uptake and response of
human TK6 B-lymphoblastoid cells, peripheral blood
lymphocytes and rheumatoid fibroblasts (RA-SF cells) to
the boron compound K2Bi2H12 alone, to neutrons alone, and
to both modalities combined were conducted. Using the
leukocyte apoptosis assay developed at the PSI (Crompton
et al 1997, 1999) induction of programmed cell death to the
high LET radiation from the boron neutron capture event
was quantified. Apoptotic yields at boron concentrations
very similar to those used for studies of boronated
protoporphyrin were observed. The localization of the
K2Bi2Hi2 compound in or on the cells was also examined
using prompt gamma neutron activation analysis. The
results of this analysis suggested the K2B12H12 compound
to remain outside the cells despite its anionic state in solu-
tion. [2].

IRRADIATIONS OF CELL CULTURES USING
GADOLINIUM COMPOUNDS

Responsible Scientists: C. Salt5 and N. Crompton.

Neutron Capture Therapy (NCT) is a hopeful binary
therapeutic modality for the treatment of localized tumours.
The highest neutron capture cross section of all stable
nuclides is presented by 157Gd: 255'000 barn. The 157Gd
neutron capture reaction generates y radiation which is
partly converted with the emission of conversion electrons.
The vacancies left by these conversion electrons result in
the emission of Auger electrons with a range of
radiochemical damage confined to molecular dimensions.
To exploit the Auger and Coster-Kronig effect produced by
the 157Gd(n, y) * 158Gd the gadolinium atoms need to be
deposited in the immediate vicinity of the DNA strands in

High Technology Research Center, Nihon University, Chiba, Japan
Dep. of Surgery, Institute of Medical Sciences, University of Tokyo,

Japan

' Dep. of Life Sciences, PSI

Bundesamt fiir Gesundheit, Bern

Dep. of Life Sciences, PSI
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the cell nucleus. In a first experiment, plasmide DNA
dissolved in eight different neutron capture agent solutions
some of which containing DNA-targetting Gd compounds
was irradiated with two different neutron doses: 1 Gray and
4 Gray. The induced DNA fragmentation was assessed
using gel electrophoresis. In a second set of experiments,
various healthy and cancer cell cultures were incubated
with three different concentrations of the most promising of
all DNA-seeking Gd compounds that presented the highest
cell nucleus enrichment levels determined by Gd mapping
methods. The neutron irradiation consisting of special slide
scanning was performed using three different neutron doses
(0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 Gray), and the induced apoptosis rates
assessed via flow cytometry. The evaluation is still in
progress [3].

DETERMINATION OF HYDROGEN CONTENT IN
ZIRCONIUM USING COLD AND THERMAL
NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY

The distribution and the amount of hydrogen in metals like
zirconium is very important for their material properties.
Because the cladding of nuclear fuel but also the target rods
of the spallation source SINQ consist mainly of zirconium
it is a very interesting question where and how much
hydrogen is introduced into the metallic matrix by chemical
or nuclear reactions.

It is possible to visualize and to quantify amounts of
hydrogen by neutron transmission measurements. In order
to estimate the detection limits of digital radiography
methods a series of artificial hydrated Zr samples was
prepared by the KFKI Budapest and investigated at PSI by
thermal [4] and cold neutrons. The dependency of the
observed macroscopic cross-sections from the hydrogen
content is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: Dependency of the measured macroscopic cross-
section of 2 mm thick Zr samples on its content of
hydrogen. The data were obtained by transmission
radiography with thermal (NEUTRA) and cold (NCR)
neutrons.

The values for the total microscopic cross section for pure
Zr for cold and thermal neutrons have been determined by
linear regression: Gzr.coid = 2.58±0.21 barn and Gzr.therm =
5.40±0.33 barn, respectively. These values are in good
agreement with the literature [5]. Cold neutrons have a
lower total cross-section for pure Zr due to the Laue-Bragg
scattering, but a little higher attenuation in respect to
hydrogen which gives slightly a higher sensitivity for its

detection. The slopes of the linear regression fit curves
were (31.3±2.7>10~5 cmVppm for cold and (26.2±4.0>10~5

cm'/ppm for thermal neutrons. With these values one can
calculate the total microscopic cross sections for hydrogen
in ZrH2. For cold and thermal neutrons one get OH,coid =
80.5±6.9 barn and 0H,therm = 67.4±10.3 barn, respectively.
These values are in agreement with the database ENDF/B-
VI.

Generally, the sensitivity found for the detection of hydro-
gen was in the order of 100 atom-ppm for 2mm thick
samples by radiography methods. A clean reference sample
will improve the accuracy for the measurements. It is very
important to know that this method is non-destructively and
can also be applied for highly activated samples.

NEUTRON CAPTURE AUTORADIOGRAPHY TO
DETERMINE THE BORON DISTRIBUTION IN
METALS

Responsible Scientists: E. Materna-Morris6.

Steel alloy probes with a high content of 10B (1120 ppm)
covered by different track etch foils (CR-39 and CN-85)
have been irradiated with different neutron fluences
(1.36-1011 cm"2 and 3.40-1011 cm"2) in order to determine the
optimal neutron fluence and the optimal etching conditions.
This study is still in progress.

Fig. 4: The light microscopy image of an etched foil
shows a typical 10B distribution in a steel alloy probe.
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USE OF ISOTOPES PRODUCED AT THE SPALLATION NEUTRON SOURCE SINQ

H. U. Aebersold, E.H. Lehmann

As the strongest facility in Switzerland for neutron research and applications with neutrons, SINQ is also able to
provide the service for activation and isotope production. However, due to the limited access to regions with highest
thermal neutron flux and the low capacity of only two dedicated channels, the facilities operators are concentrated to
short-living nuclides satisfying the demand of the local users and clients. This article describes some of the
applications.

INTRODUCTION

The use of radioactive materials has a long tradition for
tracing in medical diagnostics and in different other
technical and scientific applications since radioisotopes
became available on a large scale and suited radiation
detectors were developed.

The most important way to produce these materials was the
activation in the high intense neutron field inside and
around the core of a nuclear reactor. Neutron flux intensity
is one important parameter, which limits the yield of the
interesting nuclide. For an optimal output of radioisotopes,
the highest possible power would be preferable. The present
limitation is about 100 MW in thermal power due to heat
removal problems. Therefore, there are only few places
worldwide which can provide such conditions with the
consequence that the radioactive isotopes have to be trans-
ported around the world. If the nuclides are relatively short-
lived, there is a dramatic reduction of activity during trans-
portation. It is a demand and also advantageous to produce
those nuclides close to the place of application even under
less favourable irradiation conditions.

CONDITION AT PSI

Isotope production was performed at PSI until 1993 at the
MTR research reactor SAPHIR (10 MWj,). Several clients
from the Centre of Radiopharmacy, Swiss Universities and
industry were using this service. After the shutdown of this
reactor, the only place for neutron induced isotope pro-
duction in Switzerland, is the spallation source SINQ where
dedicated facilities have been installed [1].

Since 1997, this facility for "preparative neutron activation"
(PNA) is available for routine operation. There are two
channels for the insertion of air-tight Al capsules containing
the target material. All the gas used for sample movement
and cooling must be helium to avoid any activation possible
by spallation or neutron absorption. In this way, the specific
conditions at a spallation source were taken into account
carefully.

Presently, the neutron flux at the irradiation position is
about 1.5*1013 cm"2 s"1. It is important to mention that a
relatively high contribution in the neutron field comes from
the epi-thermal and high energy part. As a consequence,
some reactions will be excited by higher energy neutrons
and some additional isotopes will be produced in small
amounts. This holds mainly for n C from carbon and 22Na
from Al. This property of the spallation source should be
investigated, used and optimised as an advantage for new
methods in isotope production.

Fig. 1: The depository near Kolliken was investigated
regarding the seeping water flow by tracer nuclide material
(Br-82) produced at PSI.

However, this irradiation facility cannot compete with
conditions at high-flux reactors in respect of the activation
rate and the number of irradiation positions. The output of
nuclide will therefore be limited to very special ones (short-
lived, dedicated to local clients), which can favourably be
produced at SINQ. Each increase in neutron output by
several means (proton beam intensity, new targets) will
raise the performance for isotope production too. In the
final goal a liquid metal target (project MEGAPIE) will be
installed which results, together with the planned increase
of proton beam intensity, in a gain of about 70% (including
some proton beam intensity raise).

Fig. 2: The team of EAWAG during the measurements
and evaluation with the equipment for tracer analysis.
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It is important to mention that the complete procedures for
isotope production and conditioning are performed in the
PSI laboratories. This includes the target preparation
(enclosure into glass capsules), sealing into the Al capsules
(see Fig. 4), leak tests, opening after reloading from the
irradiation, chemical reprocessing and dilution, loading into
containers and preparation for transport.

FACILITY UTILISATION IN 2000

In summary, 56 capsules were irradiated in the PNA tubing
systems. The overview about the conditions and results is
given by table 1. The facility in sector 60 of SINQ was
operational without problems and any loss of activity into
the environment.

APPLICATIONS OF THE PRODUCED ISOTOPES

As an example for environmental studies with nuclides
produced at SINQ, we mention the investigations by the
Swiss Federal Institute for Environmental Science and
Technology (EAWAG) at the depository near Kolliken. By
this examination, an answer should be found how and with
which velocity the ground and seeping water is moving in
the vicinity of the depository. Bromium was applied
because it has the right solubility and chemical behaviour in
respect of water transport.
The region of interest and the equipment for measurements
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The detector system is presented
in Fig. 3.

Beside Br-82 (T1/2=35 h), the sodium isotope Na-24
(Ti/2=15h) is important as tracer material too. It is routinely
used at the Swiss nuclear power plants for the measurement
and calibration of flow rate in the heat exchangers
according the DILUTEC® technique developed by ABB
Turbo Systems. The procedures are described in [2].
Several institutes are routinely using Hf isotopes 175
(T1/2= 70 d) and 181 (T1/2= 42 d) as mid term tracers.

Further irradiations at the PNA facility were performed for
a study concerning the final disposal conditions of wastes,
where some slag samples were activated and the chemical
behaviour and the diffusion rate were measured.

Table 1: Utilisation of the PNA facility in 2000 for the
production of isotopes.

Isotope
Na-24
Br-82

Hf-175/181
Re186/188
Pd/Ag-111

Lu-177
slag samples

activity
20.4 GBq
370 MBq
37 MBq

test irrad.
test irrad.
test irrad.
test irrad.

user
ABB, NPP

EAWAG
Uni Bern

Radiopharmacy Deptm.
Radiopharmacy Deptm.
Radiopharmacy Deptm.

NAGRA

method
tracer
tracer
tracer

therapy nuclide
therapy nuclide
therapy nuclide
disposal prop.

The irradiation channels are in use for neutron activation
analysis (NAA) too, when materials with low activation
cross-section have to be investigated.
A new approach is on the way for gerontology based on
activation principles.

CONCLUSIONS

It is very important to have a facility available for test
irradiations and the production of short-lived nuclides for
the demands of research and industry. Our system is
equipped with state-of-the-art control systems and is very
flexible due to the relatively high capacity of one capsule
(volume about 25 cm3).

Fig. 4: Al capsules developed for isotope production at
the spallation source SINQ, suited for fast movement inside
the helium driven tubing system.
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Fig. 3: Detector system for the investigation of the
direction and velocity of groundwater flow near the
depository region shown in Fig. 1.
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REFRACTIVE OPTICAL LENSES AS NEUTRON FOCUSSING DEVICE FOR
RESOLUTION IMPROVEMENT AT THE SANS INSTRUMENT

J. Kohlbrecher (PSI), Ch. Pruner (Uni Vienna, A), D. Escrig Forano (Uni Valencia, E)

A multiple set of refractive optical lenses with low absorption and relatively high refractive index have been used as
focussing device at the small angle neutron scattering instrument SANS. The advantages of these lenses are
manifold. On the one side they improve the instrument resolution, i.e. the detection of scattered neutrons at even
lower momentum transfer. On the other side they can increase the intensity of the scattered neutrons by an order of
magnitude while the resolution is kept the same as in conventional pinhole geometry. Furthermore the lenses can be
used to reduce the neutron beam divergence, which is especial useful for small angle diffraction measurements, e.g.
at holographic gratings or at flux lattices in superconductors.

INTRODUCTION

Neutron focussing techniques using reflective surfaces,
known since more than 30 years, have been vitiated,
however, by SANS from the mirror surfaces itself, which
blurs the focus. Only rather late, in the '80s, a lot of effort
was spent in the development and production of extremely
smooth mirror surfaces for x-ray telescopes [1]. A first
focusing neutron mirror of this kind was installed at the ILL
on the spin echo spectrometer IN15 to improve the Q-
resolution by about a factor of 10. For SANS and neutron
reflectometry, the FZ-Jiilich [2,3] was planning to build a
new instrument specially designed for focusing mirrors.
Introducing those mirrors on the SANS at PSI would mean
a major reconstruction of the instrument. A solution, which
is much cheaper and easier to implement at a conventional
instrument with pinhole geometry uses compound
refractive optical lenses as suggested by Eskildsen et al. [4].
These lenses have been further tested and permanently
installed on the SANS at NIST [5].

COMPOUND REFRACTIVE OPTICAL LENSES

The index of refraction n for neutrons in matter can be
written as n=l-d+\ji7 where ju is the linear absorption
coefficient and 8 the refractive index decrement. The
refractive index decrement depends on the neutron
wavelength A, the atomic number density p, and the
coherent scattering length <bc>

= A2p(bc)l(2n). (1)

Since 5 is very small but positive in most cases, n is
usually smaller than 1, so that a collecting lens for neutrons
must have concave shape. Our tests were made with
spherical biconcave MgF2 (magnesium fluoride) lenses
used in Ris0 [4] and NIST [5]. A single lens (see Fig. la)
has a focal length of

fo=Rl2S = nRl p(bc)A
2

(2)

where R is the concave radius of the lens. A lens system
consisting of a linear array of TV lenses (Fig. lb) has a focal
length of / = R/2NS. With #=25mm and A,=lnm
(<S=8.16xlO~5) a single lens has a focal length of f=153m,
but an array of A/=30 lenses will reduce the focal length to
fy=f(/N=5. lm with a transmission still higher than 50%.
The focal length of the lenses depends on 1/A, , i.e. they are
strongly chromatic. For good focussing a well-defined
neutron wavelength is required. The SANS at PSI operates

with a wavelength spread of AA/X^O.l (FWHM), which
causes a certain amount of chromatic aberration.

The imaging condition can be calculated using Gaussian
optics by l/f=l/Li+l/L2, where Lj is the distance from the
source to the lens and L2 the distance from the lens to the
detector. Therefore with L;= L2=17.53m 10 lenses are
needed to focus neutrons of 1.32nm in wavelength. The
experimental set-up for such a test is schematically shown
in Fig. 2 together with the experimental result of a neutron
image from a cross-shape aperture, which we put at the exit
of the neutron guide. The slightly blurred image is due to
the limited detector resolution and to chromatic aberration.

f=R/28

f=R/2N8

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram showing the principle of
neutron focusing by compound refractive lenses (upper
panel: single lens, lower panel: array of TV lenses).

neutron
guide exit (A,)

Cd mask

sample
aperture (A2

detector

45 mm
Cd mask

2-D SANS detector
(7.5 mm resolution)

Fig. 2: Imaging of a Cd aperture with a cross-shape
opening positioned at the exit of the neutron guide on the
2D-detector by using 10 lenses, a wavelength of X=1.32nm,
and a symmetric instrument set-up of 17.53m collimation
and sample-detector distance.
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neutron sample
guide exit aperture

Fig. 3: Beam collimation geometry for SANS, upper
panel: pinhole collimation geometry, lower panel: focussing
lens geometry.

INTENSITY GAIN OF FOCUSSING LENS SET-UP

The upper panel in Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram of the
conventional pinhole geometry. The beam size on the
detector is defined by the source and sample apertures A1P

and A2ip, and the distances Lj and L2. The optimal pinhole
condition for a symmetric instrument set-up Lj=L2 is
Aip=2A2rp, for which the beam profile at the detector is
triangular with a base width of BP=2 Ajtp. The beam
intensity on the sample IP is proportional to

1 P 2 P
(3)

The lower panel in Fig.3 shows the schematic diagram of
the focusing lens geometry. The size of the focused beam at
the detector BL for L2=L2 is the same as the source size
BL=AI,L- The beam size BL is independent of the sample
aperture A2L. Therefore one can use sample sizes up to the
lens diameter to increase the intensity IL without increasing
the beam size on the detector or, equivalently, without
reducing the Q-resolution of the instrument. The gain G of
intensity at the sample is given by

,2 .2
Alp X A2P

(4)

where TL is the transmission of the lenses.

In Fig. 4 the measured beam intensity profiles for the lens
and pinhole configuration are shown. The aperture size has
been chosen such that in both set-ups the minimum Q value
was the same (A1P=20mm, A2,p=10mm, A1L=42mm,
A2L=20mm). The wavelength A=1.32, the collimation
L/=17.53m, and the sample to detector distance L2=17.53m
were kept the same in both cases. The total intensity gain
factor G was about G=9.7, less than the expected gain of
G=14, but still significant.

A direct comparison of the scattering from an 8% Latex
solution in D2O for pinhole and lens configuration is shown
in Fig. 5. The scattering intensity could be increased by a
factor of G=9A by using the lenses.

1 0 4 -

10

10" i ^

L,=17.53, L,=17.53
—•— pinhole geometry

A l=20mm, A2=10mm
—•— 10 lenses

A1=42mm, A2=20mm

1E-3 0.01

Q / nm"1

Fig. 4: Beam profiles measured with 2D detector for both
pinhole and lens configurations are shown. The Q-
resolution has been kept the same for the two
configurations. The resulting gain factor was G=IL/IP=9.7.

- 6 lenses

A1L=50 mm, A2L=20 mm

-pinhole geometry

A, =25 mm, A, =12 mm

0.01

Q/nm

Fig. 5: The comparison of the scattering intensity of an
8% Latex solution in D2O for lens and pinhole (/l=1.707nm,
N=6 lenses, L1=L2=17.53m). The scattering intensity for the
lens system is about 9.4 times higher than for pinhole
geometry. The g-resolution was kept the same for both
configurations.

BEAM DIVERGENCE REDUCTION

Besides for improvement of the Q-resolution or intensity
for small angle scattering experiments the lenses can also
be used for small angle diffraction experiments SAD, to
serve for instance for investigations of flux line lattices in
superconductors or investigations of holographic gratings.
For SAD experiments not the size of the primary beam is
the important parameter but the divergence of the incident
beam.

To get a parallel beam in pinhole geometry one has to
reduce both the source aperture AlP, and the sample
aperture A2P (see upper panel in Fig. 6). The beam
divergence for the pinhole configuration is given by

(5)AQP = 2arctan- ^\,p A2,P

2L,

This can further be reduced by putting a lens in front of the
sample with focal length / equal to the collimation length
f=Lj. In this case all neutrons coming from the same spot at
the guide exit are parallel after passing the lens system (see
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lower panel in Fig. 6). However, the parallel bundles of
neutrons from different points of the guide exit will have
different directions behind the lens. In the ideal case of
monochromatic neutrons the beam divergence A0L is
independent of the sample aperture A2,L and given by

A@L = 2arctan
2L,

(6)

However, a wavelength distribution of AXlAsQ. 1 causes an
additional increase of the beam divergence due to
chromatic aberration effects of the lenses (f «= I/A2).
Considering this contribution the beam divergence A0L

depends then also on the sample aperture A2,L by

A0L = 2arctan-
\ L +C A.%L

2L,

with c=il(i+AX2lX2-2AXlX)-i = 0.234 for AXlX=0A.

(7)

To test the reduction of the beam divergence we used a
holographic grating. The experimental set-up is shown in
Fig. 6. By turning the holographic grating around the angle
0 mainly the beam divergence A0iP is scanned, as the
natural width of the Bragg peak of the holographic grating
for a coherent beam is much smaller than A0L. Therefore
the FWHM of the rocking curves shown in Fig. 7 is
determined by the coherency properties of the neutron
beam [6,7]. Additional to the beam divergence also the
wavelength spread of the neutrons AX causes some further
broadening A0i of the rocking curve: A0i= AXl(2A)7 where
/l=270nm is the grating constant of the hologram.

The comparison between the theoretical FWHM of the
rocking curve for pinhole A0^=A@^+ A@P=0.126deg
and for lens geometry A0^=A@^+A0£=O.066 deg agree
very well with the corresponding experimental values
A0fxp= 0.12 deg and A0gXp= 0.07 deg , whereby about 1/3
of A&fh is due to the wavelength dependent Bragg angle of
the hologram 0B+A0i and not due to the beam divergence
A 0 £ .

CONCLUSION

Focusing neutrons by an array of refractive optical lenses is
cheap and easily implemental at any conventional SANS
instrument operating in pinhole geometry. The parasitic
background scattering of the MgF2 lenses is negligible and
the finite transmission tolerable (>50%). The tests have
shown that the lenses can improve SANS experiments in
several ways. On the one hand they can be used to extend
the Q-range to a lower limit. On the other hand they can
increase the intensity of the scattered neutrons by about an
order of magnitude, if the resolution is kept the same as in
conventional pinhole geometry.

Besides the assignment of the lenses in SANS experiments
they also can be used to improve the beam divergence for
small angle diffraction experiments. By choosing a focal
length of the lens array equal to the collimation distance L;
one can reduce the beam divergence significantly.

The neutron lens devise is now available at our SANS
instrument as a standard equipment.

neutron sample
guide exit A, aperture A2

detector

holographic

0

neutron
lens

Fig. 6: Scheme of the experimental set-up to test the
different beam divergences in pinhole (upper panel) and
lens (lower panel) geometry by measuring a rocking curve
of a holographic grating.
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Fig. 7: Rocking curve of a holographic grating to check
the improvement of the beam divergence by using the lens
geometry (wavelength: /l=1.054 run, grating constant of
hologram: yl=270nm).
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CHARACTERISATION OF THE NEUTRON BEAM AT THE SAMPLE POSTION OF
THE POLDI-DIFFRACTOMETER

H. Spitzer, U. Stuhr

The neutrons at the time-of-flight diffractometer POLDI are transmitted from the chopper to the detector by a special
neutron guide, in which an elliptical neutron mirror is integrated. In order to test this special instrument component
the spatial and the wavelength distribution of the neutrons at the sample position of POLDI were investigated. The
results demonstrate the good performance of the mirror and its advantages compared to a neutron guide.

INTRODUCTION

POLDI is a time-of-flight diffractometer, which works with
multiple pulse overlap. The instrument layout is optimised
for internal strain field measurements in engineering
materials and highly radioactive samples. The instrument
concept and design is described in previous reports [1], a
description can also be found on the POLDI-homepage [2].

INSTRUMENT STATUS

The instrument shall go into operation in summer 2001 for
experiments with non-radioactive samples. All mechanical
parts for these experiments, with the exception of the
detector, have been installed. The chopper and the vacuum
system have been put into operation.

BEAM CHARACTERISATION

Crucial for the performance of this instrument is the
neutron optics. The reasons are that (i) the chopper slits
have a width of only 4mm, therefore it is important to
transport the neutrons to the sample with best conservation
of the phase-space density possible, (ii) since the spectra of
many pulses are overlapping, good suppression of neutrons
with wavelengths shorter than a well-defined cut-off
wavelength is necessary for reduction of background and
for easier analysis of the multi-pulse spectra. Therefore, a
special elliptically shaped neutron mirror, integrated in a
neutron guide, was used to image the chopper diaphragm
onto the sample position.

We analysed the spatial and the wavelength distributions of
the neutrons at the sample position.

The spatial distribution was measured with an image-plate,
which was positioned at the sample position. In Fig. 1 the
horizontal intensity distribution at the sample position is
given. The very small beam width of about 3mm
demonstrates that the chopper diaphragm is well imaged
onto the sample position by the neutron mirror. The broad
tail on the right site is expected to be caused by reflections
of the neutrons at the first part of the mirror were the mirror
has its worst focussing properties. The vertical intensity
distribution, not shown in the figures, is quite homogeneous
and the height of the beam is about 40mm. In an
experiment only the central part of the beam (typical width:
0.5-3mm) will be used. The beam dimensions are selected
with a 4-axis diaphragm close to the sample.

In Fig. 2 the wavelength distribution of the neutrons at the
sample position is given in comparison with the distribution
measured before the neutron mirror was built up. These
experiments were done with the Mini-TOF instrument. The
spectrum shows a very sharp cut-off at a wavelength of

1.1 A. This shows that neutrons with short wavelengths are
suppressed effectively by the neutron mirror.

When we take the duty cycle of the POLDI-chopper of
5.8% into account from these both experiments the intensity
at the beam centre can be estimated to 6-106 n-cm^s1.

600

500 -

- 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4

horizontal position (mm)

Fig. 1: Horizontal intensity distribution of the neutron
beam at the sample position.

2 3
wavelength (A)

Fig 2: The wavelength distribution of the neutron beam
at sample position with (thick solid line) and without (thin
dashed line) neutron mirror. Both spectra are normalised to
the same maximum intensity.
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Technical Support and Co-ordination
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THE TECHNICAL SUPPORT AND CO-ORDINATION DIVISION, ATK

/. Duppich

INTRODUCTION

After gigantic celebrations of the millennium, numerous
predicted ends of the world, fear of millennium bugs, all of
which did not happen, the division Technical Support and
Co-ordination (ATK) was ready to tackle the many tasks
awaiting them in January 2000. ATK has existed for two
years, the tasks are practically the same and the
organization within the division has not changed since its
inception. There are five main tasks:

MISSION AND OBJECTIVES

• General planning and co-ordination of the annual
shutdown of the accelerator facilities and the
Spallation Neutron Source (SINQ).

• Technical support of the operation of the accelerator
facilities and the realization of experiments.

• Assistance in the lay out of the infrastructure and the
co-ordination of large projects such as the Swiss
Light Source (SLS) and PROSCAN. Development
and monitoring of the timetable and generating the
program for the installation, build-up and construc-
tion of the large facilities.

• Development of concepts for the assembly of new
and large installations for the accelerator and realiza-
tion of the radiation shielding.

• Establishing of the projecting structure for the project
PROSCAN and its management.

The primary objective is the efficient use of the limited
manpower and money available at PSI by the means of
comprehensive planning and co-ordination. Early defini-
tion of fixed dates, adherence to them and integration of all
our experience is necessary.

SHUTDOWN 2000

It is essential to achieve and keep the reliability and avail-
ability of the accelerator facilities as high as possible. To
comply with this objective, a large variety of maintenance
and service work had to be done during the shutdown
2000. These activities are prepared in detail and a long
time before the actual shutdown. Some components that
have to be made new are pre-assembled before the begin-
ning of the shutdown.

The sequences of all activities have a precise program and
all planned activities could be accomplished in time. The
precise termination of such activities is essential for the
preparation of the experiments and users of the accelerator
facilities.

SWISS LIGHT SOURCE (SLS)

The organization of the assembly of the LINAC accelera-
tor, the booster, the storage ring in the tunnel, the assembly
of beam lines outside of the tunnel and its entire attached

infrastructure had been prepared together with the SLS
team in close teamwork. The periodically revised time
schedule formed the basis for an assembly program and
meetings were held weekly. These tools supported the
achievement of the milestones. All of the three accelerators
could be tested successfully last year. The operation of the
storage ring was the last of many successful tests. It was
held shortly before Christmas 2000.

Front ends, connections between storage ring and user
beam lines, hold the same ultra high vacuum as the storage
ring. This requires a very precise and careful construction,
assembly and implementation in the tunnel. Several
specialists from ATK assisted the complicated assemblies
including all preparations such as curing to achieve the
required ultra high vacuum.

UNDERGROUND STORE-ROOM (WAKA)

All components that get exposed to the proton beam are
activated to some extent. This also includes experimental
equipment. By changing the configuration of experiments,
the replacement of components may happen. Very often
these components have high monetary value and are stored
today in three different storage places for activated
components.

The new underground storage hall (WAKA) is 36 m long,
24 m wide and 4.5 m high. The floor and ceiling each have
a thickness of 1 m. The concrete shell was built from May
until October 2000, installation of the infrastructure and
furnishings are in progress. An underground access
corridor connects the new storage place with the
experimental hall. This allows a direct movement of
components to the storage place using a 60-ton crane
without leaving the radiation-controlled zone. Moving
from the existing and old storage areas to WAKA will
begin after the shutdown of 2001, e.g. summer 2001.

REPLACEMENTS OF TARGET - E

Not everything can be planned and is predictable with
large research facilities. Flexibility, speed of response,
creativity and courage for decisions are sometimes re-
quired.

Target-E, which was in operation last year, was shortened
from 6 cm to 4 cm to increase the intensity of the proton
beam to the SINQ-target. With the reduction of the target
length the intensity increased from 0.85 mA to more than
1.0 mA. Probably due to the higher proton intensity and
the shortening of the target-E several defects occurred to
the target wheel and target drive, which had to be repaired
as soon as possible. Repairs of this kind can take about two
days of work for an experienced team from several
divisions. ATK is involved with the planning, co-
ordination and other activities like vacuum equipment
maintenance. After such a successful repair the proton
beam is again available.
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PROSCAN

As a result of the excellent success of cancer treatment on
eyes using protons and the (future-oriented) spot-scanning
technique on other kinds of cancer, the project PROSCAN
was initiated. A medical cyclotron and beam lines for
several treatment areas will be installed in the nucleon-hall
(NA). This cyclotron allows treating cancer on the Gantry
facility as well as eye irradiation on OPTIS all year round.
A second and improved Gantry II is also planned. The
main equipment is the medical cyclotron that will be
ordered in spring 2001. The current operating Gantry will
be disconnected from the accelerator facilities in 2004 and
the new medical accelerator facilities will come in
operation in 2005. The project was started in August 2000.
The project management relies on ATK. This challenging
task demands good co-operation between the Medical
Division, ASM and the departments GFA and LOG.
Preparation work has already started. This is necessary to
meet the ambitious time schedule.

OUTLOOK

The main tasks for ATK in 2001 are the organization,
monitoring and supporting of the extensive shutdown until
the end of April 2001. Concerning the SLS facility there
are the implementation of two additional front ends,
various assembly and mounting work for the accelerator
facilities and beam lines. The project PROSCAN is
awaiting the difficult decision about the order of the medi-
cal accelerator and the definition of the beam lines.

The difficulties of such activities are recognized and can
be solved more efficiently when all involved people
participate with enthusiasm and co-operate as a team.

Jiirgen Duppich

Head of ATK-Division
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THE GROUP GENERAL SERVICES AT PSI

E. Baumann, A. Kuhn

There are various tasks of mounting and logistics to be done in context with the assembly or reconstruction of many
experiments, as well as the construction of new research facilities at PSI. The General Services (Hallendienst)
provides the necessary personnel, equipment, machinery and tools to carry out such tasks.

THE GENERAL SERVICE GROUP

The general service group consists of about twenty people.
It belongs to the section Assembly Techniques
(Montagetechnik), which itself is part of the division
Technical Support and Co-ordination (ATK). Together with
the three other divisions ABE (Accelerator Physics and
Development), AEA (Experimental Facilities) and ASQ
(Spallation Neutron Source), ATK forms the department
GFA (Large Research Facilities).

SCOPE OF DUTIES

The main duties of the General Services are:

• Operation of all cranes in various halls at PSI-West in
the load ranges 100 kN up to 600 kN.

• Operation of forklifts, mainly for assembly and
support of experiments in the whole PSI; lift capacity
up to 100 kN.

• Build, change and remove radiation shielding. Man-
agement of the extensive depot of the shielding
material.

• Support of experimentalists during the construction
and erection of their experiments.

• Welding of components made of steel, stainless steel
and aluminium compounds in conventional welding
procedures (Fig. 1).

• General mechanical work for adapting or fitting com-
ponents, producing supports and so on.

• General steelwork particularly production or adapting
of staircases, railings, platforms and supports.

• Erecting of work frames or stages.

• Dismantling and disposing of experiments and equip-
ment no longer in use.

• Storage of components, equipment, facilities, special
tools and so on, which may be reused later on.

• Cleaning and tidy up in radiation-controlled zones.

TOOLS AND RESOURCES

The General Services have and maintain a large variety of
tools for mounting, special manufacturing and of lifting
tackles and devices for all kinds of transport. This is needed
to carry out the various work orders in an efficient and
professional manner.

Fig. 1: Welding of the steel dummy to verify the space
for new cavities for the ring cyclotron.

KNOWLEDGE AND TRAINING

The tasks given to the General Services are very diverse
and its members are versatile all-rounder. A number of
specialists with the proper training and extensive
experience in their special field are also needed. This is
particularly the case for the operators of the cranes and the
forklifts, and also for the mechanics and the welders who
have acquired special knowledge in the maintenance of
equipment and facilities at PSI. Many of the members of
the General Services know how to work in radiation-
controlled zones; they are experienced in the proper
handling of activated and contaminated components. They
are also familiar with special techniques, for instance the
vacuum maintenance procedures (Fig. 2).

EXECUTED TASKS DURING 2000

In addition to all the routine services done for the accelera-
tor facilities and the experiments, the General Services
group had to handle some special tasks. A major project
was the pre-assembly of the beam line between target M
and target E, which will be replaced during the shutdown
2001. The first two targets from SINQ were dismantled in
the hot cell of ATEC (Aktivtechnik / handling technique of
activated materials) and several probes were taken for
metallurgical investigations. The disassembled targets were
cast-in with bismuth-lead alloy, and then set into special
containers, which were welded for sealing. All these opera-
tions had to be done with teleguided manipulators because
of the high radiation dose. Furthermore there were five
partially unforeseen replacements of proton beam targets.
Besides of the change itself, concrete radiation shielding of
several thousand tons have to be moved. The target changes
could be done within a remarkably short time particularly
due to the large effort of the staff of the General Services
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and it helped to keep the large availability of the proton
beam.

HOW CAN YOU GET ASSISTANCE BY THE
GENERAL SERVICES

It's very easy. You have to know exactly what you need. If
it is a large job you have to fill out an order. It is the same
procedure as for the other workshops at PSI. Send your
drawings or sketches together with the work order to the
head of General Services. If necessary you may meet him
and discuss problems or questions. Small work orders can
be given verbally, by phone or e-mail. Orders for transport
with crane or forklift can be done via a call to the operator
in charge. For safety reasons it is sensible to inform about
weight and if necessary about special measures.

Further information may be found on the Internet under
www.psi.ch/www_gfa_hn/atk/8810/8811/8811/home.html.

LAYOUT OF THE EXPERIMENTAL-, THE SINQ-
AND THE NUCLEON HALLS

The attached drawing (Fig. 3) shows the actual layout of the
halls containing the accelerator facilities, experimental
areas, laboratories, workshops, hot cells and the area of the
General Services. An empty area on this drawing indicates
space for a pre-assembly of huge experiments and space for
shielding in case of an operation problem. In most cases we
had to remove the concrete shielding of the proton channel
in order to have access to components of the accelerator.

Due to the dynamic development of the requirements and
the objectives of the experiments the layout of these halls
has to be updated frequently.

Fig. 2: A crane operator checks carefully crane move-
ments of new vacuum components.
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Fig. 3: Actual layout of the experimental-, the SINQ- and the nucleon halls. The group General Services is located close to
the ATEC hot cells and the main entrance.
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VACUUM TECHNICAL CONDITIONING OF THE FRONT ENDS

U. Kalt, R. Knecht, P. Ruttimann

A "Front End" connects the experimental beam line with the storage ring of the Swiss Light Source (SLS). Therefore
it has to be operated under the same ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions as the storage ring down to below 3xlO~10

mbar. This low pressure requires careful handling of all components beginning from the fabrication and delivery
from the companies, over to the pre-mounting and vacuum technical conditioning, and ending with the final
implementation at the storage ring.

INTRODUCTION

The electrons at the SLS are produced in a LINAC and then
accelerated in the booster up to an energy of 2.4 GeV
before being stored in the storage ring. Using special
insertion devices such as undulators, wigglers, or bending
magnets, synchrotron radiation can be produced which then
has to be guided to the experimental stations. A Front End
is the intermediate stage between the storage ring, located
inside a shielding bunker, and an experiment, located
outside of it. It is equipped with several additional
functionalities. The main functions are protection of the
storage ring vacuum, absorption of radiation when the
experiment beam line is shutdown, beam definition,
vacuum measurement, and beam position monitoring. A
Front End consists of safety elements; beam guiding
components, diagnostic instruments, photon filters, valves,
and pumps. They are necessary to prepare the synchrotron
beam for the experiment and to guarantee the required
safety conditions for both the operation of the storage ring
as well as running the experimental station. This year, a
total of four Front Ends have been pre-assembled, and two

of them are already fully tested and installed at their final
position. The remaining two will be operational in time
before the Is' of August 2001 when the SLS will become
operational.

CLEANLINESS

The material and units for the Front Ends are bought from
several different companies which all have different
vacuum technical quality standards. All UHV components
need careful handling and a high degree of cleanliness. This
is necessary at all stages of production to guarantee an
acceptably low out-gassing rate and good weld integrity.
All mechanical working processes must exclude the use of
heavy organic lubricants, since they may be retained to
some extent on the surfaces after processing. After final
machining and cleaning, the vacuum surfaces must never
come into contact with oily or greasy objects including bare
hands (which leave finger prints) unless a thorough
cleaning operation is performed immediately afterwards.
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Fig. 1: Front End 4S pre-mounted in a separated area at the experimental floor.
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In a first step the different UHV groups are pre-mounted to
functional segments in a separated area. They are then
electrically connected and tested, geometrically checked
and vacuum prepared. To get UHV conditions all parts
have to be equipped with a bake-out system. This heating
system has been permanently mounted on all units and
forms an integral part of a Front End. This also allows
(after a possible accidental ventilation) an evacuation down
to UHV conditions at any time without any dismounting.
Fig. 1 shows a Front End equipped with such a bake-out
unit. The control unit for the bake-out system has been
developed at PSI and is capable, of controlling
simultaneously the temperature of 32 different units and of
performing simultaneously the bake-out procedure. The
control unit is flexible enough to be also used for the
vacuum control of the experimental stations.

UHV CONDITIONING PROCEDURE

To get UHV conditions below 3xlO"10 mbar a well-defined
procedure of several steps has to be carried out:

• After assembling a segment, a dry pumping station
with a He leak detecting system is connected and the
segment is evacuated and leak tested.

• A quadruple mass spectrometer is used to analyze the
residual gas (Fig. 2).

• The bake-out system is then used to heat up the whole
set-up steadily up to 200 °C in 8 h and kept there
whilst simultaneously observing the pressure inside
the system.

• The mass spectrometer is then used for a trend analysis
of single selected mass peaks, which is recorded
together with the total pressure at the turbo pump.

• As soon as the partial pressures of the out-gassing
molecules do not decrease further (after approx. 120 h)
the heat power is control lowered, following a
programmed temperature ramp.

• At a temperature of 150 °C the ion pumps are switched
on.

• If the pressure at all detection positions after cooling
down to room temperature (with a detached turbo
pump) is lower than 3xlO"10 mbar the segment is
vacuum tested. For comparison a final residual gas
analysis is carried out (Fig. 3).

ASSEMBLING AT THE STORAGE RING

The Front End is divided into suitable segments and
installed in the assigned tunnel and tested again for vacuum
leaks. The final installed Front End can now be completely
baked-out from outside the accelerator tunnel. As soon as
the operating pressure of p<3xlO"10 mbar is reached the
connecting valve to the storage ring can be opened. Since
the 10th of December 2000, the first two Front Ends have
been in operation at the storage ring. The other two
prepared systems will soon be ready and will be tested in
time and installed before the 1st of August 2001 when the
SLS will begin operation.

30 40 50 60

mass [amu]

Fig. 2: Typical residual gas spectrum at the beginning of
the first leak test just after delivery in their initial state.
Dominant constituent parts in the spectrum originate from
H2O and several CXHX molecules groups.
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Fig. 3: A typical residual gas spectrum after a well baked-
out UHV system is shown. Constituent parts of this
spectrum originate from H2, CO, CO2, and H2O. The
contribution of H2O can be further reduced by an additional
bake-out procedure.



CONTROL MEASUREMENTS ON THE PSI REFERENCE POINT NETWORK IN THE
SINQ HALLS

J.L. Pochon

This report shows why regular control measurements in our reference point network are necessary, how they are
planned and performed and what problems the surveyors can come up against. Finally, some recent results are
illustrated.

INTRODUCTION

In order to fulfill the requirements of the experimental
physicists during the installation of their equipment in the
Spallation-Neutron-Source halls (SINQ), it is necessary for
us to always know the exact positions of all the points in
our Reference-Network. In this network, the height coordi-
nates are subject to the largest changes. The main reason for
this is that the floor of the halls moves more vertically than
horizontally. Therefore, we routinely check the height more
frequently than the other coordinates (X and Y). Luckily,
the vertical coordinate is the one that can be determined
most easily. Nevertheless, it is becoming increasingly
difficult to find a good measurement set up, which should
include sufficient height differences to calculate a well over
determined network. This is because, in the meantime, the
halls are crammed full of neutron-beam lines, radiation
shielding, experimental equipment, etc.. For the same
reason, we can measure less and less points as time goes on.

THE PLANNING

This chapter could be circumscribed by the following three
expressions: inspection of the area, a priori calculation and
instrument-check. Some remarks to each single point:

• Inspection of the area: The area where the measure-
ments will be performed is visited and each single
reference point inspected. Then it has to be decided
whether it is possible to measure it or not. Another im-
portant task is to interview the person responsible for
the hall concerning plans for big changes in the near
future: Are there new experiments coming or any
other modifications in the hall, which could obstruct
the later measurements.

• On the basis of this inspection, an a priori calculation
of the network is made in order to find out how many
measurements have to be done to reach a postulated
accuracy, using the available instruments. In principle,
the more measurements you make, the better the
results will be. On the other hand, it does not make
any sense to invest a lot of time and effort to achieve
results, which are too exact. For example, in order to
find a difference from an earlier measurement of a
tenth of a millimeter, it is not justifiable to determine a
point height to an accuracy of one hundredth of a
millimeter. An accuracy of five hundredths of a mil-
limeter would be sufficient.

• Before starting the network control, we have to check
our instrument and adjust it if necessary, in this case,
the digital level DinillT from the Zeiss Company [1].

On a leveling-instrument, it is the pointing axis that
has to be checked. The pointing axis must be parallel
to the earth's gravitational field. In other words: The
pointing axis is horizontal if the level is set up prop-
erly. See also Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: Axis condition for a level.

THE MEASUREMENTS

It is imperative that all the measurements can be done
within a short period of time. We can then treat the meas-
urement of the whole network as a snapshot. If any changes
of the situation do occur while we measure, they will be
seen as errors in a later analysis. This means that all
measurements have to be done within a few days.
Therefore, each single measurement has to be done as fast
as possible. This will also reduce the chance that an in-
strument or leveling rods sinks during a single
measurement. Such changes would also be detected as
errors in the analysis.

Despite the requirement for performing fast measurements,
all measurable height differences are determined at least
twice. We proceed as follows: the whole network is split up
into various lines. These lines can have the same point as
start- and ending points (type a = loop) or different points
(type b). We measure from the first point to the last point
and back again. For example, in Fig. 2 the first line (type a)
follows the points 1-2-3-4-5-1-5-4-3-2-1 and for the second
line (type b), the points 1-6-2-4-2-6-1 are measured. This
procedure allows immediate verification of the data. The
differences measured between pairs of points in a line must
be the same in both directions and the height difference
between the first and last points has to be zero, when they
are the same point (type a). If these requirements are met
within a specified tolerance, then we can proceed to the
next line.
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Legend:

o
: Height Reference Point

: Changing Point (Meaning see the text
below)

•> Type a: starting and ending point is the
same for back and forth

• < - • Type b: starting and ending point is not
the same for back and forth

Fig. 2: Types of lines used for the measurements.

In order to make a network more stable, additional meas-
urements are necessary. They should correlate points,
which are far away from each other. This adds to the reli-
ability of the finally calculated coordinates but their accu-
racy usually suffers somewhat. These errors can arise when
measuring height differences between distant points (>20
m), where extra points called changing-points have to be
used, or possibly when an obstacle has to be worked
around, again using extra changing points. As the number
of changing-points increases, so does the number of read-
ings and with it the number of error sources. Therefore,
measurements of height differences between distant refer-
ence points are subject to larger errors. We have to put up
with this problem.

ANALYSIS

The analysis is performed using the method of the least
squares. This ensures that the unavoidable random errors
are evenly distributed throughout the measurements. These
improved measurements are then used to calculate the final
vertical coordinates. This is an iterative process. A
computer program called LTOP from the Swiss Federal
Office of Topography supports us. Besides the pure
coordinates, the accuracy and reliability of each point can
be obtained. The reliability is an indicator, which shows
how well a point is determined within the network. This

depends mainly on the number of readings taken and from
where they were taken (network geometry).

RESULTS AND EXPLANATIONS

Rather than present the results of one single measurement,
this section looks at the observable tendencies shown by
repeated measurements made in the SINQ halls during the
last eight years. This represents a summary of how the halls
have moved, together with a possible explanation.

We have observed that the Target Hall tends to sink. This is
not surprising because of the heavy weight of the target
block itself and the control- and utility building. On the
other hand, the Neutron Guide-Hall tends to rise. On the
boundary between the two halls, the points have not moved
vertically since the halls were built. This boundary acts as a
fulcrum between the two halls. In Fig. 3, the movement
tendencies are shown for each part of the SINQ-halls.

Fig. 3: Movement tendency of the floor in the SINQ-halls.

On average, the movements are of the order of 0.5 mm,
locally, they can exceed one millimeter.

CONCLUSION

It is clear that the vertical floor movements are transferred
directly to the neutron-beam line components. If the
magnitude of these changes becomes large enough to
disturb or even prohibit operation, then the neutron-beam
line components may have to be readjusted to be horizontal
at the correct height. The neutron-beam line components
have been constructed and mounted so that such changes
can be made. Adjustment of neutron-beam line components
is performed on request of the person responsible for the
halls.
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WAKA - STORAGE FOR ACTIVATED COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS

W. Gloor

The proper handling of activated components is a task that exists since the beginning of the institute. Several isolated
storage places already exist, having been created as a consequence of the development and growth of the institute. It
has now become necessary to optimize the storage operation for activated components. WAKA has been conceived
as a single centralized solution within the existing radiation-controlled zone.

INTRODUCTION

Over the years, the radiation protection and radioactive
waste treatment division (SU) have created and maintained
various isolated storage areas for activated materials and
components. The future operation of these decentralized
sites would be impractical and expensive. It was therefore
decided to build a new centralized storage hall inside the
existing radiation-controlled zone, designed for optimal
handling and furnished with suitable equipment to satisfy
all official regulations. The name of the new underground
storage hall is WAKA (West Aktivkomponentenlager A).

Construction began in spring 2000. The concrete shell was
finished in October. Painting and installation of electricity,
ventilation and control systems is in progress. Construction
and furnishing will be finished next spring.

TECHNICAL DATA

The storage area is about 36 m long and 24 m wide. Its
active height is 4 m. It will be furnished with racks with a
capacity of 560 palettes, shelves for small components with
a total area of 130 m2 and a rack of 14 m length for long
components such as beam lines and vacuum chambers. For
large and heavy instruments such as magnets, 220 m2 of
floor space will be available. The maximum weight that can
be transported is 20 tons.

Inside the storage hall there is a separate specially
controlled and ventilated room for tritium sources. It will
also be equipped with suitable racks and shelves.

OPERATION

The objective of WAKA is the storage of activated
components and materials, which have been used at PSI
and for which a future use is feasible. This comprises
components from the accelerators and the beam lines as
well as experimental equipment. In order to avoid
unnecessarily long storage, the owner of the stored
components will be periodically questioned about the
necessity of further storage. It will be a major aim of the
operating personnel to avoid WAKA becoming a refuse
dump. To ensure proper storage of the activated goods, the
radiation protection and health physics group will be
involved right from the beginning. They will check all
incoming components and will give directions about the

proper handling and storage. They will also monitor the
radiation rates during the storage period.

One important new feature of WAKA is the access
corridor, which leads directly into the experimental hall.
Components from the experimental-, the SINQ- and the
nucleon halls (NA) will no longer have to leave the
radiation-controlled zone. This is also the case when we
move components from WAKA to ATEC for conditioning
and disposal. Since this access corridor is below the
experimental hall floor level, the experimental hall crane
had to be fitted with longer wire ropes.

Bookkeeping is important for a clear and transparent
storage operation. The computing division of PSI will
configure the database for WAKA. There is also a link
planned to the intranet system. This will open up the
possibility of borrowing components from WAKA by third
parties. Components that are presently stored in the existing
storage places will not automatically be moved to WAKA.
They will be inspected and sorted. Only components where
a future utilization is feasible will be moved to WAKA. The
others will be disposed of.

Access permission to WAKA will only be given to the
operators and the radiation protection personnel. This is
mainly to avoid unnecessary exposure. The database will be
as comprehensive as possible and will include information
about links to photographs and drawings.

Precise information about procedures for our customers will
be given next autumn when WAKA comes into operation.

, \
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Fig. 1: Concrete shell in construction.
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ACTIVATION BEHAVIOUR OF METALLIC STRUCTURAL MATERIAL IN THE
RADIATION FIELDS OF THE PROTON ACCELERATOR COMPLEX AT PSI

H. Temnitzer

The design of new or revised components for the PSI accelerator complex must include a study of the possible
activation at a very early stage. According to the present radiation protection laws (StSG), all reasonable measures
must be taken to avoid the exposure of people and the environment to radiation. Replacing unsuitable materials at a
later stage to reduce the radiation dose is usually very difficult and expensive.

INTRODUCTION

The immediate surroundings of the proton beam lines are
exposed to a high particle radiation level. Due to space
charge effects and collisions with residual gas, protons are
continuously lost along the beam lines. Therefore, not only
the targets and collimators become subjected to radiation
but also all beam line components.

In vacuum chambers, magnet poles and beam diagnostic
elements, proton activation is dominant. Due to the short
range of the protons (range in copper at Ep = 72 MeV is
approx. 0.8 cm and at Ep = 590 MeV approx. 24 cm), this
activation is restricted to the immediate vicinity of the beam
line. The radiation dose, through induced activation can be
reduced by the choice of suitable materials as long as the
function of the component is not impaired.

Moreover, the production of neutrons from inelastic proton
nuclear reactions cannot be neglected. Through residual
activation, free neutrons produce beta- and gamma rays
throughout the neighborhood of the beam lines. These
remain present even after the proton beam is switched off
and are therefore responsible for the main radiation load
with respect to the service personnel. Nevertheless, the
radiation levels outside the controlled-radiation zone can be
held below the legal limits by the use of suitable biological
shielding.

The equally important question of radiation-enhanced
corrosion is not treated here.

ACTIVATION MEASUREMENTS

The activity of certain nuclides generated in given materials
is influenced by the irradiation time, the radiation field
(type of particle) and the cooling time. The ratio in the
activities of certain typical nuclides changes with the
irradiation and cooling time. Furthermore, the ratio between
the activity [Bq] and the dose rate [mSv/h] is a function of
time. Every calculated or measured set of data is therefore
the result of a particular irradiation history and suffers from
the fact that the irradiation field is generally not known
with sufficient accuracy.

Figs. 1 and 2 gives the calculated activation in copper for
the case of BX2, the high intensity beam dump of the PSI
Injector 2 cyclotron. The calculation is based on the fol-
lowing assumptions: OFHC-copper, continuous irradiation
by protons only, an energy of 72 MeV, a constant beam
current of 38 |jA over 4 years. This corresponds to the aver-
age beam load from 1994 to 1997.

Fig. 1: Copper activation in the high intensity beam dump
(BX2) and the cooling behavior of the individual isotopes.
These values were extrapolated from an experiment
performed with the following parameters: 100 nAh protons
stopped in Copper (Cu= 9 g/cm2), dose level measured and
recognizable isotopes identified in a Ge-Li detector.

Total dose rate

Total activation
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Fig. 2: Comparison of the total dose to the total activation
(copper beam dump BX2).

EXAMPLES

The following examples should exhibit the different cooling
characteristics of typical construction materials after radia-
tion exposure under various conditions.
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The following materials were examined:

Al = Aluminium alloy (AC 112)
Fe = Mild steel (St 37)
Ms63 = Brass (Cu 63%+Zn 37%)
Cu-Be = Cu97%+Be2%+Co0.2%+Fe0.1%+Si, Al..
OFHC-Cu = Oxygen free high conductivity copper
Ni = Nickel
316L = Stainless steel
Pure lead = Pb 99.99%
Lead alloy = Pb 98% + Sb 2%

The determination of the dose level for each material took
place using the same geometry with various radiation
detectors.

The activation parameters for three examples are given
below:

Fig. 3 Fig. 4 Fig. 5
Proton beam energy:

Proton beam current Ip:
Radiation time:
Target material:

Target thickness:
Angle:

Distance from target:
Shielding material:

Shielding thickness:

72
0.9
108

Copper
10
40°
45

none

590
2.2
83
Be
70
60°

250
none

590
2.2
83
Be
70
80°

220
Iron
110

MeV

days

mm

cm

cm

The example given in Fig. 3 shows the decline of the dose
level of the various materials after being activated in the
injector 1 bunker (low energy proton beam).
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-Pure lead

Fig. 3: Decline of the dose rate of metallic construction
materials following irradiation in the injector 1 bunker (lead
antimony alloy not included).

The next example is given in Fig. 4, which shows the
analysis of an irradiation performed in the piotron primary
beam bunker (high energy proton beam).

100:

0.1

-Al

-Cu-Be

-316L
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Cooling time [d]

- B — Fe
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-O—Pure lead -
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-Ms63

-Ni

- Lead alloy
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Fig. 4: Decline of the dose rate following an irradiation in
a primary beam bunker with full exposure to the target.

Fig. 5 shows the decline of the dose rate following an
irradiation performed through 110 cm of existing cast iron
shielding which stops charged particles and moderates the
neutrons.
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Fig. 5: Decline of the dose rate of metallic construction
materials following irradiation through the local shielding.

CONCLUSIONS

Lead antimony alloy cannot be used in neutron and proton
radiation fields and, in general, lighter materials should be
given preference over heavier ones (see Fig. 3, 4 and 5).
Unfortunately, it is not possible to draw up universally
valid rules, so that it is imperative to consult the appropriate
specialist in good time.
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SHUTDOWN SCHEDULING FOR THE ACCELERATOR

R. Reckermann, H.R. Vetterli

Large Research Facilities are expected to be operated with a high availability. Services and new developments need
to be undertaken in a short time. Shutdowns of single facilities are no longer possible for a variety of reasons and
have to be combined with a general main shutdown.

WHY A SHUTDOWN SCHEDULING

At our accelerator facility an annual shutdown is per-
formed, which has to be as short as possible to keep the
experimental facilities of our users operational. In the last
years many new additional facilities (GANTRY 1, SINQ,
SLS) have been realized which are all interrelated (via
beam production, infrastructure, and manpower). Thus a
detailed combined shutdown scheduling for all facilities is
required.

FACTS AND ACTIVITIES AQUISITION

The planning of a new shutdown starts after finishing the
old one successfully. Long-term objectives such as recon-
struction of beam lines, renewals of facilities, or annual
services determine in general the duration of a shutdown.
According to these facts and activities a rough schedule is
made. The executive committee of the facilities west
(LAAW, Leitender Ausschuss Anlagen West) decides then
in the middle of the year, which projects are absolutely
necessary and which can be postponed into the over-next
shutdown.

PREPARATORY WORK

For extensive maintenance projects it turned out that a test
set-up is an absolute necessity, e.g. the reconstruction of
Target-E in 1990/1991. Based on the know-how and ex-
periences obtained with Target-E reconstruction we also
performed a test set-up for the renewal of the proton
channel near the electrostatic splitter EHT in 1997. For the
rebuilding of the segment between Target-M and Target-E
in the shutdown of 2001, the project management decided
quite early to also build up a test set-up. A part of the
proton channel was copied in its real outer dimensions and
the complete beam line together with the local shielding
was mounted (Fig. 1). It is always surprising to see how
both major and minor faults occur even though modern
tools like CAD and CNC-fabrication have been used. The
reparation of these errors and eventual improvements can
be carried out during this test period. The tight schedule of
a shutdown does not allow the touch up or re-fabrication of
any parts. All components such as vacuum chambers,
magnets, diagnostic elements, and shielding were ready
mounted, measured and tested at the beginning of Novem-
ber 2000. Afterwards everything was dismounted to put a
decontaminating painting on the shielding elements and to
provide all parts in the right order for the final implemen-
tation.

PREPARATION OF THE SCHEDULE

Talks with expert groups, the construction department and
the workshop relative to dates and deadlines are enforced,
working procedures for dismounting of often active parts

are made, plans for the disposal are presented and the
necessary papers for that are worked out. Afterwards the
different team leaders start to work out the detailed plans of
the activities and the time schedules for them can be fixed.
Frequently, problems occur during the year, and their solu-
tion interferes with the scheduled work. All these different
activities are combined to form a general main schedule,
which avoids collisions of the use of the crane or other
available resources and guarantees that the fixed time
windows are not exceeded. The general main schedule is
planned without any time reserves, so that any unexpected
events, like a longer failure of a crane, cannot be allowed
for.

Since many activities are carried out in a radiation-
controlled zone a detailed radiation protection plan has to
be worked out to minimize the personnel dose. From the
detailed shutdown plans the radiation protection division is
able to estimate the overall dose rate and further optimize it
by additional preparing activities. For a general orientation
all persons and groups concerned are invited to come
together at the beginning of the shutdown. In such a
meeting all working units are presented and any remaining
errors can be corrected. A presentation of every work unit is
given early enough before the shutdown to the control
department BAG (earlier HSK) together with an overall
dose estimation.

Fig. 1: Test set-up of the beam line between Target-M
and Target-E.

SCHEDULE PREPARATION AND PRESENTATION

Nowadays we are forced to schedule and realize new
developments in the shortest possible time to be equal to
the permanent technological changes and the increased
technical and radiation protection safety demands. The
traditional sequential organization with its on continuance-
designed objects is no longer suitable for modern
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requirements. Therefore tasks like our complex shutdown
are organized and carried out as a project. Already in rela-
tively small projects large amounts of data occur, which
have to be administrated, prepared and further analyzed.
For the project planning the software MS-Project has been
used (Fig. 2). However, the use of such tools is only helpful
if the project can be structured and planned systematically.
The use of project management software cannot, of course,
guarantee a transparent and in time expiration of the
project. Actual decisions still need to be made by the
project manager. Furthermore an open communication
during the whole project is of tremendous importance
because only then the given deadlines can be kept. Timing
problems of single activities have to be solved as fast as
possible and projected to see how they affect the whole
project.

LIMITS OF TIME SCHEDULING

Even a detailed planning and preparation is no guarantee
for a successful realization of a shutdown. The limits in the
planning are unexpected events like defects, delays in
deliveries, and accidents. The last years have shown that the
deadlines only could be kept under huge efforts and addi-
tional working hours. A small risk always remains. Also a
scheduled work may have to be skipped in future or an
extension of the shutdown is necessary.

,,GoodLuck!"

Vorgangsname Dauer Anfang Ende
Januar2001 |Febmar2001 |Marz 2001 |April 2001 |M ;

| 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | B | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 I 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 I 18
Stuit-Down 2001

Experimentierhalle
Sanierung PKII Target M bis Target E
Revision Vakuumpumpen PK
Separator PiM1 ausbauen/Abschirmung verbessern
PiE5 Kanalverschluss KSF41 ersetzen
AGO - Zahler ausbauen Abschirmung verbessern
Target M wechseln mil AT EC
Target E wechseln
ProfilmonitorMHP/MHS 31/32 ersetzen

Injektor 2 / Ring

Injektor 1
Lisor-Aufbau in IP 1 mil Abschirmung
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Fig. 2: Time schedule for the shutdown 2001 made with MS-Project. It shows the main tasks at different locations of the
accelerator complex (Injector 1, Injector 2, Ring cyclotron, Experimental-, SINQ-halls, PROSCAN, UCN).
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